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Abstract
A shallow aftershock sequence in the Hawkes Bay region of the North Island, New Zealand

(May 1990) was recorded with high quality on an L-shaped, 7-station array of 3-component.
short-period seismographs at Wellington, such that the seismic waves uavelled almost along
suike of the subducted Pacific plate in this region. The arrival times at the stations of rhe po wave
pulse from a number of aftershocks could be picked sufficiently accurately for a least-squares
inversion to be ciuried out for wavefront speed, c. and incident azimuth, C. The results show a

Ngh apparent velocity, 8. 7 + 0. 2 km/s, and an azimuth which is shifted by 6. 0 t Z. So east of the
tnre epicentre - station azimuth.

The azimuthal anomaly, d/, has been interpreted as due to lateral refraction of po off the
subducted slab. The effect of different geometries of the slab on the Po wavefront characteristics
(c and 60) at Wellington have been explored through both simple geometrical considerations (in
the case of a plane or cylindrical slab) as well as tfuough 3-dimensional ray tracing (in the case of
inegular curvature of the slab). It has been shown that a plane or cylindricat slab would require
P-wave velocities of about 9.0 km/s to exist within it in order to nt both c and dd, whereas a

model of tlle slab which departs ftom a regular cylinder and has a small updip component along

strike can nt the observations with P-wave velocities of 8.?5 km/s in the high velocity medium.
This mo@l has been proposed by Ansell and Bannister (1991) afrer derailed consideration of the

shallow seismicity rhat defines the slab surface in the lower North Island.

Information about the narure of the Ngh velocity medium has been obtained by modelling

the wavetbrms through generation of synthetic seismograms by the rellectivity technique of
Kennett ( 1983). The large number of aftershocks within a small source region, and the sampling

of much the same wavepath, meant that a sufficient number of seismograms had very similar and

characteristic fernres that could be modelled. The typical seismogram of the data set had a

simple Pn wavepulse, followed immediately by a complex. high frequency (up to 15 Hz) phase

(here ret'ened to as P61) and a high ampliNde, lower ftequency phase that dominared the P-

wavetrain (here refened to as Fl. n velocity profile that contained a layer of 8.75 km/s material ar

least 4 km thick, underlying "normal" manile material of P-velocity 8.2 t 0.2 km/s. and whose

surface lies approximately l8 km below the slab surface reproduced the observed seismogram

features well. The presence of velocity gradients above and below the layer is not excluded. A
gradual decrease in velocity below the layer in fact gives a better fit of rhe Po pulse shape. By

breaking down tlp synthetic seismogram into simpler versions. using Kennett's wavefield

approximation technique, it has been shown thu the Po wave propagates tluough the high velocity

layer. the P1'1 phase ttuough the overlying layers as a sequence of reflections and refractions, and

the P goup as a reverberatory phase in a crustal waveguide, with its energy mostly in the form of
free surtace reflections and S to P conversion. These results have also been confirmed by ray

tracing.



Waveform modelling has also clearly shown that a low velocity layer (representing

subducted sediment) on the top of the subducted slab produces a highly characterisric imprint on
the synthetic seismogram. in the form of an energetic, reverberatory lower frequency signal late

in tlte P-wavetrain. Wavefield approximations show that this is also a crustal waveguide effect,

with a strong component of mode conversion at the free surface, but P - S conversion appears to

be the dominant mechanism. Seismograms very similar to such synttretic ones have been

observed for the Weber aftershocks recorded at stations along the northern East Coast. The

presence of such a low velocity layer in the East Coast region is thus implied. consistently with

previous proposals.

The peuological imptications of the high velociry layer in the suMucted Pacific plate are

discussed. The most likely explanation is that it represents the maximum P velocity of an

anisoropic layer within the Pacific upper mantle. It is proposed that the conditions of suess

orientation, pressure and temperature at approximately 36 - 50 km depth in this region induces a

strong realignment of olivine crystals with their fast direction along strike of the slab, normal to

the manimum compressive stress axis. The upper mantle of the segment of the Pacific ocean just

east of the Tonga - Kermadec trench and tlte North Island has been shown in this sudy to possess

P-wave anisotropy, with the P-velocity reacNng a maximum of 8.37 km/s in a direction N60"8.

This result was obtained by analysing a large set of ISC travel times ftom earthquakes along the

Tonga - Kermadec - New Tnalulrd subduction zone recorded at stations Niue, Rarotonga and the

Chatham tslands. It is suggested tlut an enhancement of this anisotropy, accompanied by some

re-orientation. takes place as the upper mantle medium is subjected to the new stress conditions in

the initial stilges of subduction.
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Clnpter I

GeologicaUTectonic Setting
- Introduction

l.l New Zealanil and the South lilest Pacific

The southwest corner of the Pacific Ocean, together with the smaller seas and land masses

strerching to the east coast of Australia (Figure 1.1) is comprised of some interesting and

intriguing geological domains. It is an area of complex tectonic history and active processes. The

major tectonic process affecting the region at the present time is the interaction of the Pacific and

Indo-Ausralian plates, which includes the suMuction of the Pacific plate along a major portion of
the length of the boundary zone. The plate boundary is characterised by the volcanism, shallow

and deep seismicity and orogeny typical of such tectonic regions and delineated by a trench

system composed of the Tonga, Ikrmadec and Hilarangi trenches. The North Island of New

7*aland is situated on this plate boundary and therefore provides a suitable platform from which
such processes may be closely observed.

The present ocean floors and continental masses making up the S.W. Pacific region are the

result of a complex history of plate creation and destruction, movement, reorganization and

deformation" which must be traced back to well before the break-up of Gondwana in the Jurassic.

The process of unravelling this history is a fascinating challenge and has occupied numerous

scientists for many decades. Using a diversity of geological and geophysical means, several

reconstructions of the tectonic situation ftom the Jurassic to the present have been made (e. g

Christoffel and Falconer, L972:Falcnner,1972:' Larson and Chase,l972; Molnar et al,l97l:Hilde
et al,l977; Weissel et al,l977) yet many guestions remain unresolved. Where clear magnetic

[neations are preserved in the oceanic cmst, such as on both sides of the Pacific-Antarctic ridge,

the origin and movement of tte oceanic plates can be traced back in time. Where such a
magnetic signature is lacking, as in the case of oceanic crust formed during the Cretaceous Quiet
Period (ll2 - 82 My b.p.), the task becomes harder, and other clues must be sought. The Pacific

crust immediately east of the Tonga-Kermadec Eench is ore example of such crust (Larson and

Chase, 1972). Another problem in reconstructions is that, with the conunenoement of subduction,

a large volume of oceanic crust is consumed into the earth's interior, and with it all geological

evidence of its past, such as ridges, transform faults and magnetic lineations. This is the case

with the subduction of the Pacific plate around the Pacific margin (Larson and Chase, 1972).

Furtlrcr reference to the general tectonic history of the S.\il. Pacific, and lts relevance to this
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Pacific, and its relevance to this thesis, is postponed to a later chapter.

Subduction zones themselves are regions of great geophysical and geological interest. The
bent and dipping lithosphere and the overlying crust are subjected to a complex regime of
stresses and to Iarge changes in temperature and pressure, which manifest themselves in
seismicity, volcanism, mountain building and back-arc spreading processes, and in chemical,
physical and mechanical transformations to the lithosphere. The seismiciry of subducrion zones

is a powerful tool for invesrigating the nature of such features and the processes taliing place

within them. Well located earthquake hypocentres help to delineate rhe broad geometry and

morphology of subductei slabs, while the state of stress within the subducted lirhosphere can, ro a
certain exlent, be infened from fault plane solutions of intraplate earthquakes. In recent years,

tomographic inversion of earthquake travel times has been increasingly applied to image the

velocity slructure within regions of subduction tluoughout the world. One characteristic thar has

been shown to be common to all such regions is the presence of a high velociry anomaly with
respect to the surrounding mantle, penetrating to hundreds of kilomeues depth in correspondence

with the cold descending lithosphere (e. g. Zhou, 1990; van der Hilst, l99l). The behaviour of
materials under high pressures and temperatures can be duplicated in the laboratory to some

extent, however the exact behaviour of lithospheric material in the most deformed sections of the

descending slab are still not fully known.

1.2 The Tectonics and Seismicity of New Zealand

The convergent boundary between the Pacific and Indo-Australian plates extends to the

north of New Zealand as the Tonga-Kermadec trench and subduction zone, and the Hikurangi

trough off the eastern margin of the North Island represents the easternmost expression of the

Pacific plate subductjon in this region (Figure 1.2). Subduction beneath the North Island appears

to come to an abrupt stop at approximately 42oS, where the oceanic crust of the Pacific plate

gives way to the continental-like crust of the Chatham Rise and Campbell Plateau (Adams, 1964;

Cowan, 1992). In the southernmost South Island, subduction is resumed, however, here it is the

Australian plate which descends below the Pacific plate underneath Fiordland and the Macquarie
Ridge (Christoffel,1977). The two subduction zones are linked by a major shear zone, the Alpine
fault, which ntns in a NE-SW direction through the South Island (Figure 1.2). The east-west

motion of the Pacific plate with respect to the Australian plate results in oblique convergence at

the rate of approximately 50 mm/yr (Walcott, 1978). This motion is mostly accomodated by plate

subductjon, but due to the oblique character, the boundary zone in New Zealand is also

characterized by a component of right-lateral uansform motion. The relative direction of motjon
of the Pacific plate with respect to the Australian plate @igure 1.2) is such that, on going firther
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south, the convergence becomes increasingly oblique and parallel to the plate boundary, so ihat in
tlte South Island, the motion is largely strike-slip (Cole and Lewis, lgg l).

The plate bounlary has been described by Walcon (19?8) as forming an "axial tecronic belt',
70-tm km wide charircterized by seismicity and pervasive deformation. Strain measuremenrs

tfuoughout the country have confirmed the existence of an axis of compression along NllgoE
within the axial tectonic belt (Walcon, 1978). This compression is taken up by crusral thickening
and uplift, resulting in the Quaternary orogeny of the axial mountain ranges in the North Island
and in the formation of the Southern Alps in the South lsland.

The Hawe trough west of the Tonga-Kermadec trench represents a young back-arc spreading

centre associated with the subduction of the Pacific plue (cole and Lewis, t98l). It is believed

that this spreading ridge extends south to New Zealand, terminating at the Taupo rift zone. which
is likewise a region of recent volcanism (< lMy; urd high heat flow. The Taupo rift zone also

contains an active chain of andesitic volcanoes, running app,roximately parallel to the axial
mountain ranges, and younger than 0.05 My old. The sedimentary sequences and coastal hills
along the North Island's east coast have been interpreted to represent the imbricate-conEolled

accretionary borderland (Cole and Lewis, l98l) formed by the interaction of the ftont edge of the

Indo-Australian plate with the suMucting Pacif,c plate. There is a general rrend of progressive

aging of the sedimentary sequence on going inland from the east co:lst.

Below the North Island, subduction gives rise to a band of seismicity within the plate.

striking N40oE and dipping to the north-west. There is a marked termination of this panern of
seismic activity below the northernmost South Island, in conespondence with the change of
character of plate convergence, as discussed above. It is generally agreed that the upper limit of
the dipping band of intense seismicity coincides with the upper surface of the slab and therefore

the broad geometry of the descending plate is relatively well known. Is surface lies at strallow

depths (< 20 km) beneath the eastern coast of the North Island (Reyners. l9E0) but below the

central North Islard, the dips at about 50", with the upper surface reaching deptu of more than

300 ltrn off the western coast (Adams & Ware, L977). A map of deep seismicity is shown in

Figure 1.3. The deeper limit of seismicity increases progressively ftom about 200 km below the

northern South Island to about 350 km beneath the Bay of Plenty (Adams and Ware, 1977;

Reyners,l9t9). By accurate reluive relocation of hypocentres, Ansell and Smith (1975)

demonstrate thal the seismogenic thickness of the slab at depth may be as thin as 9 km.

Shallow seismicity throughout New Zealand, associated mainly with deformation in the

overlying plate, is more diffrrse, and shows only a wealc conelation with the major fault panerns.

A map of the shallow seismicity is shown in Figue 1.4.

The seismicity of New Zealand is generally monitored by the New Zealand Seismological

Observatory (NZSO), tfuough ttp New Tealand National Seismic Network, for which the average

station spacing is approximately 150 km (Figure 1.5). This network now consists almost

completely of digital seismographs. Over the past 12 years or so, considerable improvement in
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the knowledge of earthquake source parameErs and crustal strucnrre has been made tt[ough the
use of temporary local networks of portable seismographs deployed for detailed microeart5quake
srudies of particular areas. Also important have been the local, telemetered subnetworks of the
national network, such as the ones in Wellington and Hawkes Bay. The Wellington network has

been particularly furitful in enabling a more detailed understanding of the subducted plate below
the southern North Island (Robinson, 1986). The use of close-spaced nerworks is particularly

important in enabling much more accurate depth estimates of crustal eartlrquakes, this being far
less reliable with the large station spacing of the national network.

The microearttquale snldies in the North Island have concentrated on rhe regions of Hawkes

Bay (Reyners.19791Chong, 1982; Bamister, l9t6), the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Reyners, 1979)

and the Wairarapa region in the south east corner of the Norrh Island (IGyal, 1983, 1986). There

aPpears to be corsistency between the results of these microearthquake studies as regards the

position of the top surface of the suMucted slab urd is general geometry. The estimated depth of
the plate interface varies between l0 km (Wairarapa) and 18 km (Hawkes Bay) below sea level

along the qut co:lst, increasing gently to about 25 km below the axial ranges, and then more

rapiOy to about 70 km below the Thupo Volcanic zone. A change in the dip of the plate ftom

about 160 to aboutl?o is indicated below the axial ranges.

There is less agreement about the thickness of the subducted crust, which the above authors

have associated with the main bud of seismic activity below the plate interface, as well as

inferred from the results of seismic velocity inversions. Kayal (1983) claims a thickness of l8-23

km for lhe "Benioff zorrc", increasing from south to north along the Wairarapa coitst. Reyners

(1979) and Bannister (1986) found thicknesses of 15 km urd 12 km respectively in Hawkes Bay,

while Chong (1982) arrives at 6 km of oceanic crust ftom his final velocity model obtained by

inversion of earttqualce uavel times. A comrnon feanre of the pattern of seismic activity within

the subducted lithosphere is the preserrce of a second band of far less intense activity below the

main cnrstal band. This lower band is especially evident in the Hawkes Bay region, where it
occurs between 4O urd 70 km depth below sea level. Kayal (1983) reports this second band as

persisting down the Wairarapa coast between 50 and 70 km depth.

In his microearthqualce study of the Wellington region, using the Wellington network,

Robinson (1986) also deduces the plate interface to lie at about 22 km depth below Wellington

city, dipping at approximately 15". The hypocentres lie within a dipping band of 15 km

thickness. Ttn hypocentre locatioru in Ods sudy are reliable enough to reveal a 7 km vertical

offset of the plate interface along a tIW - SE line ttuough Cook Strait, which the author anributes

to plate deformation i$ a result of the abrupt change in tlp subduction process that takes place

further south. Robinson also observes the double-banded seismic zone within the Pacifrc plate,

the two zones being separated by about 20 krn, and ttrc lower zone again being fu less intense

than the upper one.

The determination of focal mechanisms of intraplate earthquakas has consistently revealed
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that the top 15 km' or so, of the shallow subducted slab below the North Island is affected mainly
by tensional effects due to slab pull and curvature of rhe lithosphere. This is evident in the
predominance of normal faulting with the T:.axis parallel to the dip of the slab (chong, l9g2;
I(ayal, l9E3; Robinson, 1986; Bannister, l98B). Deeper down, there is some evidence that the
stress pattern within the subducted plate may reverse, with thnrst faulting becoming the dominant
mechanism, and the P-axis aligned dowrxlip. There are very few earthquakes which have been
analysed at this depth for focal mechanism. Bannister (1986) found one event. in Hawkes Bay, at
5l km depth that displayed this mechanism, while Chong (1982) reporrs two such events in the
Dannevirke region at depths between 50 and 64 km depth. Bannister (19g6. lggg) interpres
these mechanisms in terms of a flexure model of the suMucting oceanic lithosphere of
approximate elastic thickness 50 km. Following the analysis of bending ptates by Chapple and
Forsyth (1979)' the observed mechanism patterns would be consistent with a "neu6al surface,, at
45-50 km below sea level in the S. Hawkes Bay region, at which the bending stress pattern
changes over from extensional downdip in the upper (convex) part of the plate, to compressional
downdip in the concave curved lower part. This is somewhat in disagreement with findings by
Reyners ( 1984) who gathers information about focal mechanisms of 5 previous large earthquakes
occurring at or hlow 40 km depth along the srst coast of the North Island. For these
earthquakes. the faulting mechanism is predominantly normal faulting. There is no indication.
howeve( as to the extent by which the depths of these events may be in enor. In the same
publication, Reyners describes results of an aftershock srudy of a magnin"rde 5.6 subcrustal event,
occurring in S. Hawkes Bay. For the aftershocks, located between 40 and 60 km deprh with the
use of a portable microearthquake network, a composite first motion plot does not yield a single
solution consistent with any one mechanism, suggesting that normal faulting is probably not t}le
only kind of deformation taking place. In ttrc Wellington region, the events in rhe deeper seismic

band located by Robinson show no indication of thrust faulting. A composite fust motion plot of
these events reveals a tension axis downdip and a compression axis along strike, resulting in right
lateral shear.

ln the overlying Australian plate, Ore pedominant focal mechanism is right-lareral strike slip
in the Wellington region (Robinson. 1986), with an east-west directed compression axis. parallel

to the direction of convergence. Further towarG the east co:tst. however. the deformation app€ars

to be more dominated by thrust faulting, again with an east-west oriented axis of compression.

Figure 1.6, taken from Reyners (1979) is a schematic illusration of the tlpes of deformarion rhat

may be associated with the bending Pacific lithosphere.
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1.3 Velocity Models for New Zealand

The senine up of an adequate velocity model suitable for the whole of New Zealand is

unrealistic, in vr*rrr of the complexity of stnrctures and the large extent of lateral heterogeneity.

Nonetheless, un:il recently the location of earttrqualces all over New Zealand by the National

Seismic Network made use of one, laterally homogeneou, horizontally-layered model (Table

I'l). This rezulted in inconsistencies in hlryocentre locations, especially in depth. One major
reason is the presence of the high velocity anomalies associated wirh the subducting pacific

lithosphere (Ansell, l97E). Behind the Taupo Volcuric Zone. on the orher hand, velocities are

lower than average, and the marerial is highly anenuating (Mooney, 1970), being the probable

continuation of the low-velocity anomaly beneath the Lau-Havrc trough and South Fiji Basin

(Mironovas and Isacks, l97l). Adams ard Ware (1977\ reduced the inconsisterrcies in
hlryocenue locations by using a velocity model which took into irccount the higher average

velocities associated with the descending lirhosphae. In their model the velocities of both P and

S waves in the Benioff zone are increased by llVo over the studard Jeffteys-Bullen model.

lt



Tablel. LThe New Tcaland standardvelociv npdcl

wave
of layer velocit

km/s

0.0

12.0

33.0

5.5 3.3

6.5 3.7

8.1 4.6

With the deployment of microearttrquake networks, considerably more detailed knowledge

has been gained of the seismic velocity variation in the crust and upper mantle below several

regions. Several such studies have been carried out in the lower half of the North lsland. In his

Wellington study. using a joint velocity-hypocentre inversion for earthquakes located over a

6-year period by the Wellington network, Robirson (1986) anived at a reliable 3-dimensional

working model for the velocity strucure below the Wellington region (Figure l.?a). His model is

now routinely used in the location of earthquakes in the Wellington region. The model also

shows in itself a variation of character ftom east to west, notably a decrease in average crustal P

velocity on going ftom the west to the east bounds of the model.

Simultaneous least squares inversions of arrival times for velocity strucnrre were also carried

our by Chong (1982) and Bannister (1986) in their microearthquake surveys, and their final

results are shown in Figures l.7b and 1.7c. From the models of Figure 1.7, it can be seen that.

whereas results about the geometry of the subducted plate are quite consistent among the various

srudies. ilre velocity models deduced show a considerable variation, both in tlrc average velocities

as well as in the disuibution. An interesting feature of Bannister's model is the thin layer of low

velocity material forming the upper surface of the subducted plate, which he interprets as oceanic

sedimenr being drawn down together with the descending lithosphere. This feature has also been

inferred by Xun (tgg2) for tlp subducted crust off cape Palliser at the southeast Point of the

North Island. Such low velocity layers have also been modelled in subduction zones below Japan

(Hori, 1990) and the west coilst of North America (Mundd et al,l99o).

The New Zealand standard model of Table l.l is still used to an extent for hypocenre

locations tluoughout New Zealand, but in "special areas" where the velocity strucrure has been

inl'erred in more detail, the model for that area is used in the inversion.

A feature of the velocity distribution which appears to result ftom most anempts to calculate

oceanic upper mantle velocities is the presence of unusually high P-wave velocities at some depth

wirhin ttre subducred lirhosphere below the North Island. Velocities of t.6E km/s and 8.61 km/s

t2
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result ftom the velocity inversions of Robinson (1986) and Chong (1982) (Figues l.7a and l.7c),

while in his inversions, Bannister also arrives at one possible model which has an upper manue P-

wave velocity of 8.76 km/s. Most attempts to measure the upper mantle velocities, however. have

made use of arrival times of critically refracted Po waves at a set of stations, from shallow

eartlquakes more than 100 km away. The most comprehensive work on upper mantle velocities

remains that of Haines (1976, 1979), who regiondised Po and So velocities all over New Zealand,

using time-term analysis. His results are shown in Figure 1.8. The Ngh average Po velociry of
8.5 km/s for the south eastern North Island is significurt Moreover, some individual path

velocities ftom which the average is calculated are as high as E.7lcny's, after correction for station

terms have been carefully made. Such velocities are in line with other observation of high Po

velocities in this region. Dibble ( 1957) reports one of the earliest such observations - 8.7 kn/s -

ftom earthquakes between New Zealand and the Kermadec trench recorded along a line tfuough

Wellington. at distances greater than 44. Kayal and Smith (1989), from travel-time differences,
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Fig. f. t IJpper mantle P and S velocities, from Haines ( 1979)
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measured Po apparent velocities of up to 8.9 km/s downdip along rhe subducted slab in the
Wairarapa re$on. Bannister (1986) and Chong (1982), in their microearttrquake surveys also
malce use of Po waves from more distant earttquakes recorded across their seismic arrays, and

observe Po velocities of around 8.6 km/s in this way.

Fast P-velocities have been measured along strike of the subducted Pacific plate ftrther
north, below the Tonga-Kermadec rench (Aggarwal et al,l972;Arsell and Cubbins, 1986;

GubbinsandSnieder, l99l)andareoftenanributedtothetransformationof basalt,makingupthe
oceanic crust, to the high-density eclogite. However, whether there is uy relation between this

feature and the locatly higher velocities below the lower half of the Norrlr Island is ro be

determined. ln particular, it is desirable to seek a rheologicaVmineralogical explanation for tlrcse

higher seismic velocities, and how if at all, they are related to processes occuning within the

subduction of the Pacific lithosphere.

A major step has recently been taken towards a befter understanding of the nature of the

descending Pacific lithosphere below New Zealand. A large-scale seismic refraction experiment,

referred to as the Hikurangi Margin experiment, was undertaken jointly by rhe I.N.G.S. (Insr.iture

of Geological and Nuclear Sciences, formerly D.S.I.R. Geology and Geophysics), the Geophysics

Institute of Victoria University of Wellington, the Geological Survey of Canada and t}re

University of Leeds (Chadwick and Reyners, 1992). Ttrc refraction line consisted of some l0O

stations, spread along a 270 km stretch down the east coast of the North Island. parallel to the

strike ofsubduction. Processing and analysis ofthe data are now under way, and are expected to

yield important results.

1.4 Outline of this Study

In this sntdy, several aspects of the subducted slab structure and velocity characteristics are

explored, using a variety of techniques and data. In Chapters 2 and 3, the data used are mainly

those from an earthquake and aftershock sequence in southern Hawkes Bay, recorded on a

temporary, close-spaced network of portable seismographs in Wellington. These data are used to

confirm the existence of unusually high P velocities in the mantle of the Pacific lithosphere. and

also provides a clear image of off-azimuth frrst arrivals due to laterd reftaction off the dipping

slab. The combination of possible slab geometries and velocity structure are explored (Chapter 3)

ttuough modelting of the observed wavefront speed and azimuth at Wellington.

Whereas the results of Chapter 3 rely on the arrival times of the first phases on the

seismograms, in Chapters 4 and 5, anendon is nrrned to the whole waveforms, in particular the P-

wavetrain. The overall character of the waveforms is distinctive and consistent for the whole data

set. This tras enabled the use of synthetic seismogram modelling, using a rellectivity method.
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Although seismograms of shallow earthqualces are notoriously difficult to model, the approach

here has been to explain the gross features, such as the main en€rgy arrival groups and frequerrcy

content. The first phases on the seismograms are sufficiently sable fean[es as !o enable

somewhat more detailed waveform modelling ud hence more detailed informuion about the

velocity strucnre in the lowermost crus and upper mantle of thc oceanic lithospherc, where tlcse

features originate.

In Chapter 6 we look farther afield, using a completely dlfferent data set, from the Tbnga-

Kermadec trerEh, to elicit information about upper mantle velocities in ttle stable Pacific ocean

lithosphere before it begiru to subduct below the Tbnga-Iftrma@ arc and New Zealand. The

emphasis is on searching for anisotropic P-wave behaviour.

Chaper 7 contains a discussion of the results and of the possible relatiorship between the

wave velocities in the subducted and the pre-subduction Pacific lithosphere.
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Chapter 2

ARRAY MEASUREMENT OF APPARENT VELOCITIES
ALONG STRIKE OF THE SUBDUCTED SLAB

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, some data sets are presented wilch provide evidence of the presence of very

high seismic velocities at some level within the suHucted Pacific lirhosphere below the Nonlr

lsland. The main data set. refened to as the Weber data set, was a fornritious occurrence because

a large distant (175 km) earthquake and its aftershocks occurred during a period when a closely-

spaced, 3-component digital seismograph network happened to be deployed in the Wellington

region. This network will be referred to as the L-nework. This data, apart from being numerous,

yielded high quality seismograms on the small network, which enabled good estimates to be

made of wavefront velocity, and later, modelling of Oe waveforms, for some conclusions to be

drawn about the velocity strucnre (Chapter 5). Use was also made of other data collected on the

L-nerwork during the whole period of its operation.

Most of the data that has been used are associated with wave paths that are sub-parallel to

the strike of the subducted slab.

2.2The L-Network

From 2 Marctl 1990, a temporary L-sha@ network of seven portable, digital

seismographs had been set up in the Wellington region for a separate, local study (Gledhill,

l99l). Figure 2.1 shows the location of the stations making up the L-network, as well as some of

the stations of the Wellington network operated by the NZSO, while Table 2.1 liss their site

properties. The L-network stations had a mean spacing of l.l km, and were all sited on outcrops

of Mesozoic greywacke. The stations consisted of lHz. 3-component Muk hoducts L4C

seismometers. recording on portable versions of EARSS (Equipment for the Automatic

Recording of Seismic Signals) instnrments (Gldhill, Randall and Chadwick, 1989). The EARSS

instruments have Ngh dynamic range (> l20dB), being equipped with gain-ranging amplifrers.

Timing is kept by an internal clock, and corrected hourly against time signals from local radio

stations. In this survey, rhe sampling frequency was set to l00Hz. EARSS instruments are now

used in almost all the permanent seismograph stations of the National Network of New 7*zlmd-
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Figure 2.2 shows the displacement response of a typical seismometer/EARSS instrument

combinarion (Chadwick. 199 I )

Table2. I l-occrtion and component datafor the Lnetwork andfor the 3 stations of the

Wellingan network used in this study (nken fnm Gledhill, l99I )

Station Latitude

Code S

PDD 4r.2832

sAL 4t.2977

RKK 41.3049

KSE 41.3107

SEF 4I.3O5E

EGB 41.3035

NDE 4r.2996

WEL

CAW

MRW

41.2861

4l. r0E8

4r.2325

Longitude

E

t74.7263

t74Jt90
t74:t tto
174.7043

174.6874

t74.7t90

174.&96

174.7683

175.0678

174.7050

Elevation

(m)

190

220

100

90

75

350

375

t2?

330

235

ZNE

ZNE

ZNE

ZNE

ZNE

ZNE

ZNE

ZNE

z
ZNE

Componens Lithology

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Greywacke

Data recorcled by the EARSS instruments is stored in the field on 20Mbyte magnetic

cartridge tapes. which irre later read into a PC-based event sorting and filing system

(Gledhill,lggl). From tlrcre, the data may be converted into an ah format for use in the seismic

processing and analysis packages available on the SUN workstations of the Institute of

Geophysics.

The Weltington seismograph network. esurbtished in 1976 by the Geophysics Division of the

D.S.I.R. (now LN.G.S.) consists of I I seismograph stations, mostly l-component, spread over

the WellingtonAl/'airarapafvtarlborough regions, wNch relay data to a central site in Wellinglon

via radio telemetry or telephone line (Robinson, 1975). The seismic signals are recorded on a

SNARE nerwork recording system (Gledhill and Randall, l9t6), similar in principle to EARSS.

The Wellington nerwork records at 50Hz sampling, as do the EARSS stations of the National

Network.

It
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Fig.2. l Location of the L-nework and some of the Wellington
network stations. Inset slrows the L-nework configuration. Also shown are
the locations of afiershocks of the 13 May 1990 Weber earthquukc

2.3 The Data Sets used

2.3.1 The Weber Earthquake Sequence

The area of Southern Hawkes Bay was particularly active during 1990, being affected by

two earthquakes of magnitude greater than 6 in a 3-month span. The aftershock sequences of
these two events lasted for several months. Further activiry occuned later in the year, including a

magnihlde 5.7 event on 15 August 1990 and a magnitude 4.5 event on 24 September 1990, all in

the same region.

The first large eantquake (M = 6.1) occuned on 19 February 1990, an<l the second (M = 6.3)

on the 13 May 1990, both close to the small town of Weber in the S. Hawkes Bay region The

epicenues of these nvo eartbqualces as given by the Nationd Network locations were 44.40oS,

176.33oE and 4O.34oS, 176.27"8 respectively. They were also reported to have occuned u
different depths, the fust at 35 km, within the subducted Pacific plate, and ttrc second at 19 km

depth, within the overlying Australian plate. For the second shallower earthquake. the

hypocentre solution is expected to be less reliable, since the neiuest station used in the location,

t9
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Fig.2. 2 Displacement response of a rypical E{RSS seisrnograph

PGZ. was about 4O km away.

At the time of the May earthqualce, the activity from the February event was still ongoing, so

t}tat after the May event, two groups of aftershocks were occurring at the same time, at two

different levels within the crust. During its period of operation, the L-nenvork recorded the

atlershock activity of the February event, the mainshock occuning on the 13 May, and numerous

aftershocks of this second event occurring on the same and few ensuing days. After thu. most of

the instruments had to be puUed out for use in the aftershock snrvey in the epicenual region. In

all. more than ll0 aftershocks following the 13 May event were large enough to trigger the L-

network before it was completely dismantled. The minimum magnihrde of zuch events was 2.6,

but the large majority of events had magnirude larger than 3.0. During the period of operation of

rhe network prior to the May event (66 days), only 16 events of the 19 February aftershock

sequence riggered rhe network. There is evidence (Robinson, 1994) that the deeper level of

activity increased after the May event, however, during the fust and second days of the May

sequence (which yielded most of the data used in this study), events in the stullow group well

frequency (Hz)

20



outnumbered those in the deeper group.

The L-network began to be dismurtled at about 10:00 UT of the 13 May 1990. Thus
recordings of the 13 May aftershocks on the fult network are available for about 5 hours after the
mainshock, duing which time there were approximuely 4O events that triggered the network.
During the following 4t hours, about 65 furtlrcr afterstrocks were recorded on the panial network
consisting of PDD, SAL, l(SE, NDE and a furttrer I I events were recorded on the remaining

tripartite network PDD, I(SE, NDE. Unfomrnately, station EGB was inoperative at the time of
the mainshock and ensuing days, so no data are available ftom it for this data set.

In this section anention will be focussed on the set of earthquakes immediately following the

13 May event. and fire daa set will be referred to as the Weber data set. The epicenres of rhese

earthquakes were. on average, 175 km away from Wellington, and the wave travel path was close

to the strike of the subducted slab in the North Island. The direct line between the L-nerwork and

the epicentres made an angle of approximately I lo dowrdip with the strike of rhe subducted slab.

The deployment of a microearttrquake nework consisting of 12 closely-spaced portable

seismographs in the epicentral region shortly afier the 13 May mainshock occurence, ensured

that accurate hypocentre locations could be made of the afterstrocks. Thus a much more reliable

image could be made of the extent and nature of the source region than would have been possible

with the National Network alone. Of course it is unfortunate that for the mainshock and earlier

aftershocks (wNcn were recorded on the L-network ard rrsed for analysis in this srudy) the

locations were far less reliable, being done with the use of the National network stations alone.

This is especially l problem for the shallower events. Thus for the data set used, it is not posible
to identify the aftershocks occurring in the deeper group (and associated with the February event)

on the basis of reported hlpocentre depths alorc. More accurate locations, using the ponable

network stations, are available ftom about 16 hours after the mainshock, at approximately 00:00

UT of the 14 tvlay 199O. Before this time, more than 350 aftershocks had been located routinely

by the National Nenvork.

Although rlre locations of the mainshock and earlier aftershocks are probably in erroc it is
possible to get an estimate of the extent of tlnir mislocation. Figure 2.3 shows two separate sets

of aftershocks. The filled circles represent the largest aftershocks 1 > 2.6) occurring in a 24 how

p€riod after the portable network had been instdled, beginning at 00:00 UT of the 14 May 1990.

The locatiorui were made by the NZSO. The open circles, on the other hand. represent the

reported locations of the mainshock and largest afterstrocfs up to 00:00 UT, 14 May 1990, a

period of around 19 hours, determined using the National Network stations alorc. The hner set

of afterstrocks appear to be consistently located between 5 and 15 km too far southeast. This was

confirmed by choosing some of the later, beuer-located aftershocK, and relocating them, using

HY?O-71 (Lee urd Lahr, 1975) excluding the picks ftom the ponable network stadons. This

procedure also showed the depths to be in error, the events being located generally between 2 and

12 km too deep.
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Figure 2.4 shows the depth distribution of events occurring during the period 14-18 May

1990. these events being ones calculated with the inclusion of the ponable network observations.

There is a peak of activity at around 20 km depth, close to the presumed plate interface, and

significanr activity to depths as shallow as l0 km. The activity falls off sharply below 20 km.

The small rise in the number of evens between 25 and 36 km depth is to b€ associated with the

ongoing aftershock sequence of the February earthquake, wNch is seen to be low in comparison

with the shallower activity.

It is to be said that these locations were carried out by the Seismological Observatory using

rhe standard procedrue and standard velocity models. The Weber area happens to lie in the border

region between the Wellington and Hawkes Bay regions, for which, different velocity models are

defined. The Wellington standud model and the Hawkes Bay standard model are listed in Table

2.2. ln such a case, tte location procedure automatically computes a theoretical travel time which
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Fig.2. 4 Depth distribution of the I3 May aftershock in the
period 14-18 May, when the microearthqwkc nerwork wus in place

is a weighted average of the travel times based on both velocity models. in such a way that there

is a smooth uansition as one moves across a boundary region.

Subsequently, further and more detailed analysis was carried out on all the Weber aftershock

sequences by Robituon (199a) who performed a joint inversion of arrival times for hypocentres

and velocity structure. thus arriving also at UE best-fining velocity model beneath the epicentral

region. Robiruon's final hypocenues from the February and May sequences together again

cluster in two distinct depth ranges, almost exac0y on top of each other, and with an

approximately 4 km aseismic gap between them. The two groups of aftershocks lie in the depth

ranges 5 - 18 km and 22 - 35 km, somewhat shallower than the depths calculated by the routine

inversions.

A knowledge of the focal meclunisms of the earrhquakes in the two sequences is expected to

reveal the general state of stress in the crust below Southern Hawkes Bay. The 13 May
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Tsble2. 2e Tlv Wellingan snndard v elocity mdel

Tabte2.2b The Hawkcs Bay standardvelociry model

wave
of layer

km) (km/s

0.0 5.5 3.3

12.0 6.5 3.7

33.0 8.1 4.6

mainshock was large enough to yield a fairly good azimuhal coverage of first motions and has

been interpreted as a thrust event in the overlying plate (Smith,l990). The aftershocks in the

shallow group snrdied by Robinson have also revealed predominantly thrust mechanisms along a

clearly defrned fault-plane dipping 35o to the north-west. Thrust events iue common in this

region (Reyrcrs, 1989), and concrr with the general direction of compression between the

converging Australian and Pacific plates.

Also from Robinson's work, the deeper group of aftershocks lie on another clearly defined

fault plane. steeply dipping at about 75o to the north-west, and the composite fault plane solution

is one of normal faulting, in agreement with the general sute of tension within the upper 15 km of

the bending, suMucted plate. This is the same mechanism that tud been found for the February

mainshock (smirh, 1990).

wave s-wave
oflayer - veloci

0.0 4.4 2.54

0.4 5.63 3.16

5.0 5.77 3.49

15.0 6.39 3.50

25.0 6J9 3.92

35.0 8.07 4.E0

45.0 8.77 4.E6
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2.3.2 Waveforms from the Weber Data Set

From the data recorded on the L-network, a set of 35 events was chosen for further uralysis,
on the basis of tlE data quality, and the number of network stations uiggered. Origin times and
hlpocenue information for these events are given in Table Al of Appendix A. In general, the
waveforms ftom all aftershocks showed quite similar characteristics. Furthermore, the spacing of
the L-network stations was close enough to give good coherence of waveforms ttuoughout the

array for many events, especially for the nrst onset of the signal. Figure 2.5 shows examples of
aftershocks recorded on the L-network stations. The phases observed vizually on these

seismograms are typical of the majority of the aftershocks from the Weber event. An
immediately visible feature of most of the seismogarns, evident in Figure 2.5, is the difference in
frequency content between different sections of the warreforms, particularly in the P-wave and p-

coda. The first 4s, approximately, of the seismograms contain frequencies which are clearty

higher than those in the rest of the P-coda, leading to the suggestion that these sections of rhe

signal are associated with propagation ttuough different parts of the lithosphere. The ftequencies

contained in this first signal vary ftom station to stadon and ftom event to event. The amplitude

of'this signal also varies. In several cases it is quite strong and has the form of a "pulse" of
limited duration ( I - 2s). lt appears to consist of a complex, closely-spaced group of sharp

arrivals. ln other cases, the amptitude in these first 4s is low, relative to the next major arrival,

and no dominant "pulse-like" phase is seen

A prominent second group, about 4s after the initial onset, is present on almost all

aftershocks. It has conspicuously lower frequencies than the first P arrival, and generally larger

amplitude. Within this second arrival, several sharp phases. uaceable through the L-network. may

often be distinguished. Further reference to these feanres is made in Chapter 5. The shallow

depths of the aftershocks meant that the whole of the P-coda was in general complex and

reverbatory, although the amplitude of the 4s arrival is clearly dominant.

Furttpr enlargement of the initial portion of the signal reveals that the high-frequency group

is often preceeded by a small-ampliNde. lower-ftequency onset. wNch takes the form of a

single, simple pulse, followed 0.5 - l.5s later by the usually impulsive onset of the higher

ftequency energy. The initial pulse has been interpretul as the first-aniving Pn. Tlrc small station

spacing of the L-network meant that, where the noise level was low enough, good coherence was

observed for this flrst onset, as well as, although to a lesser extenq for the onset of the Ngher

frequency signal, over most of the network. Some examples in which the phases discussed are

particularly clear are seen in Figure 2.6, in the form of array sections, reduced u a velocity of 8.0

km/s.

The frequency cturacterisdcs of the seismograns were better displayed by applying

frequency-time analysis (FTAN) to the relevant portions of the signals. The metlpd used was a

slight modification of the original multiple-filtering technique of Dzieworski et al (1969) for

surface wave dispersion calculations. A flow chart and brief description of the technique is given
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in Appendix B. The basic program used was that describ€d by Bunon and Blamey (19?2). ttre
technique essentially decomposes a given time series into a "map" representing the insuntaneous
arnplindes of the signal as a function of ftequency and group velocity. The program was here
modified to express the amplitudes at equal steps of arrival time rutrcr than of group velocity.

A few examples of the results of this technique are shown in Figures 2.7a-e, with the time
axes coinciding with those of the signals for easy comparison. The dark areas of the diagrams

correspond to high instantaneous amplitudes, and the output matrices have been scaled to a
maximum of 99d8. [n Figures 2.72 - d, the first l6s of the P and P-coda are shown. The start of
the signd is clearly evident by the end of the "white" area, representing the background noise, in
the first 2s, or so, of the seismograms. The presence of isolated dark areas in all the diagrams is

indicuive of the presence of "modes" arriving ar the receiver, the different frequency contents

suggesting propagation through different parts of the lithosphere, and/or diffsent content of S-

wave. The Ngh ftequencies in the first phase of the signal appear as isolated energy maxima. of
differing intensity. Figure 2.7b shows an especially intense energy arrival of dominant. frequerrcy

approximately lOHz. In Figure 2.7c, the dominant frequency for this phase is arounil l25H4
while in Figure 2.7d, there is a suggestion of a ftequency content up to l5Hz. The second energy

arrival gtroup, about 4s after the initial onset is normally apparent as the most intense dark area on

the diagrams, its frequency content varying between 2 and 8Hz. [t often appears to contain 2

separate, simultaneously arriving "modes", as in Figures 2.7c andz.'ld. A second low-frequerrcy

arrival is also recognisable on most diagrams at about t - I ls after the first onset. Note that very

liftle of the low-frequency energy arrives before the 4s onset, while there are none of the highest

frequencies in the later part of the P-coda Sometimes there appears to be a repetition of the Ngh-

ftequency panern after a few seconds (see e.g. Figure 2.7dr, perhaps representing a near-source

rellection and re-transmission through the same wavepath.

Figure 2.7e shows a longer time sample, including the S-wave, for the same event as in

Figure 2.7d. The S-wave arrival is quite clear, with dominut frequencies of around Z.Ollz for the

first tOs of the S signal. An isolated highu frequency arrival (at 35s, 7.0H2) seems to minor the

panern of P-wave behaviour in the first few scords of the seismograrn. For a given event, there

may be a variation in frequency content between different stations of the L-network. This is

believed to be due o geological conditions at ttr seismograph site. Even though all stations are

located on the same rock t1pe, Mesozoic geywacke, tlpre may be differences in the state of

ftacturc within the rock which afiect the frequency response. For example, the site at NDE

appears to be inefficient u recording the high ftequerrcies as can be seen at a glance from Figure

2.6, while SEF and PDD seem to repodnce them well. Insrument responsc is unlikely o be the

reason for these differences sincc all instrumeuts have similar response characteristics.

The ftequency characteristics ue dso evident in the ftequency spectra of consecutive time

windows of the seismograms. Some examples arc displayed in Figure 2.E. The ampliilde spoctra

have been computed for the first 34s of the P-wavetrain, containing the high ftequency group,
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and for the subsequent 4-5s, containing the Ngher amplitudes. It is clear from the spectra that the

high ftequencies (> lOHz) are almost invariably confined to ttrc first portion of rhe signal, often
occurring as narow peaks in the spectrum. The second time window gerrcrally shows peaks in
the 3 - 5Hz range. For each selected event, all the specrra from available L-network records are

displayed. The absence ofhigh frequencies, even in the

2.3.3 Other Events Recorded on the LNetwork

During the period of operation of the L-network, a luge number of events were recorded

from all over New 7*aland. Of these events, some were selected to provide additional estimates

of along-strike P-wave velocity in the subducted slab. The events chosen were those in the

Southern Hawkes Bay area, and a set in the Lake Tbnnyson area of the South Island, which were

more than 100 lcn ftom Wellington. Figure 2.9 shows the epicenres, as located rourinely by the

NZSO, of events in these regions of interest, a selection of which were then used for furttrer srudy.

The event identification numbers and source parameters are listed in Tables A2 and A3 of
Appendix A.

During tttis period. a further group of events ftom the Weber region were recorded. as seen

in Figure 2.9. representing the ongoing aftershock sequence of the 19 February darttquake. As

can be seen from Table 42, these events were generally deeper than the ones selected in the

Weber data set. The waveforms from these events were also rather different from the ones in the

Weber data set, with the main energy arrivals having different characteristics than those discussed

in the previous section. An example is shown in Figure 2.10a.

Another cluster of earthquakes during t}te same period was that in the South island, shown in

Figure 2.9. These events were also part of an aftershock sequence, that of a magnitude 6.0

earthquake which had occurred at Lake Tennyson on the l0 February 1990. These aftershocks

were all shallow. most of their depths being resricrcd to 5 km in tlrc NZSO location procedure.

The waveforms from these events also showed a gernral similarity, with a Ngh-frequency first

phase. followed closely after by a dominant group. fur example is shown in Figure 2.10b. The

other events occurring in the South Island were either too close to Wellington, or else very deep,

occurring where the subducted slab has already begun to dip steeply.
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2.4 Inversion of Arrival Times for \\ravefront Velocity

In this chapter, we shall restrict ourselves to the estimation , as accurately as possible, of the

apparent velocity of the very fust phase in the seismograms. The distances involved are such that

this phase can be assumed to be a refracted arrival. jhe nature of later phases on the

seismograms will be dealt with in a later chapter.

The availability of network arrival times from a number of earrhquakes of similar origin
made it possible to obtain an estimate of the wavefront apparent velocity corresponding to &e
first arrival, by using a least-squares inversion metlrod. A small-apettue anay such as the L-
network has the advantage that it may be considered as a "poinl" along the wavefronl This could

be assumed to be the case here, where the epicenral distance was approximately 175 km, wille
the linear dimension of the network was about 3 km. Waves arriving at different stations of the

network may be'aszumed to have uavelled exactly ttre same path. A small array, however, has

the disadvantage that" since the statjons are so close (in this case about l.l km), the arrival times

at adjacent stations vary by only a fraction of a second, and lherefore the calculation becomes
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Fig.2.9 Events in S. Hawkes Ba7' and the lal<c Tbrtrtl'son area tlwt were
recorded o,t the L-nety'ork besides tlrc Weber aftershock sequence. Size of s.tmbols
represents magnitude, rangfug from 2.0 to 4.8 (see Tables A.2 and A.3)

very sensitive to elrors in pick times. This consideration was one of prime importance, and the

best compromise was to use only those events of the Nghest quality, having a high signal-to-noise

ratio at the start of the signal. Moreover, the events choseh had to have a coherent first pulse

lluoughout the network.

Another problem arose with events which were of high quality according to the above-

mentioned criteri4 but wruch either, for some reason, did not trigger all the stations in the

network, or gave an urueliable pick at one of the stations. If dre "unusable" statjon was one of the

intermediate ones, such as SAL, RKK, SEF or EGB, this did not affect the inversion too seriously.

However, if the missing station was one of the end stations PDD or NDE, then the geomeuy of
the anay departed appreciably from the ideal L-shap€, and the reliability of the inversions

suffered. This was especially a problem since EGB was inoperative tfuoughout the May 13

sequence, and therefore if NDE was missing the array would be reduced to almost a single-line

leg, and the azimuthal control of the wavefront solution would suffer drastically. Station PDD
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Fig.2. t}b 3-component seismogram recorded at station KSE of the Lnetwork of an arcnt occur'

ring in the Lake Tennyson area, S. Island, on the 29 March 1990 (event no. 304). The event was

part of an aftershock sequence atvery shallow depth in the cnst (depth restricted to 5.0 km in the

NZSO solution). The general waveformfeantres are similar to those of the Weber data set.
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also caused some problems in this respect since it was often contaminated with a Ngh frequency

noise which made picking of the fust arrival too difficult. Events that presented these problems

were not used.

Fortunately, the large amount of data available ensured that a number of events $rat satisfied

t}te criteria could be found. The selection process left 15 events which were of high enough

qualiry for their array inversion to be deemed reliable.

Picks of the fust arrival were only made for the vertical component. The procedure was

carried out by viewing the data on the seismic analysis package xpick figure 2.1 l) wNch allows

enlargement of the traces to any extent along both horizontal and vertical scales. Since, for the

purpose of apparent velocity calculations, only the delay times between stations were of interest,

the arrival times were measwed at the first peak or trough of the signal, rather than its onset, as

this could be done with bener precision. By this me0od, and for the chosen events, the picking

accuracy was at least 10.02s. The seismoEaph absolute timing accuracy was 10.01s.
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The method of estimation of wavefront velocity (which will be taken to mean both speed and

azimuth) was as follows:

Consider an array of m stations, having coordinates (.tr,yr),...( t^,!^), and an arbiuary

reference point outside the array, for simplicity having coordinates (0,0) (Figure 2.12\. Let the

arrival time at this station be l' and the observed anival time at the i-th station be t;. Then

li=lo*P'r*fi

where p is the wavefront slowness, r the distance vector to the station, and ri is the time residual

at that station.

For rn observations at m iuray stations, we may write

:

sind cos dl.=to+ x.*r!^*t^cc

where r;, )'; rna! here be taken as the absolute values of the corresponding distances, c is the

u'aveftont speed and / the azimutlr (measured from Nor0r). Provided there are more than 3

observations, this system of equations may be solved by a least-squares inversion for the

quanrides ro. U w*ch minimise rhe norm of the residual vector (tt,-..,to,)T - Thecc
speed and azimuth are then easily found from the last 2 quantities.

In the case of the Weber data set, and the Lake Tennyson data set, the events being dealt with

were all coming from a relatively small source region, and the epicenral distances were large

enough that the variation in azimuth for different events was not more than 5o at Wellington. It

was then possible to carry out another inversion using the "global" data set, and solving for one

best-fining pair of wave-speed and azimuth. For p events and nr observations per event, the

system of equations now becomes equivalent to an (mp x (p + 2)) matrix to be solved for the

(p + 2)-vector

sin d cos dll=lO* , xr+7)'l*fl

('''' '$'Y'cos p )r
,)

The solution of the least-squares problem was by the method of Householder

transformations as described in Lawson and Hanson (1974).

Picks which were of good quality but not used in the individual event inversions due to

insufficient available picks for that event, were used in the global inversions provided there were

at least three picks for that event.
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Fig 2. L2 A plane wavefrcnt incident on an array of seismographs

The small arrival time differences meant that station delay terms would be significant,

particularly since the network was sited on hilly tenain and there were considerable differences in

elwuion between stations. The maximum difference in height between any two stations wits

about 300m. Since dl statjons were on the same rock type, namely greywacke, it was possible to

apply a corection for elevation to the individual anival tjmes. A P-velocity of 4.5 krn/s in the top

few kilometres was assumed (Garrick, 1968). The stadon delays corrected for are shown in Table

2.1.

Using the same procedure, it was decided to carry out separate calculations of the waveftont

velocity using arrival times at ur extended network consisting of the L-network and a few stations

of the Wellington network. The stations chosen were WEL, CAW and MRW. since their location

was such that tlre waveftont would be subject to a similar uavel path geometry as for the L'
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network. Still, tlE result from the extended network was not expected to be as tme a

representation of the wavefront velocity as that ftom the much smaller L-network. The inclusion
of the extra stations hel@ in thu it increased the time differerrce across the whole nenvork ftom
about l.ls to about 4.6s. so that the inversion was much less sensitive to picking errors. Pick
times for CAW and MRW were not read first-hand but were taken from the NZSO pick files, so

tiat in this case, the arrival times at the initial onset had to b€ used. (A look at some printed

waveforms from these two stations confirmed that the same phase was being picked as on the L-
network stations, judging from the great similadty of the onsets). Use of the exterded nework
was made only for the Weber data set. The elevation corrections for the three extra stations are

included in Table 2.3.

2.5 Results

Tables 2.4a-d list the selected events and contain results from the various inversions. The

event identification numbers are found in Appendix A. 0, is the azimuth of an epicentre ftom the

network (measured at KSE) using the epicentral coordinates reported in the NZSO listing; 0 is the

calculated azimuth of t}te incident waveftont, as given by the least-squares inversion. The

Tabte2.3 Delay conections applied to l-network stations and
the three Wellington nework stations used in the inversion

Station Delay
(s)

PDD O.O2

sAL 0.03
RKK O.OO

r$E 0.00
SEF O.OO

EGB O.O5

NDE 0.06

wEL 0.00
cAw 0.05
MRW 0.03
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difference between these two azimuths u'ill be referred to as rhe azimuthal anomaly d/. c is the

measured wavefront speed. The station residuals from the global inversion were grouped by

station, and their means and standard deviations are shown in the conesponding ubles.
The different kinds of inversion involve erors of different significance. When using the L-

network alone, the maximum inaccuracy in reading the peak of the first wavelet from the

seismogram was t0.02s. A few test inversions showed that, with this accuracy (and neglecting

timing enors) the wavefront speed could be determined to 10.2 km/s, and the azimuth ro t2.5o.
When including the stations WEL, MRW CAV/, the picking enors will of course be less

significant. The enors here are a measure of the reliability of the inversion by looking at the

effect of removing one station at a time.

2.5.1 The Weber Data Set

The wavefront speeds given by the inversions are consistently high. The average of around

8.7mls for the Weber data set, using the L-network alone, is unusually high compared with
average upper mantle P-velocitjes, especially when considering that the path from Weber to

\trtellington is slightly downdip, and would therefore yield an apparent velocity smaller than the

refractor velocity. The quantification of this effect in the case of a dipping stab is fully discussed

in the next chapter.

In Table 2.4a,t}.e wavefronl azimuLhs / are seen to be, on average, 2o larger than the acrual

azimuth of the epicentres relatjve to lhe nelwork. In other words, the wavefront approaches from

a more easterly direction than expected. The azimuthal anomaly d/ has not been included in the

tables because of the uncertainty in /, arising ftom the mislocation of the epicentres. As

discussed in Section 2.3.1 this mislocation may lie between 5 and 20 km, wilch would imply that

/, is consistently between about 1 and 5' smaller than that given in Tables 2.4a and 2.4b. Rather

than calculate the individual d/, which would contain a large, and unmeasurable error, a more

realistic estimate of the azimuthal anomaly was made Uy uslng an "average epicentre" of 40.35,

176.38, estimated from the epicentres located with the micro-earrhquake nerwork. As can be

seen from Figure 2.3, the accurately located epicentres are far less scanered, and this is a

reasonable value. The azimuth of such an epicenfie would be 50o, and it is seen that all of the

waveftonts in Table 2.4a ue now consistently eastwards of the expected azimutlr- If we use the

average wavefront azimuth of 55. 7 !3", we may state that the average azimuthal anomaly for
the Weber data set is 5.7 t 3'. This effect is intuitively attributed to the fact that the first anival

follows a refracting horizon within the dipping subducted slab, and is therefore laterally refracted

ofi the slab. This is also fully discussed in the next chapter.
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Tabte2. 4a Inverston resuhs from the Weber data set, using tlte L'network

Event
I.D.

c
(t0.2lcn/s)

0
(+?.50)

0"
(.')

0l
02
05
07
08
09
15

l6
t7
20
26
29
30

8.53
8.57
8.80
8.59
8.72

8.72
8.72
8.50
8.45
8.t4
8.76
8.72
8.5s

53.7

55.2

56.1

58.7
57.9
s6.2
60.8
s3.9
50.8
56.8
56.6
58.4
51.5

50.3
s3.2

52.7

54.2

56.1

57.0

54.3
52.1

52.9
55.5
56.0
52.5

Average
(standard deviation)

8.64
(0.1r)

s5.7
(2.e)

Global Solution
(picks from 2l events) 8.72 56.1

Station Residuals in seconds
(standard deviation in brackets)

PDD
SAL
RKK
I(sE
SEF
NDE

-0.006(0.008)
0.012(0.012)
0.003(0.010)

-0.008(0.008)
0.000(0.012)
0.001(0.013).
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Tablc2. 4b Imersion resuls from the weber data ser, using rhe srcnded nework

Event
I.D.

c
(t0.2km/s)

0
(f2.5")

0,
(.o)

0l
02
05
07
09
l5
16

17

l8
20
26
29
30

t.84
8.81
8.85

t.66
8.95

8.72
t.93
8.83
8.96
8.76
8.87
8.72
8.50

63.8
61.8
6r.2
56.6
52.4
62.5

59.3
52.2
61.4
61.5
63.7
&.9
53.5

50.3
53.2

52.7

56.1

57.0
54.3
52.r

52.9

5s.5
56.0
52.5

Average
(standard deviation)

8.80
(0.13)

61.0
(4.4)

Global Solution
E.EO 58.E

Station Residuals in seconG
(studard deviation in brackets)

PDD
SAL
RKK
I(sE
SEF
NDE
WEL
cAw
MRW

-0.m8(0.036)
0.037(0.042)
0.017(0.03s)

-0.01l(0.030)
0.02q0.044)
0.016(0.03r)

-0.04s(0.032)

0.015(0.037)
-0.026(0.050)
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Table2. *,Inversion resulu from other S. Hawkcs Bay data using the L-network

Event c 0 0"
I.D. ( tO.2lcm/s) (t2.5') (.')
ro2 8.43 58.0 55.9
lo4 9.15 74.7 63.2
lo7 8.2r 54.0 55.7
l 13 9.66 57.2 49.0
l 15 9.or 63.0 56.9
r 16 8.56 57.7 54.0
119 8.69 61.4 55.1

r20 8.22 52.6 s2.6
LzL t.24 53.2 52.6

r27 8.65 57.2 55. r

t29 8.44 49.6 51.5

l3l 9.13 62.8 55.7

Table2. 6 Inversion results fmm the ktkz Tennyson data sel using the l-nework

Event
t.D.

c
( lO.2km/s)

0
(*:.s')

0"
(.")

302
3rE
32t

9.6t
9.19

10.26

220.4
216.5
223.O

236.O

23E.0
237.E

Average 9.71 220.0 237.3
(standard deviuion) (0.53) (3.27)

Global Solution
(picks from 5 cvents) 9.71 225.35

Station Residuals in seconds
(standard deviation in brackes)

PDD
SAL
I$E
SEF
EGB
NDE

0.002(0.019)
-0.004(0.01E)
-0.008(0.029)

0.000(0.009)
0.035(0.07t)

-0.026(0.m8)

The waveftont parameters c and 6g appe,u to have no direct relation with the depths of the



events, suggesdng thu the first-arriving energy is always the one that follows the implied high-
velocity medium.

The apparent velocities given by the extended nerwork (Table 2.4b) are noticeably higher
tlun those ftom the L-network done, giving an average of 8.80 km/s. There is however a much
larger measure of unretiability associued with these inversions, due to the possible regional
variation between the stations, which makes the assumption of a completely uniform waveftont
less valid.

ln zummary, considering all available results and their reliability, we may take a working
average of t.7 to.2lcn/s and 6.0 t2.50 to represent the apparent velociry and azimuthal arrcmaly

respectively for even6 in the Weber data set recorded at Wellington.

2.5.2 Other events

The higher quality events in the Central North Island which were chosen for inversion also

yielded the high velocities given by the Weber data set, as well as the eastward-shifted azimuth of
approach. The results are given in Table 2.tk. In this case, no average value was calculated, and a

global inversion was not carried out. since the events are scanered over too wide an area. Also.

no reliable measure of the mislocation is available.

The South Island events (Thble 2.4c), as expected, gave much higher apparenr velocities

since the wave paths ftom these sources were now u$ip. Also, the azimuthal anomalies are now

of opposite sign to those form the North Island, and this is in agreement wirh ttre idea of rhe fust

arriving wave following a path within the dipping slab.

If we treat the Weber events urd the Lake Tennyson events as lying on opposite ends of a
reversed profile, with the Weber events yielding downdip paths and the Lake Tennyson events

yielding updip paths, we can then estimate an approximate P-wave velocity for the refracting

horizon from

I
v = lQ"gtip+ 

vdorndip)

Using the average values in Tables 2.4a and 2.4d, we get an average value of 9.2 km/s! This

value however is only a first approximarion. since as shall be seen in the next chapter, the acnral

geometry and morphology of the subducted slab along the wavepath, is an important factor in

determining the wavefront at a particulu point above the slab.
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2.6 Thavel fime/Distance Graph

For the North Istand events shown in Figure 2.9, the uavel time of the first arrival to station

KSE was calculated, utd a graph of travel time against distance ploned. This graph is shown in

Figure 2.13. The points were fitted to a best straight line having the equation

I
r = ffi- r+(5. zto.z')

indicating an apparent velocity of t.tlcrn/s along the average puh sampled by refracted waves

from these evenc. This is in quite good agreement with ttte values obtained in TlDle 2.42+.

The events for which this data was ploned were mos0y within the zubducted slab (see

Appendix A). The ttuee poins in Figurc 2.13 that lie substantidly above the best-fit line in fact

32.0

28.0

r8.0

vt

E 260
E'=
E 24.0

at

22.O

20.0

\/'
r60

r00 0 120 0 rlo.0 160.0 180.0 200.0 220.0

distance (km)
2Q.O

Fig.2. 13 First arrival travel time curve for North Island
events reconled on KSE
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correspond to three of the shallowest events in this data set. having depths less than 30 km (evens
I l3'l 17 and 126 at distances 140.05 km, 171.34 km ard 172.84 km respectively). Given rhat rhe
ftst arrivd is a refracted phase along some horizon within the slab, a time delay is expected o be
introduced for these shdlow sources.

2.7 Particle Motioru

The off-azimuth character of tlre first arrivals implied by rhe results in Tables 2.4a-d is
supported by examining particle motion diagrams for the f,rst phase of the seismograms. For each

evenL the N-S and E-W axes were rotated to radial (r) and trar8verse (t) axes, where the positive

radial axis was along the direction from €picentre to stadon. The projection of tte particle

motions on the z-t, z-t and r+ planes (where z represents the vertical axis) for some selected

131832
NDE

r32158
KSE

Fig.2. t4 Particle notion diagrams for two selected events
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seismograms are slrcwn in Figure 2.14. The time windows were ls tong and included some pre-

event noise. Since the fust arrival was usually of small amplitude, the diagrams could only be

ploned when the pre-event noise was low.

Looking at the r-t projections, the first direction of motion for many of the seismograms

appears to be from a more easterly direction relative to the radial axis. Wtere this behavioru is

observed, the r-t angle varies between about 10o anil 40". Of the seismograms in which the pre-

event noise was low enough for the first motion to be well discerned, about 65% showed this

polarization anomdy. This behaviour was more apparent in stations PDD, RKK I$E and NDE

than in the other two stations, SAL and SEF. The sections were sited on hilly terrain, many of
them on hillside slopes. Buchbinder and Haddon (1990) have shown that ttE surface topography

has a pronounced effect on the polarization vector of the P-wave. For this reason, although there

appears to be a consistent eastward shift of the incident direction of the P-wave which supports

the inversion results, it is difficult to make a quantitative evaluation of the polarization anomaly.

No conections for the topography effoct have been attempted here.

u



Chapter 3

The Effects of Slab Geometry on the Speed and Azimuth
of a Refrac'ted Wavefront

3.1 Introduction

The apparent velocities recorded u Wellington as discussed in Chapts 2 ue much Ngher

than average upper mantle P-velocities recorded worldwide, which are normally closer to 8.0 -

8.2 km/s (SuyeNro, l9t8). High apparent velocities may eiher rellect intrirsically Ngh P-

velocities in the medium, or else be produced as a result of the geometry of the refracting horizon,

specifically by an updipping interface. The gross features of the geometry of the subducted slab

below the North Island are such that the path from the Weber region to Weltington is downdip,

which would tend o produce lowef,, rather than Ngher, apparent velocities at Wellington,

implying that tlte inrinsic P-velocities are even higher than the apparent velocities recorded.

There is still the possibility, however, that local deparnres from the assumed geometry may

significantly affect the apparent velocity. Thus, it is urueasonable to reach any conclusion about

the real P-velociries below the North lsland before talcing the combined effect of intrinsic

velocities and slab geometry fully into itccounl

In this chapter, some forward modelling is carried out, in which, for given velocity

structures, the etfects of slab shape and curvature on the observed appiuent velocity are explored.

In this modelling, the appuent waveftont sped as well as the wavefront azimuth of appoach are

predicted by a grven structure and compared with the obsewations of these two piuameters. The

use of two such piuameters provi@s a better constraint on the strucnre. The variations of the

slab geometry are done within the bounds of previous observations, by other means, about the

structure of the suMucted slab. The effecs on the apparent velocity of a refracted wavefront

travelling within thc slab in any direction are examined. Both a plane dipping slab, as well as a

curved one, are explored by different techniques.

The case of a refracted wave uavelling purely uflip or downdip along a dipping refracting

horizon, such as a dipping Moho, is well known, ud the respective increase or decrease in

apparent velocity as a function of ttre horizon dip and critical angle can be easily calculated. In

the case of a wave travelling either along strike of a dipping refractor, or partially down- or updip,

the situation is a linle more complex, since the wavefront aniving at the receiver has u azimuth

of appoach that is shifted from the direct line between the source and receiver. It is then

necessary to predict both the apparent speed and the azimuth of the waveftont, each of which is a



function of the slab dip, the seismic velocities above and below rhe reftacting horizon, as well as

tie take-off angle of the wave within the slab. This is the case with most source-receiver

geometries for earthquakes in New Zealand, and in particular the Weber earttquakes recorded at

Wellington. For these earttquakes. the source-receiver line malas an angle of about lf with the

strike of the subducted plate in this region, and therefore the wavepath is partially downdip. For

the L. Tennyson eartlquakes recorded at WeUington, the azimuth of the first arrival conflrms that

it also follows a path along the dipping slab, in tltis case the path being panially updip.

If the reftacting horizon is not planar but curved, then the azimuthal sNft still occurs but is

not ils easy to describe analytically. Such a situation is probably present beneath the North Island,

although in some regions, the slab may be appoximated as planar.

The problem of interpreution of apparent velocities and azimuths in terms of dipping

stnrctures has been tackled at anays in California (Otsuka 1966 (a), (b)) arul Arizona (Niazi,

1966). These two studies, however, dealt only with plane interfaces.

3.2 A Plane Dipping Refractor

3.2.1 The Downdip Case

Since our main data set to be modelled is that of the Weber earthquake sequence, we shall

consider first rhe case of a partially downdip travel path, wNch is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The

ptane boundary ABCD, dipping at angle d. separates two homogeneous media having P-wave

velocities v1 and v1. Th€ critical angle is therefore

/=sin '(;)

For simplicity rhe ray path is aszumed to originate at O. on the reftacting horizon, at depth lt

below the surface, and to rravel down the slab, malcing an angle a with the strike. within the slab.

It then refracts offthe slab at R.

The Fermat path of least time for a ray travelling ftom O to a receiver L at the surface must

lie in a plane containing L and the normal ON to the dipping surface at O. Using this prirriple'

we can fust find ur expression for the angle a, which is constrained by the dip 6 utd the relative

positions of O ard L. The derivation is given in Appendix C, and the expression is given by:

t^nd =(f)*"
X and Y are the coordinates of L relative to an origin at N, ttE point where the normal to the slab

at O intersects the surface.

The wavefront apparent velocity as mei$ured at a small rrctwork at L is found by evaluating



Fig.3. I Geometrical sening for a refracted ra1, travelling
along a plane dipping interface. The velocities in the upper
and lower media are v1 and v2 respectively.

the horizontal slowness vector p at L. Now for a ray travelling across any number of parallel

boundaries, such as in a horizontally layered medium, Snell's law states that the horizontal

slowness is constant. However, at a point such as R, where the boundary is not horizontal, there

is a change in the slowness p. We can evaluate this change in p by making a simple change of
coordinate systems at R. Consider Figure 3.2, in which r,!,2 is the ftame of reference

representing the vertical and horizontal axes, and r', !',2' are the coordinale axes defining the

<lipping slab. Thus e'lies along the normal to the dipping slab at R, :'lies along rhe dip and y'

lies along strike, coinciding with axis y.

From the laws of reftaction, the refracted ray at R lies in the same plane as the e' axis and

the ray travelling in the slab. 7 is the critical angle made by the reftacted ray with the e' a;cis. A
unit vector along the direction of the refracted ray has coordinates with respect to lhe x',!',2'
a"res given by
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Fig3,2 Chmge of cmrdlnate sysleffi at the poittt whete the ray
rcfrrcts afi the dirying baerfaca 5 ts thc dip of the interface,

r ts the ariiieal angle, s is the talu-off wtgle of the ray
withtnrhe slah.

(sin Z sin a, sin r cos a, cos 7)r

trVe simply have to nrite this vector in terrns of the x, !, & frame of refereace.' This is aehieved by

rnultiplying tlp vector by the rotation matrix

Thus the final slowness vestor rclative

0 ttnd'\
r 0l
0 ens6 /

y, e ales is given by

slnd {sinrsinc )0 | sinrcosa 
IcosdA cos/ )

f cosd 0

s=sl 0 I
\-sind 0

1ens6

l-'1"
to the r,

tlE



This is also refened to as thepolarization vecton

The horizontal components of s yield the horizontal slowness vector p observed at the

surface. Rewriting these components in terms of v2, w€ Set

I f *rdsinTsina+sindcosZ )s=-l sinTcosa I

't [-sin dsin 7 sin a +cos dcos r /

r'"r"=[fr)

I
p(a) = : (cos d sin a + cot', sin d, cos a)

v2
...(3.2)

Note that as a result of Snell's law' no amount of horizontal layering in the upper medium will
change the value of p once the ray has left R, which means that t}te velocity v1 in effect refers to

the velocity immediately above the dipping boundary. (Of course, changes in velocity as rhe ray

travels up to the surface from R, will dictate the point where the ray hits the surface, and thus will
slightly influence the slowness p in the sense that a must vary accordingly).

From equation 3.2, we may write expressions for the magnitude and direction of the

slowness vector at any point (X,I). Thus

.=L,[ffi,
c = vz(cosza + coJ:rsinz d + sin2d sin acotT + cos2 d sin2 a;-i -..3.3a

tan p, = cos d tan o * cot'' sin d 
...3.3b

cos a

where /" is the azimuth relative ro rhe strike of the slab (or y-axis).

The azimuthal anomaly d/ is then given by the difference between the angle /" made by p

with the y-axis, and the angle /,, made by the source-receiver line with the y-axis:

tande,=ry

60=0'-0o

d/ is the angle that would be measured between the radial and horizontal components of the

horizontal projection of the particle motion vector at the surface (Figure 3.3).

For source-receiver geometries such that the angle a is small, and for epicentral distarrces
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epicentre

20 km
H

Fig3.3 Equal travel-timc co,rtours defiting tlrc wavefront
obsened at the earth's surface due to the wave path geometry of Figure 8.

L lics on the 26s contout; and the contour spachg is /.0s. These contours
hwe been generatedfor the case wlrcn v1 = 6.3 l<m/s, vz = 8.6 km/s,

6 = l}o and h = 32 kn. Tlrc wavefront obsened at L is along
tlrc vector c. 6f is the azimuthal atomaly.

such that Y >> X, the expressions for c and 5Q may be replaced by the approximations

I

c = vz(l + cot2y sinz t + sin2 dcotT sin a)-z

and

tan(dC) = cot/ sin d

Note Orat while the wavefront speed c is directly dependent on both the velocity v2 and lhe

ratio of velocitjes v1 and v2 (through the factor cotT), the azimuthal anomaly d/ depends only on

their ratio.

Reftaction along a dipping boundary means that the horizontal projection of the waveftont

'at

q,,

e

't,

q',
J

ta



along the ealth's surface is not circular, as in the case of a horizontal refracting horizon. but
ellipical. Figure 3.3 illustrates the contours of equal travel-time due to a source-receiver
geometry as in Figure 3.1. in the case when d= l0o, h=34 km, v1 =6.3 km/s, and v2=g.f
km/s. The direction of the wavefront at L is represented by the normal at L, and demonsuates the
shift of the azimuth of the refracted arrival relative to the epicentre-receiver line. Appendix C
contairui the derivation of the travel-time of a ray such as ORL, and the equations of the elliptical
waveftonts in Figure 3.3. It also demonstrates how, ftom the travel-time, the slowness vecror may
be derived in an alternative way.

An interesting and convenient result follows ftom equuion 3.2 by noting that the componenr

of the slowrpss along strike,py, is given by

I
Py=icosCr

and therefore

Thus

...(3.4)

Thus it follows that if the slab and source-reeiver geometries are known or assumed, then the

observed values of c and /, between them constrain the refrirctor velocity v2 that must be present,

independently of tlr upper medium velocity v1.

Figure 3.4 illustrates graphically the effect of slab dip on the wavefront appiuent velocity. c

aN 60 have been computed as a function of the angle made by the source-receiver line with the

srlke direction u an epicenrd distance of 175 km. The variations are shown for slab dips of 5",

10" and 15", with the slab surface at 34 km depth at the source in all cases. The upper and lower

medium P-wave velocities have been arbitrarily taken as 6.3 km/s and t.6 lcm/s respectively. The

effect of an ircrease in the slab dip on both c and d, is quit€ strong. Note that there is no

azimuthal arnmdy at 90', i. e. in the pure downdip case.

If we malce the assumption of a plane dipprng slab in the region between Southem Hawkes

Bay and Wellington, we can use equation 3.4 urd our average observed values of c and ,, from

the Weber data set to malce an estimate of the velocity v2 below the reftacting horizon. Some

assumptioru have to be made herc. First of all, y'" requires the strike of the subducted slab in the

-COSPT = -COSacv2

cn!
= vz(l +tan- d)2

cos /"
or

#="['.S*"')

5l
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lower North Island to be known. Estimates of this have ranged between N45"E (Reyners, l9t9)
and N40"8 (Ansell and Bannister, l99l). We shall concur with the most recent data and use a
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strike of N4ff8. Using the average azimuth of 56.0" calculated by the array travel time
inversioru in section 2.5, an average value of 16.0" is obtained for fr.

Secondly, an average position X,I of the receiver relative to the source must be chosen.
With the "average epicentre" used in Section 2.5.1, and a source depth of 30 km, X.y were
calculated to be 34 km and 170 km respectively.

Based on the above assumptions, Table 3.1 shows the velocity v3 thar would be required for
different values of dip d in the case of a plane slab. A value for v1 ctn then also be calculated
using the value of cotT given by 3.3b. It is seen that for given observed values of c and C", Se
required value of v2 is approximately fixed over quite a large range of the slab dip, but ttrat the

required values of v1 undergo a much larger variation, between 4.59 and 'l J2 kds.

3.2.2 The Updip Cue
In the case of a ray travelling partially updip, as in the L. Tennyson events recorded at

Wellington. it is straightforward to show that the v@tor s becomes

thus

I
p = - (- cos d sin a + cot/ sin d, cos a)

Vr

'table3. I For a plane slab geonutry, the velocities
v 1 and v2 which would prcdrce obsemed values of 8.70 lon/s and
16.0" for c und g, respectively, at varying slub dip

6 v2 a cotf v1

(degrees) (km/s) (degrees) (lcm/s)

4 t.92 9.30 1.67 4.59
6 8.93 E.il 1.20 5.72
8 8.94 8.54 0.94 6.51

l0 E.95 8.15 0.80 6.99
12 8.96 7.74 0.71 7.32
14 t.96 7.12 0.64 7.45
16 8.97 6.90 0.59 7.72

I f -cos d sin 7 sina + sin dcos f 
1s=-l -sinTcosd I

'l I sindsinTsina+cosdcosr J
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glung

c = v2(cosz a+coesin2 d-sin2dsinacorT+cos2 asin? a1-i

tan P, = - cos d tan d + 
t"!l 

ftl 'cos a

In this case, the expression for a would still be as equation 3.1, however the value of X is now

X6 + h tan d. Likewise, the equation 3.4 will have ttp same form, but the value of X, together

with the fact that f, will now be smaller than C'' (as opposed to the downdip case) will mean that

c will be larger than v2.

3.3 A Cylindrically Curred Refractor

Separate microearttquake studies conducted in ttrc Hawkes Bay and Wellington regions

(e.g. Reyners, 1979; Bannister. l98E: Robinson. 1986) confirm that the dip of the subducting slab

along the east co:lst is smaller than that below Wellington, increasing from about 5" to about l5o.

More detailed studies of the results from these and a number of other surveys in the lower North

Island by Ansetl and Bannister (1991) have reveded that this change in dip is in fact consistent

with the morphology of the slab being cylindrical in this region. More exactly, the surface of the

slab can be closely approximated by a cylindrical curvanrre which varies along the strike of lhe

subducted slab. Such a strape has been described by the authors :rs most resembling a "rolled

ball" and agrees with the mathemUically expected curvature for a bending plate on a spherical

surface. For the case of ttre North Islard, New Zealan4 the "cylinder" axis strikes N40'E and lies

just off tlre east coitst. The radius of curvature at the top of the suMucted plate varies from about

2(111 km in northern Hawkes Bay to about 300 km at Wellington. Further inland, beneath the

Taupo Volcanic Centre, the dip increases abruptly and the plate hcomes much more planu, so

rhat this kind of cunranre is believed to be confined to the initial stages of bending of the slab.

In this section we shall neglect the change in the radius of curvature, and represent the slab

surface between Hawkes Bay and Wellington by a simple cylinder of radius, p,27O krn. whose

axis lies 286 km below rhe free surface. Following Ansell and Bunister (1991)' the

perpendicular distance from Wellington to the lirp at the surface directly above the cylinder axis

(physically, where the subducred plate begins to bend down) is taken as 70 km. lnterfaces below

ttre suMucted slab surface would then correspond to smaller radii of curvature.

The main consideration to be made in the case of a cytindrically sha@ slab as opposed to a

plane dipping one is rhe exact point at which the ray refracts off the slab. and hence the dip at that



point' since it is this dip which determines the final vector. Figure 3.5 illustrates the situation,
again in the simplified case wtpre the ray originates at the interface between the two media. For
situatiotu in which the station-epicentre line malces a small angle with rhe strike direction, the ray
travels very close to the interface, and the geomery may be talcn as identical to that in Figure
3.2, where the dipping plane now represents the tangent plane at point R. The same expression
3.2 for wavefront slowness will apply, in which the value of d is to be replaced by the tocal slab
dip dn, where. for a cylinder of radius p,

and rp is the distance of R from the y-axis in Figure 3.4.

The path taken by the ray, and hence the value of dp, depends on the velocities v1 and v3.

For a given source and target position. the refraction point R was not found analytically, but by

Flg 3.5 A cylindrically cumed slab. P-wave velocities above
and below the interface anl v1 urd v2 r"spectively.

a*=ri''[3)
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using a simple ray-Eacing procedure and searching for the coordinates of R by trial and error.

When the coordinates of R were found. it was possible to calculate 6p, and then the problem

could be treated in the same manner as a plane dipping stab of equivalent dip dn.

Table 3.2 shows some results of this procedure, and indicates thaL for various combinations

of parameters, and for the source-receiver geometry of the Weber eartlrquakes relative to

Wellington, the dip at the point of reftaction does not vary much from an average of about I1".

Using I lo as the slab dip in expression 3.4 yields a value of E.95 krn/s for v2.

The last two columns of T[ble 3.2 show the expected values of c and 60 for the wavefront at

Wellington and indicate the extent to which both c and d/ can be individually fined" It is hard to

reconcile both the high speeds and the observed azimuthal anomaly without very Ngh values of

rabre3. 2 wav efro n t, 
:;;:r:;,;,::;;: 

due to refrac t ion off

v1 v2 lt
(km/s) (km/s) (km)

Refraction Point, R
rR )n 5p

(km) (km) (degrees)

Wavefronr at L
c0'60

(km/s) (degrees) (degrees)

6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

7.0
7.0
7.O

7.0

7.5
7.5

7.5
7.5

8.0
E.0

8.0
E.0

8.6
8.E

9.0
9.2

32

32

32
7,7

E.6

8.E

9.0
9.2

E.6

8.t
9.0
9.2

t.6
8.E

9.0
9.2

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

32

l6
t6
t6
t7

l5
l5
l6
l6

l3
l4
l4
l5

r24
t27
r29
l3l

l15
llE
120

t24

99
106

ll0
l14

12.3

12.3

12.3

12.5

t2.r
l2.l
12.2

t?.3

I1.6
l 1.8

tLE
t2.l

10.9

n.2
I l..f
I 1.6

l0
ll
12

l3

70
t4
94

l0l

E.27

8.45
8.62
8.77

8.35
r.53
E.69

8.E6

8.43

8.60
8.77
8.94

t.50
8.67
E.84

9.01

t7.4
17.8

r 8.3
19.I

15.6

16.0

16.7

r7.3

13.t
14.2

t4.8
15.7

I1.9
t2.4
r2.9
t3.7

5.0
4.6
4.t
3.3

6.8
6.4
5.7
5.1

8.6
8.2

7.6

6.7

10.5

10.0

9.5
E.7
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v2' The effect of v1 on the waveftont can also be seen ftom the table. The higher the velocity v1,
the lower the velocity v2 required to produce a given apparent velocity , however the azimuthal
anomaly produced becomes smaller. It should be remembered here that rhe velocity yl refers ro
the medium immediately above the interface, and therefore in the real siruation of a layered upper
medium. v1 need only be confined to a layer above the suMucted slab surface.

3.4 3-Dimensional Ray Thacing

The results of the previous sections indicate that the observed wavefront speed and azimuth
require P-wave velocities of at least 8.9 km/s below the reftacting horizon in the subducted slab.
Such velocities are well in excess of P-wave velocities normally encountered in oceanic or
continental upper mantle. It was therefore suspected thar the high apparent velocities might be, at

least partly, caused by some geometrical effect related to the shape of the subducted slab. As
discussed in Section 3.3, the work of Anselt and Bannister has revealed that the morphology of
the subducted slab is not ofperfectly cylindrical shape. but is characterized by a varying radius of
cutvarure on going along strike. It was therefore decided to investigate also the exrent to wilch
such a deparrure ftom the previously assumed cylindrical curvanre would affect the appuent.
velocity.

For this purpose, use was made of a complete 3-dimensional ray Eacing (CRT) prograrn
(Cerveny, Klimes and Psencik. l98E). In this progr:rm, an arbirary, 3-dimensional stnrcture of
any complexity may be modelled, with the velocity defined at as many grid nodes as required,
thus allowing any amount of lateral or vertical velocity gradient, besides first-order

discontinuities. fui appropriate ray code enables the user to Eace a ray from any source position

through any desired sequence of reflections ard/or transmissions at the interfaces. The final

slowness vector of the ray at the surface enables the apparent velocity and azimuth of the

wavefront to be calculated.

In this application, the ray tracing was carried out by gadually adjusting the two take-off
angles (in the horizontd and vertical planes) of the ray from the source point until the target point

was reached. As th€ program had no grapNc or automatic target finding capabilities at ttp time

of use. this was a higNy time-consuming procedure, because the nature of the curvamre of the

interfaces meant that small changes in one or both of tlr talceoff urgles could produce relatively

large deviations of the final ray vector. The final adjustmenu were carried out in steps of less

than 0.0001 radians.

With the use of this program it was also possible to model more realistic strucrures and
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situations, in particular placing the source at different depths, having a layered medium both

above and below the subducted slab surface, and also tracing different tay types, such as

reflections. The program was first us€d to test the approximaa predictiors of the simple

cylindrical model of the previous section.

Fig. 3. 6 Cylindrical curvatune mdel constnnted for
3-d ray tracing. The star rePresents tlu source position. L rcpresents the

station position.
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3.4.1 Regular Cylindrical Cunaturc
The basic model constructed had the form and dimensions shown in Figrue 3.6. The

position of the source is shown by a star and was based upon the "average epicentre,, of 4O.3S,
176.3E used in Chapter 2. It was placed at 4o km ftom the y-axis. Its depth was varied between
15 and 30 km. The position of the target point, based on the coordinates of station I(SE, was
placed at x=70 km and y=170 km, giving an epicenral distance of 173 km. The slab surface was
kept fixed, with its depth below the ftee surface calculated at different points according to the
cylinder geometry used in the previous section This resulted in a slab surface depth of 19 km at

the source position and 25.2 km at the receiver (target) position. Additional interfaces were
added both above the curved surface, as well as below, during the modelling. "Head waves" were
generated by using slight gradients within the layers, although in most cases, the curvature of the

surface was enough to ensure that a ray travelled just below an interface and emerged at some

other point, without the need for a velocity gradient.

As a check on the predictions of the previous section for a cylindrically sha@ slab surface,

some models were constructed wruch had velocities corresponding to some of those in Thble 3.2.

Iniermediate layers were added, but the velocities v1 and v2 in Table 3.2 always corresponded to

the velocity immediately above the slab surface and that through wNch the ray was "critically"

reftacted respectively. These were the only two velocities which had a significant effect on the

final slowness vector at L.

Figure 3.7 shows some cross-sectioru of the models used, together with the resulting

slowness vector at L and the travel time. in the left-hand side of the accompanying table. All of
these resulg refer to the ray critically reftacted tfuough the 8.8 km/s medium. These models are

not intended to provide conclusions about the velocity structure but merely to illustrate the effects

of the various parameters. Models (c) antl (<l) are designed to show that the depth of the source

has a very small effect on the apparent velocity at L. Likewise the effect of the depth of the

refracting horizon is shown by comparing (b) urd (c). Again the effect of this parameter is slight.

On the other hand, the effect of velocity v1 jrst above the slab surface is quite pronounced, as

seen in (a) ard (b).

All in all, there is linle difference in the case of a regular cylindrical surface between the

rezults of the 3-dimensional ray uacing and the simple geomeuical techniques used in the

prwious s€ction, and it is evident that the only parameters which significantly affect the slowness

vector are the curvanlre of the surface urd the two velocitics v1 and v2, ils would be expected.
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Cylindrical Curvaure

t = 24.5s

c = E.4lkm/s

0r= 19'6 
o

t = 23.8s

c = 8.60kny's

0r= 16'4 
o

t = 25.6s

c = 8.62kry's
0r= l5'0 o

Modified Curvanrre

t = 24.Is
c = 8.59km/s

0;20.6 
o

t = 23.9s

c = 8.7lkm/s
0r= [5.7 

o

t = 25.6s

c = 8.73kny's

0r= 15.2 
o

t = 24.4s

c = 8.60krn/s

0r= 15.5 
o

Eig 3. 7 Cross-sections of the 3-d models used to demonstrate

the efect of slab shape and velxity stnrctune on travel time arul wavefrcnl

vet4lcity. In the case of the modfud cuwantne, the cmss-section is at the

Hawkzs Bay latitude. The star neprcsents the source Position

3.4.2 Effect of Non-cylindrical Curvature

The main rei$on for using 3-d ray tracing was to test the effect on the wavefront of

departures of the slab surface ftom a simple cylindrical shape, since this would be difficult to

reproduce analydcally. Figure 3.E shows the new model constructed, following the proposals of
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Ansell and Bannister (1991), while Table 3.3 gives more details of the model construction.
As can be seen in the figure, there is a slight u$ip component along any line parallel to rhe

strike of ttp subducted slab. In this model, the uppermost slab surface below point A ar 111e S.
Hawkes Bay latiilde is 5 km deeper than that below point B at the weuington latitude, so that rhe
slab surface along this line has a dip of about 1.6o. The slab surface at rhe Wellington larigde
was calculated as a cylinder of radius 290 km, while that at the S.Hawkes Bay latirude had a
radius of curvature of 235 krn. The curvatures at some intermediate latitudes were taken
proportionally, and the program tlnn construced a smooth continuous suface. This model places
the slab surface at approximate dephs of 19 km at the soruce position, and 20 km below the
receiver at Wellington - a smaller difference in depths than that which results ftom a regular
cylindrical shape. The 20 km depth at Wellington is slightly less than rhat in Robinson's (1996)

model (22 km) but tltis will not significantly affect the ray path, wNch is closer to ttrc shallower

Fl g 3. t M otlified cylindric aI cun) atune rrcdel c onstruc ted for
3-d ray tracing following Ansell and Bannister (199/,). The star rcpresens tlu
source position. L nepresents the station position
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end of the slab.

Some effects of the geometry can be seen in the right-hand column of the table in Figure 3.7.

In this figure, the same velocities have been kept as the ones in the cylindrical case, so that the

effect of slab shape can be compared. These effects arc quite significant Due to decreased

curvature on going from S. Hawkes Bay to WellingOn, the apparent velocity at Wellington for

any given reftactor velocity v2 is higher than would be obsewed for a simple cylindrical surface

of constant curvature. lndeed for a receiver situated directly along suike, as in the Hikurugi

Tablql.3 Construction of 3-d ntodel used in CRTwith
nodified cylindrical Beometry. Values in tables represent dcpths below the

surface for the subduction interface and the two interfaces below. x and
y values are in fu and relative to the origin defned in Figure 3.8.

lst curved interface

(variable)
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Margin refraction experimenl one would expect to measure an increased apparent velocity
relative to v2, although there would still be a small off-azimuth component due to the sideways
<lip.

Because the depth of the reftacting interface has such a small effect on the slowness, then
modelling of the apparent velocity and azimuth alone cannot be used to cunstrain the depth of
the high velocity medium. Nor can it tell us anything about other velocities present. There are,
however' nvo other constraints that can be made - the absolute travel time of the ray, urd the
relative travel times of the rays critically refracted at the vadous interfaces, keeping in mind that
the refracted ray through the high-velocity medium must be rhe first arrival at Wellington. The
use of 3-d ray uacing turns out to be a powerful tool in such a situation because it woulct be too
urueliable to use approximate navel times from either the simpler models of the previous sections
or from a}4ray racing program.

In Chapter 2. it was seen that, for those aftershocks accurately located by the micro-
earthquake network, a "shallow" event at l5km depth results in a travel time to Wellington of
about 26.5s. The average velocitjes of the model in Figure 3.7a" for example, coupled with the
shallow depth (12 km beneath the slab surface) of the high velocity medium, gives a travel time of
23.82s, which is too short compared with the observed time for shallow sources. Longer travel
times were most effectively, and reasonably, produced by pushing the high velocity medium
deeper, and introducing a "normal" E.0 - 8.2 lcnr/s upper mantle velocity, as in Figures 3.7c and d.

An upper limit to tlrc depth at wNch the high velocity medium can exist is imposed by the poinr

at which the head wave tfuough the 8.0 - 8.2 km/s medium overtakes the head wave tluough the

Ngher velocity medium. This is a useful constraint because it does not depend at all on the

velocities above the npo media, but only on the separation benveen them. Further modelling
shows thaL for the 8.7 - 8.8 kn/s head wave to arive first at Wellington, the high-velocity

medium cannot be deeper than about 30 km beneath the surface of the suMucted slab. It is of
course not possible to malce any deductions about the thickness of this high-velocity medium.

Figure 3.9 sttows orc model that gives a reasonably good fit of wavefront speed, wavefront

azimuth, as well as travel time. The curvanre of the slab used was the modified one of Figure

3.8. The average velocity in the overlying crust is similar to that of Robinson (1986) for the

Wellington region. The azimuth of the waveftont obtained with this model is a little Ngtrr thur

the average observed one of 16.0" but still within the scaner of the data-

Although there is still a trade-off between the velocities vs and v2, lhe observed values of
waveftont speed. azimuth and travel time still provide adequate constraints on some velocities

that must be pesent below the lower half of the North Island. The use of 3-d ray tracing has also

made it much easier to understand the extent to which the slab curvaue affecg the appuent

velocity.

Whereas the plure dipping slab approximation or the simple cylindrical geometry require a

P-velocity of at least 8.9 km/s within the zubducted slab to explain the observations. if we take
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Modified Curvature

t = 26.4s

c = 8.65km/s
$= 18.0 

o

Fig.3.9 One velociry model that gives a goodfit of both
wavefront speed rud azimutlt.

into account the modified slab geometry, we can get a good explanation with an E.75 tO. I km/s

P-velocity. This is still an unusually high upper mantle P-velocity. The effect of geometry could

be taken further by considering more severe distortjoru in the subducted slab, such as sudden

"warps" in the slab surface. or local rises in the topography of the slab surface. These could no

doubt be designed to produce high apparent velocities if they were contrived to occur at the point

where the ray leaves the surface of the slab. However, it must be kept in mind that high app:uent

velocities in this pan of the North Island have been previously observed, and tbr uavel path

geumetries different ftom the ones consi@red here, so that it would be difficult to use local

inegularities in the slab surface morphology to explain every occurrence of high apparent

velocity. Moreover, the seismicity studies of Ansell and Bannister (1991) do not suggest any such

features other than the change of curvature.

In summary then. it is reasonable to conclude that the high apparent velocities measured in

r}tis study (8.7 lcm/s), combined with the off-azimuth nature of the wavefront. are consistent with

a slightly Ngher P-velocity of E. 75 t 0. I km/s at a depth of not more than 30 km below the

surface of the subducted slab.
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Chapter 4

The Reflectivity Method

4.1 Introduction " I

This chapter will describe the basic theory underlying the "reflectivity method", which is an

encompassing tetm for various techniques that calculue the complete response of a plane

stratified medium to excitation by a source. The source is usually an explosive source or a

double-couple approximation to an earthquake source. There are several such techniques, all of
which involve the two basic procedures (a) computation of the complex response of a stack of
uniform layers to a point source outside or within the stack, this response being at a particular

ftequency and slowness, and (b) some form of double integration over frequency and slowness (or

wavenumber) to give the complete surface displacement in the time domain, at the desired spatial

location relative to the source. The best known algorithms and procedures iue those of Fuchs and

Muller (1971), Kind (1976, 1978, 1979) and Kennen (19E3). A good overview of the method is

also given in Muller (1985).

For the purpose of modelling the general waveform features in this study. it was decided to

use the approach of Kennett (1983) because of its greater numerical stability, and greater

flexibility in simulating specific parts of the seismic wavefield. This made rhe identifrcation of
phases on the synthetic seismograms easier. The basic Fogram source code was taken from

Kennett (1988) and the computations were run on the UNIX-based Silicon Graphics mainframe

compurcr of the Computer Services Centre, V.U.W.

4.2 Matrix Representation of Plane Waves

In a homogeneous medium. ttrc propagation of a plane wave may be described by the

motion-stress vector, f = f(z) in that medium, where z represents depth below the ftee surface.

For SH-waves, this vector is 2-component:

*" =(:;)
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where

ay is ttrc displacement in the y-direction, in a reference ftame in which propagarion talces

place along x;

ro is the component of the traction acting in the z-direction across the plane ) = 0.

For P-SV waves. the motion stress vector is 4-component:

The components of u and r are all assumed to have a time variation of the ;ss1"do(lr-t).

For any type of plane wave, the equations of motion may be wrinen in the form

{=lf
oz

(Aki and RicharG. 1980. pl63) where A is some matrix of constants. whose elements depend on

the elastic constants of the medium, the ugular frequercy ar of the wave, and the horizontal

slowness, or ray parameter p.

ln the case of SH waves, the mauix A is a simple (2x2) marix:

...(4,2)

where p is the rigidity modulus aN p is the density.

It is sraighrforward to slrow thu with this mauix, equation (4.1) is equivalent to the

equations of motion ud Hooke's law:

( o 1)
AsH=1"'o"-" r)

...(4.1)

...(4.3).. dto . dry,PV=E*T;

Ev dvtn=Ffr.itr=ltfr

applicable to SH-waves.
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ln the case of P-sv waves, the matrix A is (4x4) and somewhat more complex:

0

-iupZ
X,+2p

4ot2p2p(),+ p)
),+2y

0

-iap

0

-paz 0

-Pa2

A+2p
n -iapL
IJ

7+21t

4ap 0

I
p

0

0

I

Apsv = ...(4.4)

...(4.6a)

By considering a function of the form

fiQ) = vieli(z'2"1

where li arrd v; tQ an eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of matrix A and e, is some

reference level, it is easily shown that the general solution of ( l) may be expressed as

f(z) = P.5' ...(4.5)

where F is a (2x2) or (4x4) marix consisting of the solutions visTlz'zot as its columns, and w is a
(2xl) or (4xl) mafix of constants which weigbt the different solutions. F is called the layer, or

fundamentd, matrix for the particular medium and may be explicitly found in Oe two cases of
SH utd P-SV propagation by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A5p and Ap5y.

For SH-waves:

( 
"itolr-r.l 

elrrt?-zo) )
' = 

lrtr12rrion(z-z) -iotppz4ea'rt'r', )
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For P-SV waves:

Pr"iotoQ-2"\

-P r"iank-zo)
iat p F Q - 2 Pz p2)ei'n(z'2")

-ZiaPPt Pr1ei'qlz-2"'

ot pear"gQ'z) pqglonQ'2")

-a(s'iallk'z.) p psamQ-t")

-Ziot pa p2 pEr-iotQ-z) -iat p FQ - 7Pz pz)"uotrt(z-zo)

iatpa(l -ZFz pz)"-iotE-z) -Ziatpfli pnc4'q(z-zo't

...(4.6b)

where

a and p uethe compressional and shear wave velocities respectively. related to i ard p by

, 7+2p
6-=-

p

d and r7 are the vertical slownesses of P and S waves respectively, given by

,p'=Lo

...(4.7)

Note that the vertical phase factors eil'6b-z) urd *'"Q-'") represent down- and upgoing P

and S waves respectively. By the corect choice of the elements of the weighting matrix w then,

any combination of down- and upgoing waves can be represented by the formulation (5). For

example, in the case of equation (4.5) appUed to P-SV waves, the choice of w = ( l, 0,0,0)r yields

the stress-displacement vector of a prne downgoing P-wave.

This representation of plarc waves by a medium-deperdent matrir enables the totd

wavefield at a given depth below the free surface to be expressed as the appropriate sum of

contributions from upgoing and downgoing P-SV and SH waves. This is the basic formulation

underlying most methods of calculuing the response of a sfatifred medium to an incident plane

wave. Note that evanescent waves iue represented by (7) in thc case when the value of p is such

that6 aundq becomeimaginary, i.e.P>a,p> P.

* =(*-P') n =(b-p')
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4.3 The Sbess-Displacement Propagator Matrix p

The classical reflectivity method, as describecl, for example by Fuchs and Muller (l97l),
considers a stack of plane layers of homogenEous media whose upper surfaces lie at deprhs

21,22,. . . e,' below the free surface e = 0 respectively, and calculues the overall reflectivity of the
stack using the idea of pmpagator matrices The propagator matrix is an operator which acts on
the stress-displacement matrix ar depth e1 to give the stress-displacement matrix at depth es,

f(ea) = P(za, z,t)f(ee)

If za and z9 lie within the same uniform layer, then P(za, ze) is called the layer matrix for that
layer, urd simply transfers f from the top to ttp bottom of the layer, or vice versa

It follows thu

P(za, ze) = F(ee)F-l(e,t)

so that the propagator matrices for each layer can be found. The explicit forms of P(ss, z,t) for
P-SV and SH waves, and the properties of propagator matrices are discussed in Aki and Richards

(1980). In particular, propagator mauices obey the chain rule

P(2,r. zc) = P(2,r, zilP(ze, zc)

so lhat, for the surck of layers in Figure 4.1, the sress-displacement vectors at the upper and

lower boundaries of the stack are related as follows

given that there is no change in the suess-displacement vectors in going across interfaces. The

propagator matrix for the whole stack can thus be found as the product of the individual layer

matrices. As a brief illustration of the principles involved in this metfiod, consider a downgoing P

wave incident on the stack. In the upper half-space we have downgoing P and upgoing P and S

waves, wille in the lower half-space we assume that we have only downgoing P and S waves. If
F" and Fr are the fundamental matrices for the upper and lower half-spaces, we have

f(zu = P(zr, zn)f(2,,)

f(ert = P(er, zz)P(22,4). " P(e,,-r,2,)f(2")

f(zr ) = Fu( l. oRpp, Rps)r

f(2,,) = Fr(Tpp, Tps,0, 0)r

...(4.8)

...(4.e)

where Rpp, Rp3, Tpp,Tps are the reflection and transmission coefficients for the whole sEck, and

a power of T denotes a vector transpose. The rcference depths to for the phase factors in F, and

Fr may be arbitrarily taken as Z1 and en respectively, so that tlp ptuse terms e!'6(z-r") -O
e\oqQ-z) are all in turn equal to l.

Benveen equations (4.8) and (4.9) we have a system of 4 equations in 4 ur*nowns
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Fig.4. I Refcctivity of a snck of homogeneous layers

(R pp, R ps,T pp,Tp5) from which the reflectivities Rpp, Rps m8| in principle be computed.

Note rhat the propagator matrix P(zt,z) and fundamenbl matrices F, and F1 ar€ functions

of ar and p. hence the retlectivities and transmission coefficients will be functions of at and p.

The calculation of the response of a stratified medium must include a summation of the responses

ar all relevant ftequencies and slownesses. and will include all possible wave t),pes, both

propagaring and evurescent.

4.4 The Wave Propagator

Kennen uses widely ttn idea of a wave pnopagator which is similar to the stress-

displacement operator P but acts on the wave vector rather than on the suessdisplacement vector'

The fundamental marrix F in equation (4.5) is readily factorised into two matrices D and Q,

where D is the matrix whose columru are the eigenvectors of A and Q is a diagonal matrix



containing the vertical ptuse factors Itf(r-e') anC fonft-r.).

ei.lQ-2", 0 0

0 ei'q(z-2"' O

0 e4tCQ-2"'

Thus for P-SV waves

:l
"-''lu-"r)

0
0

Fn
-Fq

iapF0 -ZFz pz)

-Ziotpp3 pq

ap
-a€

liotpapz p(

f(z) = DQ(2, zo)w

At depth zo within the same medium. we have

f(2,) - Dw

D is independent of z. Kennen(19t3, p46) defines tlEwave-vector v by

f= Dv ...(4.10)

We thus have

v(e) = Q(2. z")v(3"1

md Q(2,3") is identified as the wave-propagator. In a uniform medium, its entries represent the

phase increments undergorn by up. and downgoing P and S waves in travelling ftom eo to z. In a

non-uniform medium, such as a stratified region, Q talcs on a somewhat more complex role, as

will be discussed in a later section. Q is easily related to P as follows:

f(z) = P(a, eo)f(2,)

Dv(e) = P(2, zo)Dv(a")

v(z) = D-tP(., zo)Dv(3,)

Thus

Q(e, eo) = D-lP(t, e,)D

Q(e, zo; has similar properties as P. in particular, it obeys the chain rule:

Q(21, e6') = Q(za, ze)Q(ze, zc)

...(4.11)

o;, 
I

-iapp(t -zpz pzl 
I

-2iapp3 pry )

/
IoP

D=l a(
2ianp2 p(

liotpa(t -Zpz pz)

At depth z. we have

iotpa(l -2fl2 pz)
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An interesting way of writing (10) is by partitioning both the eigenvector matrix D and the

wavevector v as follows:

n.,=(il; HI;;) ...(4.1la)

where Ms, Mp, Nu, No ue (2x2) submatrices of D in the case of P-SV waves, and D, U refer to

up- and downgoing waves. Thus Mu' acting on vOr generates displacemens for upgoing waves,

etc.. The matrix D is ftequency-irdependent.

Equation (l l) may be re-written as

P(e^, za) = DQ(ZI, ze)D-l

A useful interpretuion of this is that when P(2,r, zpy acts upon a stressdisplacement vector f(ea),

D-l nrst splits it up into up- and downgoing parts, Q(re, za) then "uansfers" these parts to z4 via

the vertical phase factors, and D reconstitutes them back into a suess-displacement vector at ia.

4.5 Reflection and Thansmission Matrices

The use of propagator matrices in evaluating the response of a layered medium involves

numerical difficulties which limit the apptication of the method under certain conditions. These

difficulties arise ftom the terms en'|Q-z) anil efiottrQ-t"). In the case of imaginary 6 and 4, when

tie exponents become real (evanescent waves), these terms include exponentially growing

solutions with depth, wNch tend to malce the computation "blow up". The effect is more serious

at high ftequencies. An analogous effect is also encountered wlen very thin layers are used in the

model.

Kind (19?6) developed a compurational procedure which eliminates the problem to a certain

<legree. Kennen (1983) avoids it completely by using a scheme based on reflection and

transmission matric€s, ruher than the propagator matrices themselves. This scheme will be

outlined briefly in this section

4.5.1 Refection/Tfansmission Coefrcients at a Single Interface

The use of a matrix representation for plane waves provides an elegant scheme for

evaluating the reflectiory'uarumission coefficients at a single interface representing a first-order

disconrinuity in the elastic parameters of the medium. Let us talce the simpler case of SH waves

incident on an interface separating two homogeneous media (l) and (2) (Figure 4.2a't' The stress-

displacement vectors in the two media are
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ft = Ftwr

fz = Fzwz

The stress-displacement vector is continuous across boundaries, thus

F1w1 = F2ur2

rf we impose the condition that there ""-;"=;:"::]*""* in medium (2), then rhe weighting

veCtOrS tY1, w2 are given by:

*,=(^lr)*r=(T)
where RSS is the reflection coefficient and t'lSS is the ransmission coefficient for tJte interface.

Then the matrix equation

( r -)=r;'r,[ffi)[ns"r -\o )
represents a system of 2 equations in 2 unknowns, from wilch rRSS, fSS may be found explicitly.

For P-SV waves, the calculation is more involved because this case involves mode

conversion from P to S in both the reflected and uansmitted waves (Figue 4.2b). There are thus

4 coefhcients to b€ found - RPP,RSP,TPP and ISP. For mode conversions we follow here the

notation of Kennett (1983), where e. g. RSP derptes conversion of P to S on rellection etc. ln the

case of P-SV. tlte solution for the coefhcients thus involves 4 equations in 4 unknowns. The

explicit expressions for all possible reflection and ransmission coefficients ue given in Aki and

Richards (1980. pl50). It should be noted that these coefficients for a single interface are

independent of rrequency, but depend strongly on slowness, p, or equivalently on the angle of

incidence i, tlur,ugh the relation p = 
t!,where 

c is ttp velociry of the incident wave.'c

a.5.2 Defnition of RefcctioilTransrndssron Murices of a Single Interface

IGnnen (19t3, pl04) inuoduces the concept of a reflection matrix made up of reflection

coefficients to describe the full reflected wavefield arising from u incident wavefreld comprising

both P and SV waves. A similar mauix is defirrd for uarumission. These matrices are denoted

by Ra, Tp for downgoing incident wavest and Ru and T0r for upgoing incident waves (incidence

ftom below). For SH wave incidenoe, the matrices are just the individual reflection and

ransmission coefficients.
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(b)(a)

Fig{.2 (a) Reflectian and tansmrssr'on cufrcientsfor an incident S-wave
(b) Reflcction and transmission coefrcients for an incident P-wwe

For P-SV waves:

."=(ffi; :ff;)

f Pu,') 
=(RPPo\Sur / \RSPp

(TPPD
ra = [ TSPo

rPsD )
?lSSo /

RPS2 YPo,)
RSSa ASar /

...(4.12)

...(4.12a)

so that
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and

...(4.12b)

where subscripts U,Drefer to uF and downgoing waves respectively, and subscripts 1,2 refer to
media (l) an<l (2). Thus, for instance, the frrst equation represented by equarion (4.12a) says rhat
the upgoing P wave in medium (l) is a linear combination of the PP reflected wave and rhe Sp
reflected wave.

In terms of wavevectors, the previous equations may be expressed as

YUt =RAvOt

YDZ = TOYaf

Similarly, for incidence ftom below the interface

Y DZ =RUvU2

Yur = Tuvuz ...(4.13)

The concept of rellection and uansmission matrices is gerrcralized to relate the whole wave

vectors below and above an interface as follows:

1."u, ) = e( l, 2)f "r, )
\vor / \vaz /

where the wave propagator Q here plays the special role of uansferring a wave vector across an

interface. It is useful to partition Q(1,2) into 4 (2x2) submatrices as follows:

["r') =(rPPD[sar / [rsPD
rPsD 

YPDr')
?ssp ,\ sp1 /

f "u') -(Quu Quo {vu2)
\vor / \Qau Qoo )tvoz )

...(4.14)

and by relating the equations (4.13) with the equations in (4. 14) it is possible to write the matrix

Q(1.2) completely in terms of reflection and trarumission mauices, thus:

/ .\
( 

"u, ) _ [ t, - Ror;|l Ru Rard l, "ur 
'\

( 
"r, J 

- |. -rrtR, T; 
)r, o, )

4.5.3 Overall Refiection/Transmdssion Matices of a Statifed Region

The reflection and transmission matrices for a stratified region AC embedded in two

uniform half-spaces (l) and (2) as in Figure 4.3, follows much the same procedure as for a single

interface. The matrices for rhe whole region AC are written as nf;c,rf;c, Rrt ano rfc ror



. (r0" -n6tg6t)-'ndt n6ttt6tl-tl
Q(er, zc) = [ 

" -,i6o-'"*i. ir:lt_; )

For a wave incident from beloq the mauix is transformed thus:

e(ec, .^, = 
[ JI,"rJ.r, 16. -t';;]31,., )

The step of recasting the wave propagator entirely in terrns of reflection and transmission

matrices is central to Kennett's method of calculating the response of a stratified medium in a way

which avoids tle numerical difficulties inherent in the use of the propagaor matrices P.

Note that within any uniform layer, there is no reflection and the nature of Q reverts to a

rfc

incident waves ftom above and below. The wave propagator matrix relating the wave vectors at

te and e6 is given bY

...(4.1s)

Fig.4.3 Reflcction and transmt'ssion nwtices for a statified region

TorcXler 1orc to.,
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simple transmission via the phase factors. Thus if D and E are two points within the same
uniform layer,

o)
0l

"t'02-'n )

(eiotCke'zrl

=[. 
s

...(4.16)

.,.(4.17a)

...(4.r7b)

...(4.17c)

...(4.17d)

4.6 A Stack of Uniform Lavers

4.6.1 A Split Region

" Consider first a region (z* zc) as in the previous section, split up further by the
inuoduction of a new interface zB where zs S zs S ec (Figure 4.3). By the chain rule for wave
p,fopagators

Q(ra, zc) = Q(ze ' ze)Q(za,zc)

where each of Q(e;,za) and Q(ee,zc) has the representation (15). Mulriplying out the

respective matrices results, with some manipulation, in the fotlowing addition rules for the split
structure:

For downward incidence

16' =rfi'[r - nf;nf,cf'rf;

Rd' = nf + rf;nficfr - *6'g.f 'r6a

For upward incidence

rfr, =rt{t - nflcn6rf 'r;c

Rd' = nfi' + rB.*dtt - nBcnf;f 'r;c

where I is the identity matrix.

These rules are central to Kennett's scheme for working out tlE overall reflectivity and

traruimissivity of a stack of uniform layers. In particular, the mauix inverses of the type

e(es,.", = (tg' rrg?,-, )

0

eirnfte-zr,

0
0

0

0
e4o€(zc-zr,

0

TI



[l - 
nfsnflcft t" called reverberation operatorsand have a key role in the interpretatjon of the

wavefield as a sum of multiple reflections and transmissioru within successive layers. This is

acileved by expressing the inverse as a series matrix expansion:

[r - 
ngsnf,cf' = t + nf8nfic * nf'nfltnf nBt *. . .

The increasing order of terms represents wavefields made up of an increasing number of internal

multiples, which can be retained or suppressed at will by specifying the maximum order in the

expansion. Thus the simplest approximation is

[r-*flnB'f'=,
This. from ( l7a) and ( l7b). produces the overall reflection and transmission matrices

R6t=n#*rf;n;ctf;

tbt ="tto'rf
Looking at Figure 4.3. this represents waves wilch have been transmined down ttuough AB,

rellected once by region BC and transmined upwards by region AB. The compound terms in the

expressions should be read from right to left.

The next degree of complexity is represented by retaining the second term in the expansion,

thus we get

R6t = n# * rf;nBrcrbB + rfsn8pcnf nt'tf

Tb' =rt'rf + tflcnf'nlf rF
This represents waves which tuve also been reflected down by the region AB before being

reflected back up by BC, and so on. Similar interpreutions apply for the ransmission operator'

The full inverse yields a full response with all possible reverberations within layers. lt should be

renrembered that the off-diagonal terms in the reflection and transmission mauices (12) ensure

rhat mode conversions benveen P urd S wave types iue fully represented in the scheme.

4.6.2 The Recursive Schenu for the Overall Reflection andTransmdssdon Matrices

The addirion rules ( l?) form the basis of the recursive schemc by which lGnnen's method

systematically builds up the overall reflection and transmission maEices for a stack of any number

of uniform layers (Kennett. 1983 Chapter 6). The scheme is canied out in progressive stages of 2

steps each, sfarting at the base of the layering, which is usually the boundary with the lower half-

space (Figure 4.4)

(i) The inrerface mauices Ro. Ru. T o, Tu at the base of layer n are 'propagated' to the top
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of layer n by a simple transmission of the form (16), recognizing that there is no reflecuon within
the layer. The expressions are

Ro(nrp) = Tiit*' Ro (n u)f.d'"''

To(n,o) = To(nao,)Bt"'

Ru(nrop) = Ru(naor)

Tu$,opl =frznrTubu)
where the elements of $t*' and Tl;t*r are simply phase shifts conesponding to the thickness of
the layer n, and e. g. Rp(n5o,) is equivalent to the interface matrix of the level zna1.

The reflection matrices at the bonom of the next layer (n - l) are calculated using again the

addition rules (17), and effectively ueating the boundary as an infinitesimal exrra layer with
reflection and transmission matrices equal to the interface matrices. Thus

Ra(n - lu) =Ra(zn) + Ty(3n)Rptnrrtl - Ru(zn)Ro(n,,r)f 
trr(.")

To1n - tu) ='t e{n,"r{t- Ru(e")Rp (nr)T't oe^)

Ru(n - lao,) = Ru(n,o)+ Tp(nrr)R{,rt."{f - Rp(n,or)R ue)l'f r,@,"r1

Tu(n - ltn) =rut.,tl - Ro(n,,p)Ru(2")fttu{n,,ry

The additiolls :ue repeated for every successive layer and interface to the top of the stack of
layers. Thus it is evident that we only need single interface matrices, such as (12), to build up the

final result. Note that the only terms which are ftequency dependent are the transmission terms

T;'"' and Tit"'. The interface matrices are ftequency independent. therefore in the computation

they need only be calculoted once for any given slowness, and can be re-used for every frequency.

4.7 The Resporrse of a Medium to a Sourcc

The matrix addition rules malce it possible to divide tlr whole structure ftom the free

surface to the lower half-space into regions. which may themselves be stradned. and to calculate

the response of each region to upward and downward incident wavefields according to the @gree



layer I

layer 2

I

tz

layer n- l

layer n
n

n+l

half space

Fig.4. 4 Layering system wed in recursive scheme (Kennett, 1983)

of complexity required. In panicular, for a source at depth z, below the surface, an interface is

inroduced at z" and the radiation from the source is considered in two separate parts - upgoing

radiation incident on the region above the source, and downgoing radiation incident on the region

below the source (Figure 4.5).

The radiation from the source is made up of a discontinuity at depth z, of the stress-

displacement vector (Kennett,l983 p95). This radiation is azimuth dependent, according to the

orientation and natue of the source. and depends on the azimuthal order m of the cylindrical

functions which constitute the total wavefield as a sum of cylindrical waves (see Section 4.9).

The discontinuity in the stressdisplacement vector is denoted by

S(p, n, z, ot) = [f(P, m, zt, ar)l

where the square brackets mean a jump in the function.

For a point, double-couple source the jumps in the 3 displacement components and the 3

uaction components are explicitly dependent on the componens Mij $, / = 1.. 3) of the moment

ter$or for the source, ard on the order m of the cylindrical functions, where rn = 0. tl, f2. These



expressions are given in Kennen (1983, p95).

The jump in the stressdisplacemeil vector is converted to a jump in wave-vectors
ll.p'm, z', at) by the operation of the inverse eigenvector matrix (equation (4.10):

Elp, ^, Zs, a) = D-l(p, z")S(p, rn, zs,ary = [r1p, ^, z, oil)

and the source vector E is wrinen in terms of up and downgoing radiation as

,-(-Eu)--[ ro J

4.E The Surface Displacement

We are ultimately interested in having ur expression for the total displacement at the ftee

surface, e = 0, due to a source at depth, and at some range from the source. It should be kept in
mind that the basic transformation thu converts the wave vector to a stress-displacement vector is
via the eigenfunction matrix D

f(e) = Dv(z)

and that with the partitioning of D as in (10a), it is the submatrices My and Mp that generate the

displacement components. The treatment of Kennett is very general and rigorous, but it is enough

here to give the general rezult for the free surface displacement u and its interpretation.

Following Kenncn (19t8), this may be wrinen as

v(p, a,z = 0, my =wf;ta + wf,tl - nltnf;t-'n#(2, * nf,Vl ...(4.18)

where L represents the base of the stratificuioo S represents the level of the source depth and F

represents the fiee surface (see Figure 4.5).

The term Wf; is actually a displacement matrb ( (ZxZ) for P-SV and (lxl) for SH) which

contains the actual surface displacements generated by incident upgoing P and S waves. tt
behaves essentially like a tr:uuimission matrix coupled with the displacement-generating

submatrices of matrix D in (l0a). The actual form of Wf, is

wf, =(Mu+prort,lrf;

where fr, is ne actual reflection matrix of the free surface, giving the amplification effects of

reflection, anO Tf, is the rransmission matrix which carries the wave vector ftom the source up to

the surface.
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Fig.4.5 Response of a medium to a source

The rerm nf; represents rhe response of the strucrure between the source and the free

surface. and can be expanded, using the addition rules (17) in a way similar to that used in the

recursive scheme:

Rf; = n9' * f*lt - Rg'frf'rfl'

where O refers to a lerrel just below the surface. This expansion thus allows the possibility of

ignoring the free snrface reflections, if so desired.

The term nf;t represents the response of the region between lhe source and the base of the

suatification. or the top of the half-space.

Thus. referring O Figrue 4.5, equation (4.18) has a clear physical interpreution in terms of

all possible propaguion processes malcing up the response. The first term in the equation deals

with errcrgy Uansmined upwards ftom the source to the surface. The second term includes both

the energy radiated downwards and reflected back up from the region SL, as well as the energy

radiated upwards and reflected back down ftom ttp region fS (via the term nf;ful' The

t2



reverberation opetator allows the fullest possibte interaction between the upper and lower regions.
however by truncating it appropriately, the reverberations may be suppressed.

The acrual computation is systematic, using zuccessive applications of the recursive scheme
described in Section 4.6.2, to evaluate the various reflection and transmission marices. For
example, nff is first constmcted by starting at e1 and working upwards through the layers to 3s.

f; *o rf, lnence wf,) "t similarly constructed by starting at the ftee surface and working
downwards to zs. The reverberation operalor is fully inverted or approximated to I or the
specified number of terms, according to the complexity of the response required.

4.9 Recovery of the Time-Domain Response

The calculation of u(p,a,z =0.m) is carried out for a set of frequencies ar within a

specified range, and for a set of slowness values p. The total waveneld at a given frequency is the

superposition of waves of all slownesses, and the spocuum of the final seismogram is a set of
such wavefields at the desired set of ftequencies. This section will briefly describe how the final

summations are carried out.

4.9.1 Cylirulricul Wave Functions

A natural ftame of reference for describing the wavefield at some distance from a point

source is the cylindrical coordinate system (r,0, z). where r is horizontal distance in the direction

of propagation. and / is the horizontal azimuth. Following Aki and Richards (1980, p398) the

displacement part of the displacement-stress vector at the free surface, and distance r from the

source, may be written as follows:

For P-SV waves

u(r, C, a, k) =
+!o

E
,a!:

k[u,(k, il, z = 0, ar)Si - iur(k, m, z -- 0, ar)Rf I ...(4.19a)

For SH waves

u(r, C, a, k) = fu,(k,fn,z =0, al)Ti ...(4.19b)

where u2,u7,ut ate the vertical. radid and treruverse comporEns of displ:rcement. The functions

Sf ,Rf .Ti are the horizontal wavefunctions of order n defined by

.t€

E
,'|D-€
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sr=iY,-*#,
Rf = -Yi(r, C)i

ry=*#'-i#o
YiQ,0) = J^(k,r)e^r

where J.(*,r) is the Bessel furrction of order m.

Equations (19) state that the wavefield is a linear superposition of cylindrical waves, in

which the coefficients of the cylindrical wavefunctions are precisely the displacement componenb

at the free surface. found for the stratified medium as in the previous sections. It is preferable to

make a change of variable from & to p, the horizontal slowness, using t = atp.Also. equations

(4.19) are simplified by using the approximate relations:

R^ (ot pr, 0\ = 2J ^(a 
pr)e'^o

S^ (ot pr,C) = iJ--r ( ot pr)e'^) ...(4.20)

T^(apr, O) = -iJ--1(otpr)ei^o

These approximations apply in the far-field. Close to the source, the expressions would contain

I
rerms in 

-. 
which die down rapidly with distance r.

@pr

4.9.2 Recovery of Displacemcnts in the Time'Domain

The vertical, radial and Eansverse displacements as functions of time may be recovered

fully in theory by integrating over all values of p from 0 to oo and over all values of ar ftom -e
to +oo, the latter integration being, in effect, a Fourier transform ftom the frequency to the time

domain. Using the approximuions (20), the total surface displacement may be written as

l-@
u(r, c, r) = -a f a|e'i'' da i I pfu,J^-r(apr) + iurJ^@tpr')' u,!^(apr\lei^o dp

LX J nr:J^

...(4.21)

The azimuthal dependerrce is associated only with the directivity of ttre source. ln the case of a

double-couple mechanism, the contributions from the angulu orders are restricted to |tnl S 2, in

other words, there is a maximum of five terms in the summation over tfl.

In practice, the integral over p is carried out ils a numerical integration over a finite range of

p values. The range is chosen to include the propagation phenomena which are of interest in the



final seismogram. remembering that e.g. p > 1 witt malce p waves go evanescent in the layer pf

P-wave velocity a. According to the P and S wave velocities used in the model, the range of
slownesses can even be "tailored" to simulate phases of main interest, e.g. po. The p interval
used for the numerical integration needs to be small enough to give adequate sampling of the
integrand in (21), which has an oscillatory character. The higher the frequency, the finer the

sampling reeds to be.

Once the summations over p have been completed at each value of rn between -2 and +2, the

summation over rn is carried out. The final step is the zummation over ar, wilch is in practice

carried out by an FFT. This last step, done individually for the vertical, radial and transverse

components, gives tln 3-component synthetic seismogram.

4.10 Allowance for Attenuation

In a dissipative medium, in which energy losses during propagation occur due to anelasticity

of the medium, it can be shown (Kennen. 1983) that the effects of such anenuation can be

represented by the use of complex wave velocities, which are frequency-dependent. Fbr weak

attenuation. the P and S wave velocities are replaced by

d(a,) -",[, * : *"," (#) -,(#]',,,,]

F@) =n,[, * : *,"(#)-'[a]*,']
where

a1,p1 te standard reference values, normally talcn to be the P and S wave velocities at

lHz;
ll

A. 6 
are the loss factors, which are in general smaller than 0.01 for wealc attenuation,

and may be aszumed constant:

sgn(at) = tl. according to the sign of ar.
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4.ll Practicd Application of the Reflectivity Method

The modelling, in practice, of real earttrquake data with synthetic seismograms involves,

fust of all, considerable effort in the search for tlp optimum parameters to b€ used in the

computation, that provide the best compromise between the amount of information to be

contained in the synttrtic seismogram, the quality of ttrc synthetic seismogram ud the

computing time that can be afforded. The latter increases drastically with complexity of the

model and of the response, the number of samples in the Fourier transforms, the frequency range

and the number of slowness values in the numerical integruion. If the computuion time becomes

prohibitively large, then some information has to be sacrificed in any one run of the Program.

Kennett (19E3) achieves this by structuring the build-up of the medium's response in a series of

systematic approximations to the totd wavefield. The user is faced with a wide range of options,

but this is an advantage in the sense that the modelling can be selective as reguds the exact

phases being synthesise4 and this facilitates greatly the interpretation of the theoretical

seismograms, which can rapidly become more and more complex.

Following are the main options available in the program used in this study (Kennett, 1988)

and the criteria used'in choosing some of the parameters:

(i) Choice of wavetlpe: Since the up urd down-going radiation tenns at the source can be split

into the contributions from P and S wave types, it is possible to start off with either or both

wavetypes at the source. Simiiuly, the elements of the surface displacement matrix can be

associated with specific wavet)'pes. so that the same choice can be made at the receiver. This

allows the modelling and identification of P-S and S-P conversions. The options are:

P at source. P at receiver

S at source. S at receiver

P at source. S at receiver

S at source, P at receiver

P.S at source. P at receiver

P.S at souroe, S at recciver

P,S at souroe, P,S at receiver (full response)

(ii) Complexity of response: Ttrc amount of reverberation within the model can be controlled

borh by limiting, the reverberations within individual layers, as well as for the structure as a

whole. Kennett (1983) introduces a further possibility of resuicting the total waveneld by

defining a "separation level" z7 and splining the total respoilie into that of the zones above and

below r.r (Figure 4.6). The physical significance of the separation level is often a division into

crust and mantle regions, with the source being above tlp mantle. Thus one can investigate
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separately the dominant response of ,say, the mantle strucnre, or of rhe crustal waveguicle. Free
surface reflections and surface conversions between wavetypes play a important part in the total
response, and these can also be included or suppressed at will. The main options are:

a- No reflections, primary reflections only, or full reverberadon within each individual layu;
b. The response of the shallow zone (above the level e ma! include no reflections, rhe primary

reflection only, or multiple reflectioru between the free surface and the lower boundary of the
zone;

c. The resPonse from the deeper structure (below level er may be evaluated once only or may be
returrnd more than once, aftef, interaction with one, or multiple reflectionVconversions at rhe free
surface. Thus one can mo@l the fullest reverberation respoNe within the crunal waveguide,
wNle only the primary rellecrivity response of the upper mantle is included.

The free surface amplification at the receiver may also be included or excluded.

ri \ \t\ ,'J/

Flg 4.6 lllustration of the separation level zt ffrcm Kennett ( I9E8))
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(iii) Length of time sample, sampling interval and frequency range: The response spectrum

contains the information about the whole seismogram relevant to the slowness range and choice

of phases considered. If the time interval chosen is too short, then when the inverse Fourier

transform is performed, energy arriving after the end of the chosen time span will actually appear

at the beginning of the seismogram - a "unaparound effect". This late arriving energy may

seriously contaminate the true onset of the waveform and hinder interpretation. This effect may

be avoided by using a time series long enough to accomodate all aniving energy groups. An

example of the wraparound effect and is elimination are shown in Figure 4.7.

The length of the time series is given by NT, wherc N is the number of samples and T is the

sampling interval in seconds. The number of sample points greatly influences the computation

time of the Fourier uansforms, and therefore it is preferable to increase ttrc sampling interval

rather than the number of samples. Care must be taken here, however. The sampling frequency

directly controls the ftequency content wNch may be observed in the seismogram. The

ll
: o .:.0

tl
rt.o 10.0

tll
6.0 8.0 10.0

lll
t:.0 lr.0 16.0

rimc - ri8(s)

tl
22.0 lJ.o

tll
16.0 18.0 30.0

Fig.4. 7 Contanination of the signal onset by "wrapatowd"
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maximum frequency observable is equal to tlre Nyquist frequency, that is. the frequency about
which the spectrum "folds". Moreover, when using the reflectivity method, it is advised (Kennen.
1983) that the maximum frequency to be modelled should not be much larger thur half the
Nyquist frequency' This imposes a severe limit on the sampling interval chosen. For example, if
one wants to model frequencies as high as l0Hz, one requires a Nyquist ftequency of 20H2, and
a sampling frequency of 40H2, or a sampling interval of 0.025s. If the phases being modelled
arrive at the receiver over a time span of, say, 20s. then a minimum of 8ffi points should be 

'sed.Since the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm requires the number of samples to be a power of 2.
the best choice would be 1024 points at a sampling interval of 0.025s. In this study, since the
frequency content in the real seismogrirms was high, and the P-coda extended to about 20s. the

best combination for modelling the P-wavetrain was 2048 points ar 0.015 sampling interval, i. e a

Nyquist ftequency of around 33H2.

(iv) Slowness range and slowness interval: The integral over horizontal slowness p in equation
(4.21\ need not, in practice, be canied out from p = 0 to p = a, but ttre range of p may be

chosen so that only ttrc phases of interest are included in the chosen time span. This depends on

whether one is dealing with P waves or S waves or both, on the maximum velocities in the model

and on the epicentral distance being considered. For a horizontally plane-layered medium. rhe

slowness p is constant for a ray ravelling through the structure, and is given in any layer by

where i is the angle made by the ray with the vertical and v is the wave velocity in tiat layer. It is
thus clear that the range of p can be reduced straightaway to that corresponding to angles of

incidence 0-90". Thus the maximum value of p c nsafely be taken ru I where vnoo is the
vmrn

minimum velocity encountered in the model. The lower limit of p, on the other hand. must be

small enough to ensure ftat all head waves are included in the response. ln general, then, the

I
lowest value of p must be smaller th- ,"rr, where v.* is the maximum velocity encountered in

the model. If the range of p netd be further restricted (for increased efficiency in computing

time), then a simple test can be carried out using 2-dimensiond ray tracing through the model and

observing the minimum and maximum apparent velocities of the main arrivals or the phases of
intere$, and calculating p*o and p,*, accordingly. Such a method is utilised by Fuchs and

Muller (1971).

The integral over p is carried out numerically, using a simple uapezoidal rule. Figure 4.E

shows the variation of the real part of the integrand in equation (4.21) as a function of p, at a

ftequency of 6Hz. lt is seen that the integrand is higtrly oscillatory, and moreover, it cu be

shown that this oscillatory nature gets more severe at higher frequencies. lt is therefore clear that

sln rp--
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if the whole response is to be recovered from this function, the sampling of p must be made very

fine. In most applications in this snldy, the slowness interval was set less than 0.0001 s/km.

(v) Source mechanism: The response produced u a given point on the surface depends strongly

on the radiation panern produced by the source. The program used here assumes a point moment

tensor source at arbitrary depth below the free surface. with the "obseryation point" at an arbitrary

azimuth. Figure 4.9 shows the fault plue geometry and the angles used to completely define the

moment tensor, following the axes convention used in Alci and Richards (19t0). For pure shear

faulting in an isouopic medium, ttrc moment tensor components are given by:

0.0008

0.0006

0.0004

0.0002

0.0000

-0.0002

0.0.0 0.050 0.060 0.07p

slowness p (s/km)
0.r00

Fig.4.t ReaI part of the integrand in equation 4.21, at 6Hz
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M o = -M"(sin d cos ,1 sin 2/, + sin 2d sin I sinz tr)

M nt = M y, = M"(sin a cos .l cos 2/, + ( l/2) sin 2d sin I sin 2Cr)

M a = Mr, = -ltr(cos d cos I cos r, + cos 2d sin.l sin C")

M w = of"(sin d cos I sin2g, - sin 2d sin t cos2 C")

M a = M n =-Mo(cos 6 cos 4 sin p, -cos 2d sin t cos Cr)

Ma= M"sin2dsinl

Flg{.9 tur arbitraryfault plarc gwtuetry,
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Chapter 5

Waveform Modetling

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the Weber rhta set has been utilised and the general waveform
features are used to obtain information and consuaints regarding the possible velocity strucnre
within tlte subducted Pacific plate, as well as within the overlying conrinental crust. This has

been done by means of whole waveform modelling using synthetic seismograms as generated by
the reflectivity method of Kennen (1983) discussed in the previous chapter. The aim of such
modelting was not to arrive at a detailed and unique velocity model. This would not be possible,

for reasons listed below. The approach here has been to

a) identify features of the waveforms which iue conrmon to the majority of the seismograms in
the data set. and which are infened to b€ the result of common path effects;

b) deduce. ttuough tlp modelling process, the origin of the major energy arrivals within the

seismogram;

c) explore parameters within the velociry model wilch have the greatesr influence on the

character of the synthetic seismogram and wNch can be constrained to a greater extent than

others through comparison with the characteristics of the observed data.

Ttuoughout this process, peviors velocity models and results obtained by other workers

about interface depths etc. have been talcen into consideration in the starting models. However,

the presence of high velocity material infened from array travel times of the first arrival (Chapter

2) has been assumed, and indeed one of the main parameters investigated has been the depth and

venical extent of zuch a medium.

5.2 Difficulties end Assumptions

The kind and amount of waveform m@lling canied out must be regarded as a qualitative

anempt at identifying features of the velocity model which produce definite characteristics

observable in the data A more detailed quantification of the velocity structure is not possible

bEcause of tie limitations inherent in the approach:

i. The synthetic seismogram package used here allows only the use of horizontal. homogeneous
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layers. The tnre structure in the lower North Island, on the other hand comprises the shallow part

of the suMuction zone and is therefore essentially a 3dimensional stnrctrue. Fornrnately, the

wave-path geometry involved in the Weber dara set recorded at Wellington is such that rhe rays

travel close to an along-strike path- This will have an influence on the incident azimuth of
wavefronts arriving at Wellington, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, as well as some effect on

uavel times when compared with a horizontally layered structurc, but it is assumed here that the

gross characteristics of the waveforms are not seriously distorted by the dipping layers. Crustal

phases that are confined to the layers above tJe subduction interface will be unaffected by the

dipping structures, although reverberatory modes between the free zurface and the subduction

interface should strictly be treated as propagating through a wedge-like structure. Given that the

dip of the slab in this region is not severe, ard the path is close to the sfike direction, this was

again not considered. Some attempts have been made to extend the reflectivity method to the

case of a dipping "layer package" (e. g. Sandmeier and Weruel, l9Et) but this has not been

generalized enough to be as useful for the present application as the method of Kennen.

Langston (1977), using a generalized ray theoretical method, computes the teleseismic response

of a dislocation source in a dipping layer stnrcture. His results show that an interface dip of up to

10" does not significantly distort the vertical component P wave, and the effect is particularly

insignificant in the case of a thnrst type dislocation source, as is the case with the events of the

Weber data set.

ii. The waveforms being modelled in this srudy originate from shallow eartlquakes at regional

distances and contain high frequencies. This makes the seismograms complex and hard to

interpret and model in any great detail. The response at Ngh frequencies of the medium along the

propagation parh is such that a high degree of scattering takes place by small-scale

heterogeneities, so that no two wavefonns, even if originating from the same source region and

ftom events of similar focal mechanisms, will be alike. The effect can dso be seen in tlte fact that

conelation of the high ftequency signal for any one event recorded across the L-network is

difficult.

Moreover, although the source region for tfre whole set of eanhquakes is relatively small

compared wirh the epicenual distance, the differerrce in this distance, as well as in the depth,

between individual events meuu that corresponding phases arrive at slightly different times at

wellington, and this makes it difficult to correlate individual phases between one event and

another with ury certainty. For example, the maximum range in epicentral distutce is about 20

km. which gives a variation of the order of 2.5s for S - P time differences.

In view of atl this, it is unreasonable to attempt to refine the velocity model to an extent

wNch will model individual peaks in a seismogram for this data set.

iii. It has to be assumed that the velocity structure between source and receiver is uniform,
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whereas it is likely there will be some heterogeneity or gradual change in stmcture on going from
Hawkes Bay to Wellington, especially in the shallower layers.

iv' The effect on the waveforms of seismic velocity anisotropy has not been mlcen into
consideration.

Modelling has been concenEated on the vertical component seismogram and on the p-
wavetrain' although the S-waveuain is also included in many of the synthetic seismograms.

5.3 Common Featurcs of the Observed Waveforms

The available data represent wavetrains from a luge number of sources in a relatively small
source region having approximately the same fiocal mechanism, and rraversing much the same
wavepath. Therefore, in spite of the difficulties listed above, we would expect to find
reproducible waveform features throughout the data set that can be attributed to source and
general wavepath effects and which could therefore be modelled by suitable earth stnrctures.
Such features have already been described to an extent in Chapter 2. More data are presented

here.

Figure 5.1 illustrates a number of seismogams from the Weber data set recorded ar sultions

of the L-network. As far as possible. the records from the same station (KSE) are displayed, so

that differences in waveform are not confused with differences in site response. The diagram is

intended to emphasize the common waveform features that were modelled. and at the same time
to show the extent of differences between any two seismograrns. Only vertical component

seismograms are shown.

As was illustrated in Chapter 2, the arrival of a second phase approximately 4 seconds after

the initid P onset appears to be a stable feature of the data, as does the difference in frequency

content between this phase and the first 4 seconds, this difference being observable visually in
most cases. The largest arnplitudes within the P wavetrain generally occur within the lower

frequency second phase. On looking u a record section of the data across the L-network, some

individual sharp peals within this phase can be unambiguously traced across the array (Figure

5.?). One such phase generdly occnrs at around 4 - 5s after the initial onset, whereas a second

one occurs at around 7 - 9s. Where these phases travel undistorted across the aray, it was

possible to pick the arrival times u their peals sufficien0y accurately to estimate their phase

velocity in the same way as wils done for the first pulse. The apparent velocities obtained in this

way were in the rutge 6.0 - 6.6 km/s. It would be reasonable to expect the waveform modelLing

to reproduce such phases and provide u interpetuion.
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In ttre ctassical definition of seismic phases, the terms P' and P, ue used to describe
prominent arrivals shortly after Po, and are interpreted as crustal phases generated by a strallow

earthqualce, travelling in the "lower" and "upper" crust at velocities of approximately 6.5 and 6.0

km/s respectively (Aki and Richards, l9t0) Howevec tlE term P, has also been widety used in a
more general sense in the literature for the prominent and long-wavetrain phase arriving after Po,

from crustal eartlqualces at distances greater than about 100 lm, and travelling at around 6 km/s.

This phase is usually interprued as a group of multiply reflected P-SV waves propagating in a
crustal waveguide bounded by ttrc Moho and the free surface, or within some other layers of the

crust ( e. g. Lutgston utd Helmberger, 1974; Barker, Der and Mrazek, l98l; Langston. l9t2:
Banda et al,1982; Olsen, Braille and Stewart, 1983; Pederson and Carupillo, l99l; Campillo and

Paul, 1992). Ttre equivalent of P, that follows the first S anival is termed Lr. The P, phase is

sometimes also called F (Olsen, Braille and Stewart, l9t3). It shall be shown later in rhis chaprer

tiat the naure of the dominant second anival in the observed data conforms to the laner

interpretation of P, (P), urO for convenience we shall henceforttr ctroose to call this anival F.

Figure 5.3 is a closer look at some seismograms which had a particularly clear first onset,

due partly to a low signal-to-noise ratio at the start of the signal, urd which illustrate the nanre

of the first pulse common to many of the records. Furtler examples of this phase, traced across

the L-network, have been shown in Figure 2.6. This first anivd can be unambiguously

refened to as Pn. The Po wavelet is simple and of lower ftequency than the directly-following

complex phase. The shape of the first onset, and its relationship with the following phases is

another feature which will be modelled in the synthetic seismograms and wNch will provide

some constraints on the nature of the medium through which the phase propagates.

Whereas the nature of the frrst arrival can be assigned to a criticdly reftacted wave, Po, it is

more difficult ro assign a label to the immediately-following high-frequency signal. Similar

features have sometimes been referred to as an extended Po waveform ( e.S, Langston, 1982)

although it will be shown that, in this case, it does not necessuily consist only of refracted and

turning waves. For the sake of easy reference. it will be refened to here :Is Pnr.

An anempt was also made at enhurcing some feanrres contained in the Ngh ftequency phase

by stacking the uaces for a given event over all the stations of the L-network. This technique

was, howevet abandoned as it did not yield useful information, mainly due to the rapid

breakdown of coherence in the signal following Po.

It is proposed.that this phase of the seismogram can be rcgarded as composed of multiple

arrivals (reflectionVrefractions), originating at some level close to the high velocity medium that

gives rise to Po. Such features will be the subject of orr part of the waveform modelling process.
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Fig. 5.3 Examples of vertical componenl seismograms from the

Weber data set, sltowing tlrc similariry of pulse shape for tlte first
( P" ) anival.

5.4 Basic Velocity/Attenuation Model

The starting velocity/anenuation model, as well as the parameters used for the computation

of the synthetic seismograms (Section 5.5) were arrived at afier a lengthy process of adjustment

until the synthetic data closely resembled lhe "average seismogram" from the Weber data set.

The gross features of the velocity model were largely based on previous velocity and structural

models obtained by other workers in the Hawkes Bay and Wellington areas. The model has been

labelled MODO1 and is shown in Tbble 5.1. A VplVs ratio of 1.75 in all layers was assumed.

The density in each layer was calculated from the Nafe-Drake relationship
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p = 0.252+0.379vp

as suggested by Fuchs and Multer (1971).

Figure 5.4 shows the P-velocity profile compared with previous models of the lithospheric
structure. Following the rezults of Chapter 3, a P-velocity of 8.75 km/s was iusumed to exist in
the lowermost layel below a "normal" E.0lcm/s uppermost mantle layer. In rhe basic model, rhis
Ngh-velocity medium has been represented as a half-space, however one aspect of the modelling
considers the effects of a layer of this medium of varying thickness and velocity, as shall be
discussed later in this chapter.

The P and S anenuation parameters, Q;t ard Q['l were assumed to be independent of
frequency. The values shown in Thble 5.1 are ones which gve a reasonable reproduction of the
relative amplitudes and frequency content of the various ponions of the seismograms, however
their effect on the synthetic seismograms will be discussed in a later section of this chapter.

The separation level discussed in Chaper 4, wNch allows some degree of differentiation
between the responses of the media above and below it, was taken to coincide with the suMuction
interface, shown in Figure 5.5 at lE km depth. Thus in most of tlre modelling of the Weber data
set' the source was embedded in the layers above the separation interface, and it was thus easier to
visualize the total response as having a "deep" contribution and a "crustal" contribution.

The source-time function was talcn to be a delu function at time r = 0. For a simple double-
couple soutce, the far-field displacement is in effect proportional to th€ time derivative of the

source-time functiott, which is proportional to the delta function, and the far-field spectnrm is

then approximately a constant (Bullen ard Bolt, 19t5. p.418). This assumption was probably
justified for the afterstrocks (magnitude < 4.5), but not for the mainshock (magnirude 6.3) which
would exhibit more complex source effects. The waveform for the mainshock was in fact not

Table5. I Staning velocity nwdel MOD|I used in wm,eform modelling

Depth to top P-velocity S-velocity Densiry
of layer(km) (km/s) (lcn/s) (9cm )

Q;t Qst

0.010 0.02
0.m2 0.004
0.m2 0.m4
0.m2 0.004
O.mr 0.m2
0.ml 0.002
O.mr 0.002

0.0
1.5

10.0

lE.0
25.O

30.0

36.0

4.00
5.50
6.20
6.50
7.60
E.00
t.75

2.2E

3.14
3.v
3.7r
4.y
4.57
5.m

2.20
2.30
2.ffi
2.75

3.06
3.28

3.58
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included when looking for common feanrres to model.

For the Purposes of waveform modelling, the earthquake source was placed at 12 kxn depth.
This lies within the depth rurge (5 - lE km) arrived ar by Robinson (1994) for rhe Weber
aftershocks. The effect of the depth parameter is later investigated (Section 5.8). The dislocation
source has a moment tensor representation which may be easily varied during the modelting to
simulate any required fault plane geometry. For the main Weber data set, enough work had been

done on the aftershock sequence (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1) to constrain rhe average focal
mechanism of the shallow events. The coordinate system for sening up tlrc moment tensor

components was as given in Aki and Richards (1980, p.l l4). For simplicity, the Norttr axis was

taken to coincide with the strike of the subducted slab (see Figure 4.9). After Robinson's work,

the appropriate angles for a typical source orientation were chosen to be

D.pth (Lm) vr(bn/s)

fice surfacc

t sourcc

6.:0

lt.0_ separation lcvel
(suh.lnction interfacc)

25.0

Flg5. 5 Layer version of MOD0I.
by a stat

Source position is indicaud

5.50

6.50

7.fi
100

8.75
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0f = lTOo;6 =35o;.1= ll0o; 0 = lgoo

where /y is the strike of the fault plane, d is its dip, I is the rake (inrodrcing a small component

of strike slip) and / is the observation azimuth measued clockwise from North. Using the

angles 0f,7 and C, and the formulas in Aki and Richards (1980, p.117), the Cartesian

components of the moment tensor are:

It was not intended to model absolute unplitudes of ground motion, ard therefore the moment

magninrde was talcen as unity, and the resulting seismograms were then normalized as necessary.

The final synthetic surface response at the receiver was also convolved with a typical EARSS

instrument response so that a more meaningful comparison with the observed seismograms could

be made. This was done by multiplying the synthetic spectrum in the ftequency domain by the

EARSS frequency response tunction (Chadwick, l99l). This function is described in Appendix

D.

The reflectivity prograrn used here only allows homogeneous layers of constant velocity.

Velocity gradients must be approximated by a "cascade" of thin layers of increasing or decreasing

velocity. In this applicatiou the effect of a continuous velocity change was achieved by making

the layers in the cascade thinrer than half the shortest wavelength in tlp spectrum and by

ensuring that velocity jumps at the boundaries did not exceed 0.05 lcm/s. This often entailed the

introduction of a large number of layers, which made the computation of the response very time

consuming. For this reason, the presence of velocity gradients in the model was restricted to a

few cases where their effect was to be specifically investigated.

5.5 Features and Explanation of the Synthetic Seismogram

Unless otherwise stated, the foltowing parameters have been used throughout the

computation of the synthetic seismograms that follow in this chapter:

Range: 175 km

Frequency: 1.0 - 9.0 Hz

Sampling interval: 0.02 s

Sample size: 2048 points

Slowness rirnge: 0.1 - 0.29 s/km

( 4.W4 {. 335 -O. 332 \
l+.rs {.7Ee {.26E 

I\-o.332 {.26t 0. 8t3 /
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Reducing velocity:

Amplitude scaling:

8.0 km/s

True relative amplinrdes between displayed waveforms

5.5.1 Appearance

Figure 5.6a shows the 3-component synthetic seismogram generated by the
velocity/attenuation model of Tbble 5.1. It is a "fuII" response, including p and S modes at all
stages of the propagation' full reverberation in individual layers and free surface reflections.

It is seen that the vertical component seismogram reproduces in a broad sense the
characteristics of the data as shown in Figures 5.1 - 5.3, namely a first phase of close-spaced
arrivals ( P ry) preceeded by a single Po pulse, and followed approximatety 4s later by a larger
amplitude, somewhat lower frequency group, which decays rapidly into the p-coda- A
corresponding higher ftequency So arrival, followed by a large-amplitude "Lr" is also clearly
visible. The abseEe of any signal on tlrc transverse component before the S arrival is to be
expected in tte case of the llat-layered modet due to the absence of any SH-wave generation.

It should be noted that, as discussed in Chaper 2, the actual ftequency content of the real
data is often much higher than 9Hz, particularly in the P61 phase. However, the computation at
high frequencies, say up to l5Hz, becomes impractically time consuming when canied out a large
number of times, as was done here. Also, the scanering effect at high ftequencies makes it
irrelevant to compare in detail a synthetic waveform with the real data. Hence the routine
synthetic seismogram generation was carried out at frequencies up to 9Hz. Figure 5.6b shows the
same seismogram as in Figure 5.6a (vertical component) computed in the ftequency range 3 - 15

Hz. The synthetic seismograms at tlrcse high frequencies probably suffers from too small a

sampling interval in the slowness domain, atthough the general features of the seismogram are

retained.

Figure 5.7 is a long-range profile of the seismograms generated by the same model as in
Figure 5.6, and gives a bener picture of the speed at which the various phases uavel. The section
is plotted with a reducing velocity of 8.0 lcrys. T\e PU phase app€a$ to move out ar

approximately E.0 km/s, wrule ttre F goup moves at a crustal-type velocity of around 6.0 km/s.

In this figure, the relative amplitudes benveen successive traces are not true, but the uace

arnplitudes have been normalizpd to ttr same maximum.

Figure 5.ta shows, on lhe same time scale, tluee sample vertical<omporent seismograms

from the real data together with the vertical comporrcnt synthetic seismogram, for comparison,

ud emphasises the similarity in appearance. The reduced Po travel time of 4s on the syntheric

data conesponds at this distance to a Eavel time of 25.9s, comparing well with the average

observed travel time of around 26.5s for the real data.

Figure 5.8b shows the first 4 seconds of the syntlrctic seismogram compared wirh those of a
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real seismograrn, ard illustrates the similarity of the Po pulse and its relationship wirh the p6r,

phase.

This model therefore gives a reasonable simuluion of ttp observed data, and it will now be

appropriate to try to identify, in as much detail as possible, tlrc origin and nanre of the various

parts of the synttrctic seismogram, and to attribute these same feanfes and their interpretation to

the real data Having achieved this, the next stage in the modelling is to consider various sections

of the velocity profile and source and anenuation paramet€rs in turn, and observe the way in
which changes in these parameters will afiect ttrc appearance of the conesponding parts of the

synthetic seismogram. In this way, some constraints and conclusions can hopefully be made on

certain fearures of ttrc profile.

But before that, we have to be certain Utat OE synthetic seismogram itself is understood and

interpreted in as much detail as possible, in otls words, that the various phases and groups of
phases on tlr seismogram are identified. There iue two ways in wilch this can be done. The first

is by matching travel times using ray-tracing. The second malcs use of the "wavefield

ltxt
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Fig.5. tb Comparison of first few seconds of synthetic seismogram
with real data.

approximation" technique on wNch lGnnen's reflectivity method is based. This procedure bredcs

down the full seismogram as a sum of more simplified responses. The laner approach is far

preferable as it retains information about ampliNde, mode conversions, and so on. However, it is

still worthwhile to use ray-tracing as a first step of the phase identification.

5.5.2 Ray-tracing

Figure 5.9 is an output of tle 2dimeruional ray-racing programme rayt4, in which the

input velocity model is the one shown in Figure 5.5, and where ttrc synthetic seismogram

generared by this model is ploned on the rigtu of the Bavel-time curve. Head waves dong the

model boundaries are here approximated by refracted waves, by applying slight velocity gradiens

in the layers. For simplicity, the whole ray-set is split into two sets. The first (Figure 5.9a)

includes rays which propagate in tfie lower crust ard upper mantle of the "subducted slab". It is

seen that the major anivals in the fust 4s of the seismogram can be correlated with the headwave

in layer 7 (first arrival), the headwave in layer 6, the reflection off layer 7, the headwave in layer 5
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and the refle,ction ofrlayer 6, where ttre layer numbers are defined in the diagram.
A second set of arrivals is then composed mainly of the reflection in layer 4, the direct wave

and the reflection offlayer 5.

The next arriving wavetrain in the synthetic seismogram is quite well modelled in terrns of
travel times by a set of multiple cnrstal phases reverberating between the free surface and the
intermediate layers in the vicinity of the suMuction interface. This set of rays is illusuated in
Figure 5.9b. Note that whatever the acftal ralpath, all of these crustal phases ravel as a group
with an apP:uent velocity of around 6.0 km/s, at a distance greater than about 100 km. The
sinlation depicted in Figure 5.9b is incomplete in thu it consists only of p-wave legs, r. e. does

not include P/S conversions, and also does not predict which phases would mata the largest

energy contribution.

5. 5. 3 Wavefield app roxirrutions

A far more insightful approach to interpreting the synthetic seismogram is by breaking

down the total waveneld into a number of simpler wave t)rpes, or groups. This technique is

illusuated in Figure 5.10, in which all the seismograms are ploned with the same vertical scale

factor.

Figure 5.10a is the full response, as in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.10b is the same seismogram, but

with no free surface reflections allowed to conuibute to the response. It is clear that wrule the

first section of the seismogram, up to about 5s, is unaffected, the next part of the wavetrain

virtually disappears. This reinforces the hypothesis that the P wavegroup conrains a major

contribution from reverberations at the free surface.

We can analyse this phenomenon further by now allowing free surface reflections but

suppressing the return of this surface reflected energy from the "deep" zone, i. e. the strucNre

below the separation interface (Figure 5.10c). [t is seen hat although the major phases within the

P group persist, the intensity of this group is slightly decreased, indicating that the lower
"botutdary" of the crustal waveguide probably includes some layers within rhe subducted plate,

most likely the subducted upper crust. since the model contains a sharp velocity contrasr between

layer 4 and layer 5.

Figures 5.10a - c contain the full P and S response r. e. allowing P-S and S-P conversions at

each interface encountered. Using the method of wavefield approximations, it is not difficult to
obtain a better idea of the relative arnounts of P and S tlpe motion making up the various parts of
rhe response. For example, Figure 5.10d represents the response when both the souce radiation

and the surface displacement is made up of only the P-wave. Again, the first 5 seconds are

unafiected, however the later pan of rhe P group decreases appreciably in amplinade, indicating

that it contains a considerable amount of S-wave motion.

When the source radiation consists only of S-wave. and the zurface displacement consists

only of P-wave (Figure 5.10e). most of the F wave group is recovered, but this again disappears
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once the free surface reflections are eliminued from this response (Figue 5.10f). These two
latter wavefield ap,proximations indicue that a large ftaction of the P energy is contributed by S
to P conversion at the free surface. P b s convssion does not appear to be at all efficien1 as

evidenced by Figure 5.109, which represents the S-wave displacement at the surface ftom a trre
P-wave source.

From this breakdown of the waveform then, it is quite clear what both the origin and the
nanfe of the various parts of the synthetic seismogram are. To summarise. the phr group is
composed of pue P-waves propagating in the lower crust and upper mantle of the suMucted
lithosphere. An "intermediate" group of arrivals (at reduced time 7 to 9s) is almost pure p-wave,

with some SV-component, and is made up of direct crustal arrivals, as well as some reflections
and refractions ftom the intermediate layers near the subduction interface. The dominant ( P)
arrival (reduced time approximately 9 to l7s) is largely made up of reverberations in a crusral
waveguide between the free surface and the layers near the subduction interface, and has a high
content of P-SV mode conversions, occurring mainly at the ftee surface. This interpretation
agrees well with previous interpretations of P (Pr) phases observed in continental areas, and has

been made unambiguously clear by the use of wavefield approximations. The conversion of SV
to P does not appeiu to be at all efficienl and does not contribute significantly to the whole

resPonse. The difference in ftequency content between P1.1 and F observed in the real data can be

clearly attributed to the fact that propagation of the two phases lakes place tfuough different
regions of the lithosphere.

The layer of low velocity at the surface also appears to conuibute ro some extent to the

efficiency of the crustal waveguide. Figure 5.1I compares the responses from a model with no

surface low-velocity layer. and 3 models with increasing thicknesses of such a layer. The

duration of the F phase does appear to incrqtse with increasing thickness of the surface sediments

(note the wraparound effect for examples (c) and (d)). This effect has been previously

investigated by other workers, e. g. Banda et aI, 1982; Olsen et aI, 1983. It is not intended here

to make a study of the surface layer, and the values of MOD0I shall be considered satisfactory for

the purpose of modelling the lower structure.

5.6 Modelling velocity features in the subducted uppcr mantle

The general waveform features of the synthetic seismogram generated by the basic model

MODOI have been shown to be similar to those of tlrc observed daa. Moreover, interpretation of
the synttrctic seismogram has revealed that identifiable sections of the seismogram can be directly

associated with propagation tluough particular depth regions within the lithosphere, as well as

with particular modes of propagation. This is convenient" for it means that the elastic parameters
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in rhose particular regions of the lithosphere may now be varied, so that their effect on the

conesponding part of the synrhetic seismogram can be assessed. This will enable us to judge the

extent to wilch particular features of the model can be constrained'

5.6.1 The presence of "normal" (8.0 ' 6.4 kn/s) upPer msrtle nuterial.

tn Robinson's (1994) joint velocity-h)?ocentre inversion of the Weber data sets the author

-'lrttl
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arrives at a velocity model which has a 7.6 km/s layer directly above an 8.77 krn/s halfspace at a
depth of 35 km. Adminedly' not enough deep events were available to constrain the strucnre at
this depth.

From the interpretation of the synthetic seismograms, it is clear that any churge in velocity
stnrcnre at these clephs would affect only the first few seconds of rhe seismogram. This is
verified by looking at Figure 5.12, in wilch several possibilities of velocity strucue are explored.
Model (a) in Figure 5.12 approximately represents the suucrure arrived at by Robinson, i.e. an
8.75 km/s half-space directly underlying the 7.6 km/s layer at deprh 35 km, while Model (b) is
similar to Model (a) but with the high velocity medium pushed down to 36 km depth. Modets (c)
- (e) have layers of 8.0, 8.2 and 8.4 km/s respectivety inuoduced between the 7.6 and E.75 km/s
media. while Model (0 has an 8.2 km/s over an 8.4 km/s layer. The P-velocity profiles of rhe
corresponding models are displayed at the top of ttre figure. Time is reduced at 8.0 km/s.

In this. and the following examples of modetling some aspects of the upper mantle structure,
it is meaningless to attempt a peak-for-pealc correlation between real anl synrtretic data, owing to
the diversity of detail in the observed waveforms. Nonetheless. visual examination of Figrue 5.12
allows some tentative inferences to be made. The obsewed complexity in the first few seconds

appears to be better modelled by a more layered structure (Figures 5.12(c) - (l)) and rhe presence

of an E.0 - 8.4 km/s layer contributes in the required manner. An 8.7S krn/s layer directly
underlying the 7.6 km/s layer yielG a Po pulse tiat separates roo far ahead. It also appears that
8.4 km/s for the "normal" upper mantle layer places the Ps1 phase too early relative to po.

Therefore, although the waveform modelling and simple visual comparison is not enough to
constrain the layer velocities, it appears justified to accept that an E.0 - 8.2 km/s medium
separates the 7.6 km/s lower oceanic crust from the high-velocity medium. The comparison of
this part of the signal made in Figure 5.8b, in wNch the model contains an 8.0 km/s layer, also

supports tltis. The strucnxre of MODOI is therefore an adequate, if not detaited, representarion of
the velocity profile for the purpose of the modelling.

5.6.2 Depth of high velocir-v mediunt

Once ut upper mantle velocity of E.0 km/s is assumed, the depth at wNch the 8.75 km/s

medium begins can be constrained to a somewhat better extent. The effect is demonsraed in
Figure 5.13, in which the depth to the top of the Ngh-velocity medium is varied from 32 km ro 4t
km. At a depth of 32 km, the Po pulse separates too far atread of the rest of the signal, while if
the high-velocity medium is deeper than about 40 km, then, at the distarce of 175 km, the 8.0

km/s head wave arrives earlier.

Admittedly, as reguds the time sepuation between the Po and P6 signals, there is a Eade-off

between the depth of the Ngh-velocity medium and the velocity of the medium directly overlying

it. An increase in the P-velocity in the overlying medium, making the P61 phase arrive early,

could be offset by a shallowing of the high velocity medium. However, when looking at

!\'rL..,.;. ui;
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wavefolms, it is not erpugh to compare only travel times. The thickness of the layers in this
particular region dso affects the pulse shapes and amplinrdes (Figure 5.13) presumably due to the

varying incident angles, so that it is better to be guided by the best-fining waveform.

While emphasising once more that a detailed analysis cannor be strictly applied to a

comparison with the real data ftom a 3dimensional structure, it is probably justified to claim that

any Ngh velocity material must begin at a depth of about 34 - n km in the flat-layaed model,

which is consistent with the average &pth in the 3-dimensional model used in the Complete Ray

Tracing (Chapter 3). Modelling of a closely-spaced rcfraction profile, such as the Hikurangi

Margin experiment, should give much better constraint over such details.

5.6.3 Difercnt velrciry profiles for a layer of high velociry

So far, the high velocity medium has been represented in all models as a half-space for

simplicity. In the real earth, however, it is unlikely that srch high velocities, normally found

closer to 4O0 km depth. would persist from a shallow depth to beyond a layer of finite thickness.

In the following, the effect of a layer of P-velocity t.75 km/s of various thicknesses is studied.

The effect of the shape of the velocity profile above and below the layer, with the introduction of
velocity gradients, is also investigated.

In Figure 5.14, which illustrates the effect of thickness, it can be seen that a significant head

wave of the shape ud amplitude of thu observed in the data does not appear to develop until the

layer is at least 4 lrn thick.

With the 8.75 km/s layer having sharp velocity discontinuities at its upper and lower

boundaries, it is observed that the head wave pulse shape is modified by a sharp positive peak

immediately following the downward swing of the pulse. This is interpreted as being a reflertion

ftom the underside of the layer. This interpetation is justified by noting that when the sharp

velocity contrilst at the lower boundary is replaced by a constant, negative velocity gradient, the

reflection is suppressed and the Po pulse closely resembles that from an E.75 lcm/s half-space, and

is also more similar to that seen in the data (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.15 invesrigarcs the effect of replacing the first-order velocity discontinuities

bounding the high-velocity layer by velocity gradiens above and below the layer. A sharp

gradient on the underside, as in Figure 5.15(e) has the same effect as a first-order discontinuity,

namely the contamination of the Po pulse with the "reflection" from the underside. The gradient

above the layer is more difficult to ascertain because of its appuently smaller influence (compue

Figures l5(b) urd (d)). The conclusion that can be drawn here is that a velocity profrle of the tlpe

shown in Figure 5.15(d) is not inconsistent with ttrc observations.

5.6.4 Conclusions

ln conclusion, an upper mantle P-velocity model that generates a satisfactory response

compared with the real data would have a high-velocity (t.75 km/s) layer, of tiickness greater
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than 4 km, possibly with a gradual increase and decrease of velocity above and below the layer
respectively. This "tooth" would lie at a depth of approximately lB-20 km below the surface of
the subducted plate' embedded in "normal" upper mantle material of p-velocity g.0 - g.2 km/s.

Such high velocity layers have been referred to in several cases in the literarure. A layer of
P'velocity 8.6 km/s within an 8.2 - 8.4 km/s upper mantle has been found in rhe northwesrern
Pacific lithosphere off Japan in long-range refraction experiments (Asada et at, l9g3; Shimamura
and Asada, 1976: Asada and Shimamura, 1976). Hales er al (19l,0) find clear evidence from
refraction profiles of an 8.77 km/s layer underlying an 8.0 lsn/s mantle at a depth of about 57 km
in the Gulf of Mexico. Fuchs and Schulz (1976) propose a model for the subcrustal lithosphere
containing thin high-velocity layers. Low-frequency "tunnel waves" tluough such layers are
studied both by numerical experiments as well as ttuough observations from explosion dara in
continental areas. The authors attribute these layers (in the depth range 30 - 150 km) to the
presence of suongly anisotropic materials, such as olivine, with a preferred orientation. Sverev
and Yaroshevskay (1987) use deep seismic sounding results from the South Atlantic ocean to
establish the presence of high velocity layers (8.4 - E.6 and 8.8 km/s) in the subcrustal manue,
beginning at depths of around l0 km. The E.E km/s layer, present under rhe Angola abyssal plain,
occurs at around 25 km depth, and is also attributed to strongly anisotropic material. Bean urd
Jacob (1990) derived an anisotropic strucrure for the lirhosphere under the Norrh Irish Sea.

containing layers of anisotropic material separated by isorropic ones. The high-velocity layers
(which occur when viewed along the fast axis) do not consist of first-order velocity
discontinuitjes. but are bounded by positive and negative velocity gradiens. The relationship
between these high velocity layers and upper mantle anisoropy is discussed in the final chapter.

5.7 The effect of a low velocity layer at the top of the subducted slab

5.7.1 General efect of an oceunic low-veWity layer

The presence of a low-velocity layer at the surface of the subducted slab along rhe East

Coast of the North Island has been detected by several aulhors, and interpreted to be caused by

oceanic sediment being subducted with the Pacific ptate. Bannister (198E), in Ns inversion of
eartlquake travel times in the Hawkes Bay area arrives at a velociry model containing a 3 km-

thick layer of P-velocity 4.t km/s. Xun (1992) analysed travel times from an aftershock sequence

off Cape Palliser, at the southeasternmost tjp of the North Island, and concluded that there musr

be a layer, approximately 1.4 km thick, and of P-velocity 3.6 km/s sepiuating rhe overlying crust

from the subducting Pacific crust. Davey et al (1986) and Lenris and Davey (1987), using mainly

results from seismic retlection profiling off the southeast coast of the North Island, detect a
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velocity reversal, interpreted as a I km thickness of consolidated oceanic sediment going unler
the convergent margin with the underlying oceanic basement. Lewis and Davey (19E7) claim that

the decollement conesponding to the subduction interface is not at the boundary between the

accretionary sediment and the oceanic basement, but within the sedimentary column
!t thtts followed that one feature of the velocity profile wNch could be investigated by

waveform modelling was the presence of a layer of reversed velocity at the subduction interface.

It was intended to observe the effect of such a layer on the synthetic seismograms, conclude

whether such a layer might be present or not, arul perhaps make some coruitrains about its

thickness and P-velocity.

Figure 5.16 shows a velocity profile containing a layer of subducted sediment (2 lcn of 4.8

km/s material). We shall refer to this model as MOD02. The figure shows the full response at

175 km. together with the profile and conesponding response for the basic model MOD0I, for

comparison. Figure 5.17 shows the response from the same velocity model, but broken down into

wavefield approximations in an attempt to better interpret the significance of the synthetic

seismogram.

The effect of the low-velociry layer (Figure 5.16) is quite drastic. and the resultant waveform

fundamentally different to that ftom the basic model. The dominant phase of the P wavetrain now

shifis to the later part of the P-coda, and has a low ftequency reverberatory character. The

amplirude of the earlier F phase, which was dominant in the seismogram ftom MODOI, is now

suppressed.

The wavefield approximations (Figure 5.17) are of greater signifigance, providing ftuther

insight into the meaning of this effect. The elimination of surface reflections (Figure 5.17b)

ccuses the dominant late wavetrain to disappear almost completely, leading one to postulate that

this wavetrain is also a reverberatory phase, with the free surface as one boundary of a waveguide.

Figure 5.17c is the response when free surface reflections are ircluded, however the return of this

reflected energy from the "deep" zone, i. e. the region below the subduction interface, is

eliminated. Again the late part of the dominant wavetrain of Figure 5.15a is Nghly reduced,

suggesting that tlris waveuain contains a luge propoftion of interaction with the layers below the

separation level, most likely the sediment layer in particular. Figure 5.17d - e, ir which surface

retlections are included, demonslrate tlE importuce of phase conversions in the dominant

wavetrain. With only P waves at the source and P waves at the receiver, very linle energy arrives

atler the first 4 seconds. indicating that most of the high-amplitude arrivals consist of mode

conversions between P and S. Figures 5.le and 5.lf together suggest that P to S conversion is the

more efficient and provides the largest contribution to the dominant phase. wNch is composed

mainly of S-wave motion. This is in contrast to the model without the low-velocity layer

(MOD0I) in wNch it was infened (Figure 5.10) that S to P conversion was the major contributor

to the amplitude of the F phase.

Figure 5.18 is a long-range profile (2m - 300 km) of the same velocity model response,
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demonsEating the long distances over which such waverains will propagate. The most likely

interpretation is that the low-velocity, subducted sediment layer enhances the efficiency of the

crustal waveguide. The late anival of the wavetrain, as compared with thu of the F phase of
MODOI at the same distance, is probably due to the fact that most of the energy travels as S

waves, since we have seen that P to S conversion is the most effective.

Now it is clear that such effects are not observed in the Weber data set recorded at

Wellington (see Figure 5.1). However, it is interesting to note that a similar kind of wavetrain is

observed for the same Weber aftershocks recorded on National Network stations PUZ and HBZ

along the East Coas of the North Island, north of Hawkes Bay. Figue 5.19 shows the location of
the stations mentioned and the waveforms at these stations from one of the Weber aftershocks.

The waveforrns are seen to have the same features as the synthetic ones in the long range profile

at the corresponding distances. Finally, Figue 5.19 also shows, for comparison, the basic model

synthetic seismogram computed at 300 km range, showing the difference between the main

energy arrival times at these distances.

Figure 5.20 shows more data, this time ftom an earthquake which occuned in Waipawa

(40.05, 176.88) on 15 April l99l (22:25:49 UT) during the Hikurangi Margin refraction

experiment. This earthquake triggered most stations along the line. Its depth was recorded by the

Seismological Observatory at 26.4 km. The map in Figure 5.20 shows the position of some

stations along the refraction line and the seismograms from ttree of these stations, E06, 805 and

E04. It is seen that the seismograms also appear to have the same P-coda characteristics as in the

synthetic seismograms from MOD02.

It is natural at this stage to question whether one can detect any significant change in the

narure of the synthetic seismogram with a change in the nature of the low velocity layer, in other

worG. its thickness and tlp P-velocity within it. Not enough data are available here to enable

reliable modelting of such features, so, in the following sections, the effect of varying these two

parameters is only briefly investigued. A more detailed anatysis of seismogams from East

Coast wavepatts showing such behaviour would be a good topic for furttrer research.

5.7.2 Efrect of layer thickness

Figure 5.21 shows the effect of introducing an increasing thickness of a layer with P-

velocity 4.8 lsn/s, starting from a very thin layer of only lOrn, and up to a thickness of 3 km. It

appears rhat the large amplitudes in the late P-coda do not properly develop unless the low

velocity layer is about I km thick. Increasing the thickness of tlp layer does bring about some

change in the character of the reverberations, but this change is not pronounced enough to

consrain the thickness with any accuracy.

5.7.3 Efecr of luyer P-velocity

Figure 5.22 investigates the effect of varying the P-velocity within the low-velocity layer. In
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Figrues 5.22a through 5.22e, this velocity is increased in steps of 0.4 km/s ftom 4.0 km/s to 5.6
lcrn/s. Figure 5.22f is the seismogram from MODOI, r. e. with no low-velociry layer. The wave
velocities in the sediment layer appear to be critical in shaping different parts of the seismogram.
In Figure 5.22e, in which the velocity contrast between the layer and the surrounding media is
least, the reverberation characteristics approach those of ttp seismogram from MOD0I (Figure
22f), while a P-velocity of around 4.t km/s within the layer produces reverberarions most similar
to those observed along the East Coast.

5.7.4 Conclusions

This simple modelling shows that, given enough dara" it might be possible to draw
conclusions about the existerrce and nahre of a low-velocity layer on top of the subducted crust.

By simple visual comparison of the synthetic seismograms with the East Coast data shown in
Section 5.7.1. it could be tentatively suggested that the difference in character between the

waveforms for wavepatlu along the East Coast and those on moving further inland may well be

explained by the presence or absence of a layer of inverted P-velocity at the top of the subducted

slab. From the synthetic data, a I - 3 km thick layer, with P-velocity of 4.8 t O.4tsn/s appears to

yield waveforms closest in character to those observed in the timited data available in this study.

The presence of this layer would confirm previors repons of its existence along the East Coast,

but the waveform modelling results may also imply the thinning out, or compaction, of the

subducted sedimentary material as the plate bends down.

Another effect that would be worth snrdying is the effect of curvature of the slab surface on

the development of the reverberatory wavetrain. The modelling here has necessarily been

confined to a plane slab surface, which is only approximately tnre in the region under

consideration. Figure 5.17c suggests that a luge contribution to the dominant wavetrain comes

ftom below the slab surface, and therefore a reason for the absence of this wavetrain from the

Weber data set (which represents an off-suike wavepath) might be Oe interference of the

curvature, albeit slight. with the waveguide effecr On the other hurd, if the interpretation of F in

the Weber data set as a crustd waveguide effect is correct, then this does not seem to be adversely

affected by the curvature. This may be because this wave group is more related to reverberations

within the overlying crust itself.

5.E Effects of other parameters on the synthetic seismogrsm

The preceeding sections were intended to examine, in some detail, the elTects of particulu

feanues of interest within the velocity model for the suMucted lithosphere, and to attempt to

establish the preserce or absence. and the nature of such features. In the previous models, the

other parameters of the velocity and source model, such as crustal velocities, nature of the source
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and attenuation parameters werc kept fixed. It is important to assess the effect of zuch other

features on the seismogram so that we can be certain of the reality of the conclusions obtained

above.

The number of parameters involved in the whole model is so large as to malce it impractical

to explore the full variation of each parameter. ln the following sections, therefore, only a few

key feantres are investigated. and this is done within the bounds of reasonable estimates of these

featues and within the bounds established by the results of previous workers. FornrnUely, the

par:rmeters which have so far been kept constant have a minimal effect on the nanre of the

seismograrn.

5.8.1 Source depth for a source within the overlying crust

Robinson (1994), from travel time inversion, obtains hypocentres in the depth range 5 to 18

km for the 13 May 1990 aftershocks. IGeping the focal mechanism constant. and the source

within the overlying crust, the synthetic seismogram for MODOI wiu computed with the source at

depths of t, 12, 14 and 16 km. This places the t km deep source within the 5.5 km/s layer, and

the rest of the sourc€s within the 6.2 lcm/s layer. The seismograms are shown in Figure 5.23.

There are small differences in the arrival times of ttc major phases, as well as in the details of the

F group, but such variation is of course observed to a much higher degree in the real data.

5.8.2 Focal mcchanism for a sourxe within the overlying crust

Also following Robinson's conclusions, a thrust type focal mechanism has been assumed

for the source. with the parameters as given in Section 5.4. The effect of variations in fault plane

and slip parameters was also explored. Figure 5.24 shows some synthetic seismograms for source

models whose parameters vary u'ithin a small range around those of tlrc basic source model. The

source depth is 12 km in all cases. The fault plane parameters :ue printed beside each

seismogram. The differences in the seismogams are negligible, the main change being in the

shape of the direct wave pulse, arriving at reduced time about 7s.

5.8.3 Cntsral velrity dcl
The presence of a low velocity layer at the ftee surface, representing weathered material,

has already been discussed in Section 5.5. Its effect on the synthetic seismogram was to slightly

increase the efficiency of the reverberatory F phase in the crustal waveguide.

The values of 5.5 km/s and 6.2 lm/s for the 2 main crustal layers are consistent with velocity

modets for rhe crust in the North Island arrived at by previous workers (Figure 5.5) and may be

regarded as an average profite for these models. The presence of velocity gradients within these

layers was briefly investigated and found to make no significant difference to the synthetic

waveforms. Figure 5.25 shows the seismogram for the basic model MOD0I, and tltat from a

velocity profile in which the 5.5 lcny's layer is replaced by a linear gradient of 0.0824/s' The
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difierence in the seismograms is insignificant.

Another crustal feature which was investigated was the presence of a Ngh velocity basal

crustal layer. Such a layer. of P-velocity 6.7 lcm/s, is present in Chong's (1982) Hawkes Bay

model, and was also modelled in Chapter 3 to nt the apparent velocity of the firsr arrival by means

of 3-dimensional ray-racing. The velocity model for such a profile is shown in Figure 5.26,

again with that from MODOI for comparison. As expected, the presence of a high-velocity layer

at the base of the crust did affect the nature of the P phase, producing a wave group of a lower

frequency and a more oscillatory narure than that ftom MODOI. It is difficult to conclude
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whether such a waveform is more. or less, similar to the real data (Figure 5.1) However, it can be

stated that the presence of such a layer is not incompatible with the observations.

5.8.4 Attenuation

Modelling the P and S anenuation parameters within each layer of the velocity model would

involve a time{onsuming study on its own since the combination of a large range of parameters

would reed to be investigated. Also the available data do not allow the investigation of variation

of signal amplitude with epicenral distance. This will be bener controlled with data zuch as that

from the Hikurangi Margin refraction experiment.

The extent of attenuation modelling canied out in tlris section was the division of the whole

profile into 3 regions - the surface weathered layer, the overlying and zubducted crust, and the

subducted upp€r mantle. The term "attenuation parameter", which may also be called the loss

factor, refers to the quantity Q-1, where Q is the quality factor (see Chapter 4, Section 4.10).
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Table 5.2 lists the anenuation models examined for pofile MOD0I. while Figure 5.27 shows rhe

corresponding s1'nthetic seismograms. It is seen ftom these seismograms that the major effects of
the atlenuation parameters are two: the amplinrde of the S-wave train relative to that of ttB p-

wave Eain, ard the persistence of the high-frequency content wifin the P-wave train. Again, it is
difficult to arrive at a conclusion about the best attenuation model on the basis of comparison with

this particular data set. The model with very low attenuation (QFt = 0.Ol , e5l = 0.002 ) in all
layers sltould be discuded as it leads to too high S-wave amplinudes, while that with rhe highest

attenuation leads to the elimination of the high-ftequency content. A model in which the cnrstal

material has an average anenuation paraneter of QFI = 0.002 urd Qi, = 0.004
(Qp = 500, Qs = 250) with the lower mantle possessing very low attenuation appears to be a
reasonably satisfactory working model. Chadwick (1991), in a source parameter/anenuation

stndy for the Wellington region. arrives at an average value of Qs = 56E t 70 for the crustal

material and 1316 + 150 for the upper mantle material. The approach used here cannot be

regarded as a reliable method for modelling atenuation parameters. but only as a rough means of
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establishing some reasonable bounds. The high-frequency content of the first few seconds of the

observed data, however, colresponding to waves propagating mainly within the subducted upper

mantle, do zuggest tlr presence of low anenuation material ar that depth, and this is not

inconsistent with the results of waveform modelling.

5.8.5 Evenu within the subducted lithosphere

As discussed in Chapter 2, the a.ftershocks of the May 13 event, occurring within the

overlying qust were contemporan@us with the ongoing aftershock sequerce of the 19 February

mainshock, which occurred below the subduction interface. According to Robinson, the latter

aftershocks occurred in the depth range 22 - 35 km, and their focal mechanism was averaged by a

normal faulting process on a steeper, 75o dipping fault plane. The synthetic seismograms

resulting ftom this kind of source were computed so that the effect of this p:rirmeter could also be

evaluated. For such a representative source, the following parameters were chosen:

Qf = l1o"i6 =75"i7 =27O"i0 = 190'

giving a moment teruor of

A source of this type was placed at three different depths within the subducted lithosphere (22,26

and 32 km), using the same velocity model MOD0I, resulting in the synthetic seismograms in

Figure 5.28. It is seen that the nanre of the seismograms is quite different from those due to a

ttrnrst-type source above tle subduction interface, for example Figure 5.23, and also quite

Table5.2 Diferent attenuation nwdcls tested The attenuation paranuter

for S-waves Qst was chosen at twice thatlor P-waves, QFl. Zhe 3 layers in which

Qit ^dQit 
or" defued refer respectively to (i) the surface weathered layer

(ii) tttc overlying crust ngether with the subducted crust down to the 7.6 km/s layer and
(iii) the subducted upper mantle

r 0.01s 0. 086 {. lso )
I o. oao {.48s {.8s3 

|\{. 150 {.853 {.5m/
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MODOl.a3

Qi' Q;'
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0.001 0.002
0.001 0.002

0.01 0.02
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0.001 0.002
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different from the observed data- This suggests that the data set snrdied here represenrs
afienhocks from the 13 May event only. This is reasonable in view of the luger incidence of
these shocks on rhe l3 May 1990, and the eruuing few days.

Ffg 5. 2t Synthetic seinograms for a nomul faulting source
within thc subducted lithospherc at deptlrs of a)22 lon b)26 bn and, c)32 lon.
Tlv velocity uodel is MOD0I.
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5.9 Comparison with 3-dimersional ray-facing tcsults

In Chapter 3, a working velocity model (Figure 3.9) wu derived on the basis of fitting the
apparent speed, azimuth and travel time of tlre frrst arrival ttuough a 3d stnrcture, rxing complete
ray-tr:rcing. It is now intended to reassess the velocity model found in the present chapter, by
adapting it to a 3dimensional stnrcnre, having the subducted slab curvahre discussed in Chapter
3. Such a velocity profile will have a high-velocity basal layer in the overlying crust, because,

although this layer is not stricdy required by the waveform modelling process, it was found to
explain better the apparent speeds and incident azimuths. A cross-section of the 3{ model is

shown in Figure 5.29, with the source placed at 12 km depth.

IGeping the source and receiver positions identical to those used in Chapter 3 (Section

3.4.2), the CRT program yielded the following values for uavel time and apparent velocity at rhe

station for a first arriving phase propagating ttuough the 8.75 km/s layer:

t =25.48s;c = 8.61&m/s;0 =20.15"

This is in good agreement with the observed average values of 25.5s, E.7 km/s and 16"

obtained from the real data in Chapter 2.

t00 E0 60 40 20 ^

Fig.5. 29 Crcss section of 3-d model incorporating velociry features
found by waveform nodelling and having the cumature used in Chaptcr 3. This model
is now used to re-estimate tlu theoretical upparent velocity of the first-arriving
head wave.
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5.10 Conclusion

A velocity profile can finally be adopted which satisfies the requiremenrc of borh the
3dmensional ray-tracing and of the waveform modelling techniques. This proftle is shown as a
ldimensional approximuion in Figure 5.30. This model is to be regarded as an avemge $rucn,,e

P-velocity (km/s)
0.0 2.0 4.0 €.0 8.0 ro.o

0.0

-20,0

E
J

E -30.0
CLoo

-50.0

Fig. 5. 30 A fual velocity prcfile satisfying the requirements of both
3-dinunsional ray tracing as well as waveform nndelling.
Limits of velocity coruttraintsfor layers examined in this chapter
shown by shaded regions.
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for the south+astern part of the Norttr Island. Where some constraint on parameters could be

made tluough the modelling processes, an indication of the limits of these constrains is given by
the shading on the diagram. Fean[es such as the cnrstal velocity stnrcture and the p-velocity

below the high- velocity medium, which were not fully investigated in ttris study arc not to be
regarded as uniquely determined but as the fixed values used in the basic model. The velocity
gradients are also quite arbitrary.

Figurc 5.31 shows the velocity profile for the case of a low-velocity layer ar the top of the
subducted litlnsphere. which model might represent the structure furttrer towards the East Coast.
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F[.5.31 Vclociry profle tor nwdel with a low-velociry subdncud laycn
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Chapter 6

upper Mantle Anisotropy in the south west pacific ocean

6.1 Introduction

Velocities of the order of 8.75 km/s, such as those discussed in the previous chapters are not
typical of average oceanic uppe( mantle materials. Similarly high P-velocities have, however,

been reported in many cases, both "in situ" in oceuric lithosphere (e. g Hales et al, lgi}; Sverev

and Yaroshevskay, l9E7) as well as in ophiolitic rocks (e. g Ctristensen and Ramanananroandro.

l97l: Baker and Carter, 1972; Boudier and Nicolas, l9t5) which are relics of oceanic crust rhnrst

up to a continental surface. These occurrences will be more fully discussed in the next chapter. It
is, however, necessary here to say thu practically all such high velocities are associated with
anisouopic media. and more specifically with the anisotropy of olivine, wNch is a major

constituent of the oceanic upper mantle. Single+rystal olivirE is known ro possess a high degree

of P-wave anisotropy with the compressional velocity varying between 7.72 km/s along the slow

axis to 9.89 kn/s along a perpendicular axis (Verma" 1960). The anisotropy of olivine-rich upper

mantle materials derives ftom the proc€ss whereby olivine crystals align ther,relves with their
fast axes parallel to the spreading direction during the formation of new ocean tloor at a mid-

ocean ridge (Fuchs, 1977).

The geomerry of a suMucting plue makes it diffrcult to investigate the azimuthal variarion of
Po velocity witlun it. It was thought, howevetr, that it might be useful to look for such a variation

within the stable Pacific plate before it begins to suMuct below the Tonga-IGrmadec rench and

below the Nonh Islutd, New Zealand. The only direct investigation of upper mantle P-wave

anisoropy in thi; area wiu conducted by Shearer and Orcun (19E5) who set up a star-shaped set

of foru reftactio.r profiles, about 100 km long, at a point approximately 1000 km east of the Tonga

trench and 1500 km WSW of Thtriti. Ttrc experiment was conducted in oceanic littrosphere

beliwed to be about ltt0My old, one of ttp oldest areas in the Pacific. Their results provided

evidence for upper mantle anisoropy, with tlrc P-velocity varying between 8.5 km/s along a

direction N30oE and t.0 lcm/s along a perpendicular axis. The authors infer ftom these results a

fossil spreading direction of N30oE for this part of ttc Pacific lithosphere.

A completely different approach to investigaring mantle anisotropy was taken by Montagner

and Tirnimoto (l9l), who used a global data set of Rayleigh and love wave dispersion to invert

for various seismic parameters (including anisoropy parameters) on a global scale. Their world

map of S-wave azimuthal anisotropy calculated at 100 km tlepth shows a general N-S direction
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for tlrc fast axis in the south west Facific.

In this sndy a direct approach has been talcen, whereby P-wave travel times for a large

number of seismic paths covering the area of interest were analysed for vuiation with azimutlr"

Hypocenue and arrival time data of earttquakes occurring along the Tbnga-lGrnradec trench and

in the North Island, New Zealand, and recorded at stations NLJE (Niue), RAR (Raroronga) and

CIZ (Chatham Islands) (Figure 6.1) were obtained ftom the l.S.C. bullenin for the period 1970 -

1987. The range of travel path directions covered enabled a distinct variation of P-wave velociry

with azimuth of propagation to be detected, thus confirming the probable existence of large-scale

upper mantle P-wave anisoropy in the Pacifrc plate.

6.2 Dsta

A study of the same region had been previously carried out by Prasad and Bock (1987) who

analysed P-residuals (observed minus Jeffteys-Bullen predicted travel times) ftom events in the

Tonga-IGrmadec trench recorded at the stations NUE and RAR. They show clearly that,

whereas earthqualces deeper than about 100 km produce P-residuals very close to zero, and with a

remarkably small scaner, shallow events poduce negative P-residuals varying widely ftom 0 to

-16s. The authors used ray-tracing to model their results in terms of a high-velocity lid, of

average P-velocity t.3 km/s, in the uppermost mantle below the Pacifrc (rcean crust Whereas the

first arriving waves from the deep earthquakes travel for most of their paths through the normal

mantle, those ftom shallow earttrqualces are mostly "guided" through the lid
Prasad and Bock did not, however, anempt to explain the wide scatter in the residuals. In the

present study, thqse authors' uralysis is taken further by (a) using a larger data set, (b) using an

extra recording sration (CIZ') providing wider azimuthal coverage urd (c) exploring whether there

exists a systemaric variation of the shallow earttrqualc residuals with azimuth of propagation.

Dara was obrained ftom the I.S.C. Bulletin compiled on compact disc (lSC Bulletin Data

Base contained on the Hlpocenrcr Associated Data CD-ROM, USGS/NEIC)) for the period t

January 1970 to 3l August 19E7. The seismic region selected was the whole of the Tonga-

Kerma@c trench system and the North Island of New 7*aland $atinrde range l4"S to 42"S) urd

rhe recording stations were NUE, RAR urd CIZ (Figure 6.1). The lower limit of 42oS ensured

rhat propagation paths did not inclu@ the Chatham Rise and Campbell Plateau, which are

believed to consist of crust tlpe different from the Pacific oceul crust further north.

Figure 6.2 shows the variation of P-residuals (as given in the I.S.C. bullenin) versus source

depth obtaircd in this study. The graph exhibis the same characteristics as those of Rasad and

Bock's data seL namely that eartlrquakes deeper than about 100 km produce near'zero residuals at

all statioru, while the shallow events yield negative residuals with a high degree of vuiability.
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This plot justified the selection of only those events shallower than 100 km for investigation No
attempt was made at relocating the hlpocentres. but events whose depths were constrained were

not selected. In addition, so as to deal with the bener located events, a further restriction was

made by choosing eartlqualces recor@d at more than l0O stations worldwide. This number was.

howeven reduced o 50 in the case of events in the North Islurd, New Zealand to compensue for
the smaller number of large magnitude earthqualces in that region. and maintain a good coverage.

The totd number of events thus selected was 1187. The body wave magninldes of these events

varied between 4.5 and 6.7. Furttrer checks with the I.S.C. bulletins showed that about 65?o of
tie selected events had more accurate focal @pth calculations based on pP-P intervals, and where

these differed from those calculated only ftom P phases, the difference in focal depth rarely

exceeded 50 fm, or placed the source much below the 100 km depth.

The azimuth and latitude ranges covered by the ttuee stations is depicted in Figure 6.3. The

azimuth is measured from epicentre to station, clockwise from North. For reasons to be discussed
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Fig.6.2 P-residuals for all depths.
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larer in this section, the coverage shown is restricted to paths whose distance <loes not exceed 17".
The available azimuth is thus limited slightly, extending from 30o to 180". important as it means
thu effecrs at one particutar propagation azimuth are not anributable to one given station or
source region. The marked reduction in the number of events at about 2605 is correlated with the
lack of seismicity at that latitude within the Tbnga-lGrmadec trench, and similarly for rhe gap ar

34 - 3605.

Figure 6.4 is a graph of travel time agains distance, reduced at 8.00 km/s. for all available
data after the selection process described above. Also shown in the figure are the JB travel time
curves (Jeffreys & Bullen, 1967) for v)urce d€pttrs in the relevant range. It is seen that for paths

longer tian about 1900 km, or 17", the travel times coincide well with the JB rjmes,

corresponding at these distances to first-arriving diving waves bottoming deeper than 4O0 km.
For shorter paths, t}te first arrivals are generally earlier than the JB times, and are best explained

Flg6.3 Azimuthandlatittdc cweftrge by CIZ NUE and MR
for path lengths shoiler than 17".
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as "guided" tlrough a high-velocity lid, This effect was modelled by Rasad and Bock, using a

l0O km-thick lid of velocity t.3 km/s. Barazangi et aI (1972) have also shown rhar rhe

suboceanic lithosphere east of the Tonga trench, together with the suMucted slab west of the
trench, acts iui an efficient wave-gulde, capable of propagating waves to distances greater th:rn

14". This lithosphere is underlain by a low-velocity asthemsphere, so that for the ray paths

considered here, waves propagating through tlrc "lid" would arrive before the diving waves

tfuough the asthenosphere. Regan and Anderson ( 1984), by inversion of surface wave data, arrive

at generalized models of the oceanic lithosphere having an approximately 50 km-thick,

anisotropic li( of mean P velocity t.3 lu/s, in the case of old Pacific crust. While not anempting

to model the thickrpss and structure of such a lid in this region, the existence of anisotropy within

it is here investigated. Thus, using the graph of Figure 6.4, only those putrs were selected whose

length was shorter than l7o. This further selection left a total of 926 suitable individual

observations in the data set.
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Fig.6.4 Reduced travel time plot for all path lengths, and

for shallow (< /,00 lon) events.
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6.3 Azimuthal Dependence of P-rcsiduals end p.vclocjties

Figure 6.5 shows the variation of P-residuals (observed - JB travel times) with azimurh for
path lengths strorter than 17". A variation of the rcsiduals with azimuth is indicued, but a large
scatter still exists. Errors in hypocenre location, origin time urd seismogr:rm reading partly
account for the scaner. Subduction zone earthqualces may be mislocated by several rcns of
kilomeues (tuEell,l978). Therefore il is possible that some of the deepcst etrents in the data set

actually belong to the class of earthquakes deeper than 100 km, which produce small, or zero, p-

residuals, although, as discussed in the previous section. this should account for only a small

percentage of the scatrer.

An interesting observation, which does account for much of the scatter, is that ftom any one

azimuth, there is a generd increase of the magnihrde of ttr residuals with earthquake deprh

within the 0-100 km depth range. This uerd can be seen in Figure 6.2 for the whole data set, but
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is also reflected in the variation of average path velocity with source depth, and will be referred to
again later on. In spite of the scaner however, there is a clear overall trend in Figure 6.5, with the

magnitude of residuals decreasing towarG larger azimuths.

A bener way of investigating anisoropy was to plot P-velocities directly. This avoided the

dependence of residuals on distance uavelled and on standard travel time tables. Given that the

path lengths were more than 300 km long, and that, in general, the sources were presumably close

to lhe surface of, or within the suMrcted slab (Mitronovas et al.l969), it is reasonable to assume

that the nrst-arriving waves uavelled for most of their path along the high velocity lid, and

therefore that the average velocity (distance/travel time) would be close to the propagation

velocity within the lid. However, it was decided to apply a static conection to the receiver end of
the paths, although this must be considered as a very imprecise approximation. CIZ is known to

lie above a thick crust (17 - 23 km) (Adams, 1962), in an area where the water depth is less rhan

l00om. The crust east of Tonga trench. on the other hand, is reported by Rain er al (1955) to

have a normal oceanic thickness of about 12 km, and modelled by Shearer urd Orcutt (19t5) as

being E km thick. The islands of Niue and Rarotonga rise from a water depth of about 5000m. It
was thus decided to apply an average corection for 20 km of crust, having a mean P-velocity of
6.5 km/s. below CIZ, and 15 km below NUE and RAR.

Figure 6.6 shows all the velocity values obtained, using different symbols for the different

stations. The larger, solid symbols are the conesponding averages for the respective stations

computed at l0' intervals. NUE shows by far the widest scatter of poins. This is
understandable in view of its proximity to the uerrch, especially for large azimuths. which

correspond to the shortest distances in the data set At these distances, erors in origin time,

spatial location, phase reading as well as the static correction applied have a large influence on

the simple velociry estimate made here. An error of 2s in origin time, for instance. would

produce a 0.4 km/s change in tlp velocity at a distance of 300 km, but of less than 0.1 lsn/s at a

distance of 1500 krn, as in the cirse of RAR. Bock (1981) accurately relocated a number of

eantquakes in the Tonga region, and for the shallow ones Ns origin times are an average of 0.6s

carlier than the I.S.C. times, with some differences as luge as 2s. Some improvement to the

NUE poina was made by further selecting only those picks which were classified as iP, thus

reducing the uncertainty in travel time.

Apart ftom the irregular scaner of NUE, however, there also exists a systematic variation of

the average P velocity with source depth, in correspondence with the variation of residuals

previously referred to. As an example, Figure 6.7 shows the velocities measured at RAR from the

narow azimuth range 80 - 90P. The variation in measured velocity is hard to explain in terms of

location and observational enors, and is observed for all 3 stations, for most azimuths, except for

those corresponding to events at the northernmost end of the trench. The irrcrease in velocity

wirlr source depth, is larger rhan that predicted by the JB travel times for the direct P-wave at the

corresponding distances. lt is conceivable that some kind of velocity structure within the lid may
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be responsible for this effect, however no rigorous anempt at modelling or explaining it has been

made in this study. For the purpose of investigating azimuthal variations in velocity, it is

sufficient to recognize the dominant uend over the whole azimuth range, and to accept that the

source depth efiect is panly responsible for tlp observed scatter. The linearity of the variation

implies thar talcing the average velocity at a given azimuth. as discussed below, is approximately

equivdent to reducing the data to a source of average deptlr For the whole data set, this is around

40 km.

Figure 6.8 shows the avaage velocities for dl data points, computed at 5" intervals.

Assuming that the variation is due to anisotropy in the upper mantle, ttrc points are expected to lie

on a sinusoi( with tlrc maximum ard minimum values 90" apart Following Backus (1965),

weak anisotropy (< l0%) leads to a variation of velocity with azimuth of the form
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v = v o + Asinzl + Bcos2Q + Csin4Q + Dcos4Q ...(6.1)

where vo is the average velocity, v is the velocity along a popagation azimuth C, and A. B. C and

D ue constants related to the elastic constants of the medium. For oceanic anisotropy, the

coefficiens C aurtd D ue gerrcrally much smaller than A and B, and were dropped in this case.

Thus, an equation of the form

v = vo+ Acos2|+ BcosZQ

was fitted by a leas-squares method, which yielded ttre solid cunre in Figure 6.9.

For this curve. the corutants of equation (2) arei vo = E.08 km/s' A =o'242 km/s and I = -0'150

km/s and the velocity v may be written as

y = t. 0t + 0. 285cos(20 - 124) t0.06

This is equivalent to a velocity maximum of E.37 lsn/s at an azimuth of N62"8. and a minimum

{o 50 E)
depth (km)

...(6.2)
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of 7.80 km/s at N l52oE, an anisotropy of approximately 7 %.

Figure 6.9 represents the same data as Figure 6.8, but divided into the depth ranges G50 km

ard 5G100 km. The source deph effect is clearly visible.

A furtfrc( calculation was carried out using events on the Tonga trench which were

approximately collinear with the NIJE-RAR line ud computing the inrerval velocity ftom rhe

arrival time diffsence between ttrc two stations. Such a value is much less influerrced by

mislocatiotu and origin time enors, and thus should be more truly representatiw of the P-

velocity along that direction. The average value yielded by this calctlarion was t.20 t0. I I km/s

at an average azimuth of lOto. However, within ttris data set, the average interval velocity for
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6.4 Implications and Discussion

The variation of average P-velocity with azimuth in Figure 6.8 appears to be reasonably
consistent with a sinusoidal variation, and hence with the existerce of anisouopy in the upper
mantle. Admittedly, the area and azimuths covered by paths to CV do not overlap ro any great
extent with those covered by paths to NUE and RAR. In addition, the upper mantle between cIZ
and the North Island, New Zealand is possibly different in character ftom thu furtlrer north, being
overlain by "thickernd crust", intermediate between the Pacific oceanic crust to the north, and the
more continental'like crust of Ute Chatham Rise to the south. Therefore one cannot tohlly
exclude the possibility that tte obserrnationt are partly due to lateral variation within the pacific

lithosphere over the area covered. However, this applies only to azimuths larger rhan 1400. The
azimuth range covered by NUE and RAR samples a common block of lithosphere and still
reveals a distincr variarion of velocity with propagation azimuth.

It is not possible ftom this data to further resolve the depth within the upper mantle at which
the anisouopy exists. The scaner of velocities at most azimuths has been panly identjfied with a
systematic variation of the average path velocity with source depth. This is a very interesting
observation which, on further investigation, should yield more information on the detailed

stnlcture, and therefore warrants further study.

The velocity variation obtained in this sndy is consistent with previous observations in thjs
area- Some of these are ploned on Figure 6.E for comparison. The observarions which have been

included here are restricted to measurements made on the pre-subducted. horizontal pacific plate.

Measuements of P-velocity made directly along strike of the Tonga - Kermadec uench typically
yield even higher velocities, of ttre order of 8.4 km/s (e. g. Ansell and Gubbins, 1985; Aggarwat

et al.l972). The direction of maximum velocity obtained here (N60aE) is different from that of
Shearer and Orcun (1985) who found it to be closer to N30"8. The experiment of Shearer and

orcun, however. was confined to a limited {ea, as opposed to the much larger extent represented

by the present results. The value of 7% for the degree of anisotropy is very close to that of
Shearer and Orcun, as well its to the value of E% found near Hawaii by Morris et aI (1969).

Taken ogether. tlp results point to a fossil speading direction in a general south-westaly

direction, as opposed to the present north-westerly direction of transport of the south west Pacific

plue. Such a difference in directions has also boen observed by Montagner and Tanimoto (1991).

The authors find, for example, that the azimuthal anisotropy of shear waves in the upper 100 km

of Oe Pacific ocean is different ftom that deeper down. They associate the stullow anisouopy

with fossil sea-floor spreading, and the deeper one witlr present day plate morion.

The possible relationship between the high velocities found within the subducred plate below

New Zealand, and the anisouopic upper mantle in the stable Pacific lithosphere will be discussed

in the nert and final chapter.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Discussion of Results

7.1 Main Results

The main rezults that have emerged from this study ue:
(i) Material characterised by high seismic P-wave velocities, 8.75 t 0.10 km/s. exists within

the subducted Pacific lithosphere below the North Island, New Zealand. These velocities were

calculated by inverting array arrival times ftom a number of Po pulses from a shallow aftershock

sequence (Weber data set) to solve for wavefront speed and azimutlr. The appuent velocity of the
wavefront was 8.7 t 0.1 km/s. The value of E.75 lcm/s for tlp refractor velocity was arrived at

after taking into account the geometry of the slab tfuough which the waves travel.

As a result of the above inversion, the off-azimuth incidence of P-waves travelling almost

along strike of the subducted slab and undergoing lateral refraction off the slab before arriving at

Wellington has been clearly demonstrated. Both the wavefront speed and azimuth have been

shown to be sensitive to the exact nature of the curvature of the slab. This effect was modelled

using 3-dimensional ray tracing. The plate geometry proposed by Ansell and Bannister (1991),

which incorporates a slight u$ip component dong strike, has been found to account

satisfactorily for the observations. Using this geometry, a lower inlprent refractor velocity is
required to explain the observed Po wavefront characteristics, compared with a plane, or regular

cylindrical slab, wNch would necessitate P-wave velocities of at least 8.9 km/s within the upper

mantle.

(ii) The major characteristics of the waveforms have been satisfactorily modelled using

synthetic seismograms generated by a reflectivity technique (IGnnen, l9E3). These waveforms

have been produced by waves uavelling almost along strike of the gently dipping suMucted slab,

and therefore the approximation of horizontal layering has been made. They have been shown to

be consistent with a layered upper mantle containing approximately 6 + 2 km of high velocity

material at depths of l8 - 20 km below ttrc surface of the suMucted slab, underlying an E.2 t 0.2

km/s uppermost mantle. The simple. distinct, Po pulse propagates tluough this layer, and the high

ftequency signal imrnediately following Po propagates through the overlying layers as a sequence

of reflections and reftactions. Large amplim@, lower frequency second arrivals, dominating the

P-wavetrain of most seismograms, have been modelled as reverberatory phases in a cnrstal

waveguide.

(iii) The waveform modelling has shown thu a layer of low-velocity material separating the
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crustal layers and the subducted lithosphere produces a higtrly characteristic signal in the p-

wavetrain of the synthetic seismogram. The signal has the form of high amplitude reverberations

in the luer part of the P'coda. Such a signal is not observed in the seismograms of the Weber

data set, but is seen in seismograms for which the wave travel path is further along ttrc East Coast.
This suggests either that the presence of the low-velocity layer (prezumably representing

subducted ocean sediment) is indicated along the East Coast but not along ttr paths considered,

or that the curved geometry of the plate surface interferes in some way with the generation of this
particular phase.

(iv) A sepiuate, self-contained study, using I.S.C. travel time data from earthquakes on rhe

Tonga-Kermadec trench recorded at 3 South Pacific stations has revealed the existence of upper

mantle P-wave anisotropy of around 7Vo in the area of the south west Pacific enclosed by the

trench, Rarotonga, the Chatham Islands and the North Island, New Zealand. The Po velocity in

this region varies from 7.80lsr/s in a direction Nl52"E to 8.37 km/s along N62"8.

7.2 Petrological implications of the high velocities

7.2.1 The oceanic lithosphere

Whereas the continental lithosphere appears to possess gross lateral heterogeneity, the

oceanic lithosphere is more uniform in character. and, as a result, geophysicists and geologists

now agree upon a fairly consistent model of its structure, composition and behaviour. Even so,

with the advent of high resolution seismic profiling, the fircr details still yield new insights and

hi gtrli ght regional peculi uities.

The uprise of material at mid-ocean ridges is accompanied by partial melting and chemical

differentiation to produce a zoned lithosphere consisting of a basaltic crust overlying a peridotitic

lid (Ringwood, l9E2) which has olivine as the dominant component. Figure 7.1, taken from

Ringwood (1982), illustrates the chemical strucrure proposed by that author. Estimates of

composition of the various layers vary ftom author to author as well as regionally. Anderson

( 1979), for example, proposes a rather different model for the upper mantle down to the 470 km

discontinuiry, having a Ngher proportion of eclogite.

Studies of ophiolites (mantle materid that has been thnrst to the surface) suggest that the top

20 km of oceanic mantle have an average of 75Vo olivine, 207o orthopyrorene (OPX) and 5%

spinel (Nicolas and Christensen, 1987), but that this layer may be locally dunitic, having as much

u 93Vo olivine (Ctuistensen and Ramananantoandro, l97l; Nicolas and Ctuistensen, 1987).

When dredging along the Tonga trench, Bloomer and Fistrer (1986) recovered a sample of

huzburgite, possibly originating from the Pacific upper mantle, that contained an average of

89.6% olivine.
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Fig.7. I Tnnation of tlrc oceanic lilhosphere (Rirtgwood" 19BZ)

The basaltic crust itself acquires a layered structure during cooling of the newly extnrded

magma- Deep sea drilling, as well as measurements of seismic velocities from reflection and

reftaction surveying, have generally revealed the oceanic crust to be composed of 3 main layers -

a sediment layer, a basalt layer and a uansitional layer composd mainly of gabbro (Coleman,

l97l; Suyehiro, 1988). Figure ?.2, taken from Hsii (1987), ino*s one interpreufion of the ocean

crust layering.

A review of seismic velocity struchue of ocean lithoqphere in various regions of the world is
given in Suyehiro (1988). In this review it is shown that the average P-velocity below rhe Moho

in oceardc regions is about 8.2 t 0.2 km/s. P-velocities *rit io excess of this value have been

relnrted, however, in several places around the world, as will be described later in this chapter.

The possible explanations for the high velocities found in this study are now discussed.
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7.2.2 Eclogite and olivine as candidates for high P-velocities

The subduction of oceanic lithosphere at a convergent plate boundary, such as the Tonga-

IGrmadec trench system, brings about large changes in the conditions of temperanue and

pressure and in the ambient suess field. One effect of these changes is that ttrey give rise to phase

transformations of the various minerals making up the oceanic cnrst and mantle. A good review

of such processes is given in Ringwood (1976, 1982). The first major uansformation that occurs

on zubduction is that basalt in the oceanic crust transforms to eclogite at depths of about 80 km

(Ringwood, 1982). Eclogite contains a high percentage of the mineral garnet (up to 5l7o)

(Andersoq 1979) which accounts for its high seismic velocities and density. The proportion of
garnet continues to increase with depth, corresponding to the increase in pressure. The

harzburgite (olivine + OPX + trace garnet) making up the upper mantle, on the other hand, does

not begin to transform to its high pressure equivalents before depths of about 350 km.

One candidate that might account for high seismic velocities within a subducted plate at
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Fig.1.2 Layering of the ocean crust (Hsu, 1987)
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relatively shallow clepths would then be eclogite. Gubbins and snieder (t991), from observations
of fast' high frequency precursory P-waves travelling down the subducted pacific plate below the
Tonga-Kermadec trench, infer the presence of eclogite at quite shallow depths. Although this
depth is not explicitly stated in the paper, they infer from their waveform modelling that a rhin,
high velocity "lid" (aproximately 8.4 km/s), of thickness 6 - 12 km, should exist within the
subducted lithosphere. probably bounded by velocity gradients, and rhat this lid musr be present
at depths shallower than 80 km. They attribute ttre high velocity to the basalt - eclogite transition,
favouring this hypothesis mainly because of the similarity in thickness of the tid to the thickness
of the basaltic oceanic crust. Hori (1990), analysing secondary P and S phases, concludes that the
basalt - eclogite transition within the subdtcting Philippine Sea plate beneath Japan takes place at

a minimum <lepth of 60 km.

However, in the case of the slab below the eastern North Island, New Zealand. where the

present study w:ls made. it is NgNy unlikely thu the basalt - eclogite transition has begun to take
place as the slab descends in this region at a low angle and hence remains shallow. Even if
eclogite were to be present, it would not exhibit velocities greater than about 8.5 km/s. The p-

velocity in eclogite is suongly related to the proportion of garnet present, since garnet has a p-

velocity close to 9.0 km/s (Babuska, l98l). Anderson (1979) lists some measured velocities of
mantle minerals of varying composition. From these data, a P-velocity in eclogite of 8.75 km/s
would require that the eclogite be composed almost entirely of garnet. In fact, average velocities

of this order are reached within the mantle at depths of around 350 km, where garrct is a major

component.

Another reason for discounting eclogite as the source of the Ngh velocities is that the

mo@lling, both of anival times and of waveforms, requires the Ngh velocity material to be

deeper than the suMucted Pacific crust (Secdon 5.6), urd therefore we ile dealing with a mantle,

rather than an oceanic cmst effect.

The otlEr. more likely candidate for producing seismic velocities of the order of 8.75 km/s is

olivine. The mean compressional wave vetocity quoted for olivine is 8.4t km/s at 10-3 Xbar

(Ctuistensen and Ramananantoando, l97l; Anderson, 1979). However rhe most important

characteristic of fis mineral is ia Ngh degree of seismic velocity anisotropy, especially for

compressional waves.

The classical measurements in the laboratory of P-wave velocities in single olivine crystals

were carried out by Verrna (1960). These measuremens show a variation in P-wave velocity

ftom 7.72 km/s along the slow (crysallographic [010]) axis,to 9.89 km/s along the fast

(crystallographic [00]) axis, ur urisouopy of 24% (Figure 7.3). The P-wave velocity along the

intermediate axis is 8.43 krn/s. Similarly, OPX demonstrates compressional wave velocity

anisoropy of around 167o, with its velocity marimum reaching E.25 km/s (Nicolas and

Ctuistensen 1987).

Nevertheless, in a rock containing olivine, one would not expect to measure anisouopy
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Fig.7. 3 Compressional wave velocities along crystallographic caes of olivine

unless some mechanism existed that allowed a considerable degree of alignment of the fast ar(es

of individual crystals. One such mechanism was proposed by Hess (1964) - the plastic flow of

spreading material in the vicinity of ocean ridges aligns the olivine (010) slip planes in the upper

mantle minerals perpendicular to the ridge axis and parallel to transform faults. Since the

maximum P-wave velocity in single crystals coincides with the dominant slip axis, then the "fast"

direction in olivine aggregate rocks is directly equated with the flow direction. Other studies of

such mechanisms include those of Forsyth (1977). Fuchs (1977) and Nicolas and Ctuistensen

( r987).

The degree of anisouopy in upper mantle rocks. as well as the vdues of (Vp),*t and (Vp)uo

will be determined by both the proportions of olivire and OPX (Crampin and Bamford. 1977), as

well as by the ductility, hence the degree of alignment of the rock. The strongest anisoropy (and

consequently the largest P-velocities) is expected in dunites and harzburgites, wilch contain 957o

and 75Vo otivire respectively (Nicolas and Cluistensen, 1987). Analysis of ophiolites and core

samples has revealed that dunites and harzburgites make up the major part of the upper mantle
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below the Moho discontinuity (Nicolas et al, 1980) and that in this layer their srrain is very high.
Several studies have been canied out on mantle rocks in the form of ophiolites to confirm the
posrulale that single crystal anisoropy should lead to whole rock anisorropy via rhe spreading
process. Some examples of these studies are those of Birch (1960), Christensen and
Ramananantoandro (1971), Baker ard Carter (1972), CMstensen and Salisbury (1979), Boudier
and Nicolas (1985) and Babuska (1981), in all of which studies, p-velocity anisotropy was
reported and shown to be consistent with the tlrcory of olivine alignment being parallel to
spreading directions. Ctuistensen and Ramananantoandro (1971) measured compressional wave
velocities as high as 9.15 km/s in naturally occurring dunite samples at 10.0 kbar along rhe fast
axis.

"In situ" measurements of P-velocities as high as t.9 lcm/s in the upper mantle. borh in the
context of upper mantle anisotropy as well as single measurements, have been recorded in the
literature. Example are those of Den et al (1969), Hales et at (1970), Shimamura and Asada
(1976), Asada et al (1983) and Sverev and Yaroshevskay (1987) for oceanic regions. Many
researchers have come to the conclusion that the observed Ngh Po velocities are hard to explain in
terms of average P-velocities of normal mantle-forming minerals, even with eclogite. They can

only be justified if the P-velocity anisouopy of olivine is taken into account (Carter et al,l97Z;
Fuchs, 1977: Crampin and Bamford, 1977).

7.2.3 Likely mcchanisms for the generation of high P-velocities in the subclucted slab

The most likely explanation for the 8.75 km/s P-wave velocity found at relarively shallow
depth below the North Island, New Zealand, is then that we are dealing with an anisotropic layer,

within an olivine rich peridotite. with the fast axis being aligrrcd along strike of the subducted

slab. There remain, however. some important questions to be answered.

The Pacific plate, before it subducts, has been shown to have an anisotropic upper mantle
(Chapter 6), with the fast axis being aligrrcd approximatety N60'E and a maximum P-velocity of
8.37 km/s. The strike of the suMucting Pacific plate below the North Island, on rhe other hand, is

N45"8. If we are to assume that the value of 8.75 km/s, along strike of tfie slab, is the maximum

P-velocity in an anisotropic medium, and that this medium is continuous with that of the Pacific

ocean, there is a discrepancy both in the direction as well as in maximum velocity between the

stable part of the plate and that wilch has begun to subduct. We must therefore think about the

relationsNp between the anisouopic layers in fie two environments.

Are we looking at the same phenomenon in both si$es, or does the anisotropy in the

different areas have a different origin? Does it occur within the same medium? Is the anisotropic

layer in the two regioru at different deettrs below the surface of the oceanic plate? Is the

anisoropy in tln upper mantle of the stable plate conserved on subduction, or does some process

of crystal reorganisation take place in response to the new stress field?

Not all of these questions can be answered because the data and techniques described in
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Chapter 6 to measure the variation of Po velocity with azimuth do rpt allow the depth of the
anisotropic layer to be infened It is, however, worth investiguing the ways in which the physical
conditions and changes at a srbduction zone may affect tlre anisouopy of the upper mantle.

A plausible hypothesis is thu Ore existing anisoropy within the Pacific ocean plue is
modified and possibly enhanced by the changing sress field encounrered by the plate during the
initial stagss of suMuction. Justification of this hlpothesis would require lcnowledge about the
following physical conditions and processes: a) the suess disribution within the sumucted plate

in the region of interest, and the approrimate temp€ran[e and pressure conditiors; b) the

behaviour of olivine, already in a state of alignment, in response to a changing suess panern and

changing temperanre/pressure conditiors.

The knowledge of the suess distribution within the plue beneutr tlrc North Island is not very
well known at depth. From focal mechanisms of earthqualces within the slab, as described in
Chapter I, it appears that, at least below the Hawkes Bay region. the stress field changes ftom
downdip tension in tlrc upper (convex) pan of the slab resulting from slab pull, to downdip

compression in the lower (concave) part (Bannister, l98t). This state of stress is consistent with
the results of Chapple and Forsyth (1979) about the relation between bending stresses, strain

released by earthqualces and the rheology of the plate. In order to best explain both the

topography of the outer rise as well as the relative numbers of tensional and compressional

eartlquakes within subdncting slabs, the authors model the plate as a 2-layer elastic - perfec0y

plastic slab, in which the yield stress of the upper layer is smaller than that of the lower layer. [n

this model the bending stress with depttt varies as shown in Figure 7.4, changing over from

downdip tension to downdip compression at a neutral suface around 33 km deep. The @pth of
the neuual surface is subject to the amount of regional stress.

The state of stress within the plate in this region of New 7*aland may also be affected by the

fact thaL immediately south of the area of interest, the zubduction is intemrpted by the presence

of the contirnntal-like crust of the Chatham Rise. fuiother factor that should affect the stress

pattern with depth is the right laterd shear component between the Pacific and Australian plates

which is evident at ttrc surface. The directioru of the principd axes of stress at a given depth

within the subducted slab should be a result of these, and other, regional stress panems.

It is proposed tprc, that at the deph of 36 - 50 km (lE - 32 km below the slab surface) in

wNch the high velocities are infened to exist, the downdip compression induces olivine

alignment along suike. This depth is consistent with Chapple and Forsyth's estimate of 33 km

for the neutral surface below which, the sate of stress reverses to downdip compression. lt is also

consistent with Bannister's estimate of a l0 - 12 km thick layer at the top of the subducted slab in

which normal faulting due to downdip tension prevails. In Ns dua set chosen for focal

mechanism determination, the events within the slab that result ftom downdip tension have a

maximum depth of 33 km. The depth range for anisotropic suuctue also agrees with the results

of Nishimura and Forsyth (1989) who, by anisotropic inversion of surface wave data conclude
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Fig7. 4 Bending Jtrrrss with depth below sea level within a
subducting slab (Chapple and Forsyth, 1979). The plot represents a vertical
cross section thruugh the slab at appmximately 30kn landward fiom the trench.

that. in regions of the Pacific older than E0 My (such as the subducting plare below New

Zealarul). azimuthal anisouopy is confined to depths shallower than 50 km.

The generd orientuion of ttrc fast P-velocity axis of upper mantle olivine normal to a

spreading ridge aris is uually considered to b€ a "ftozen-in" fearure, and in fact utilized to infer

fossil sea-flmr spreading directions. This is probably true for the upper mantle within stable

oceanic lithospherc in which the oriented olivine grains drift passively with the plate, but the

stress encountered on suMuction may produce new effects.

The deformation of olivirp and OPX both as single crystals as well as grains within mantle

mineral aggregates under various physicd conditiors has been sudied experimentally and even

nurnerically (e. g. Ave'Lallement and Carter, 190; Caner ard Ave'Lallement, 1970; Carter et al,

1972; Durham urd Goetze, 1977; Wenk et al,l99l; Bai and Kohlsrcdt" 1992). The knowledge

of such deformation is important in the study of the rheological behaviour of the upper mantle.

The experiments of Ave'Lallement and Caner, in particular, have concentrated on the behaviour
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of olivine grairs in naturally occurring dunite samples under a range of conditions of temperanre,
pressure and strain rate, They showed that, above a temperaure of about 50OPC recrystallizadon

of dunite talces place by formation of rrcw grains whose orientation is controlled by the stress

field" New grain boundaries advarce into old ones until the whole medium consists of grairs thu
are favourably oriented with respect to the stress. The favoured orientuion is with the minimum
velocity (010) axis parallel to d1, the direction of maximum compression At low rates of
deformation (in the order of 10-14, as expected in nature), this process may take place at

temperatures of about 500"C and over. The authors claim that syntectonic recrystallizauon may

dominate over plastic flow as a mode of deformation Fuchs (19E7), ftom shrdying Po anisouopy

in continental lithosphere, notes that the olivine alignment is a recent process, responding to

crustal shear. Relationships between anisouopy directions and the present crustal stress field have

been found in Southern Germany.

Experiments concentrating on the plastic flow mechanism of olivine also yield similar results

( e.g.Babuska l98l; Nicolas and Christensen, 1987). The numerical simulations of the plastic

llow of peridotite (Wenk et al, l99l) predict olivine (010) (slow) axes aligning with the direction

of shortening, normd to the compression axis (Figure 7.5).

Other experiments have also shown that the alignment of olivine urd OPX is facilitated by

an increase in the ductility of the material. which in turn depends on temperature and pressure

conditions as well as on the presence of wuer. Dunite at low temperatures is difficult to deform,

but at Ngh temperarures it nows easily (Chapple and Forsyth, 1979). Bean and Jacob (1991)

propose that the formation of anisoropic layers within the lithosphere (including continental

lithosphere) is a result of a "shear heating" mechanism. They argue that shear suesses in the

lithosphere generate ernugh heat which, after lealcing into sunounding material, increases its

ductility and its susceptibility to preferred crystalline dignment by the ambient stress field.

Within a subducting plate, Ctupple and Forsyth (1979) note that mechanisms of earttquakes

in the 40 - 50 km depth range within subducted slabs are difficult to explain in terms of ftictional

sliding on a fault. according to tieir rheological model of the bending plate. In this depth range

rie maximum compressirrc sress is almost horizontal and the minimum compressive suess is

approximately vertical and equd to about 15 kbar (the overbuden pressure). This would require ,

tiey argue. stress differences of about 34 kbar to cause failure, and this is difficult to achieve with

rheir model. They thus popose thu the most likely mechanism in this depth range is "some sort

of materid instability in the plastic regime, a zone of concentrated strain softening". This

mechanism is refened to as "ductile faulting" by Post Qgn). lt is intercsting to observe that this

depth coirrcides well with the depth of the high velocity material fourd in this sntdy, hinting at the

possibility of a correlation between this ductility and P-wave anisotropy.

The conditions of temperanre. pressurc and water content with depth within the subducted

slab below New Zealand are less well known. The temperanres in old oceanic lithosphere at

deprhs of around 40 km would lie in the range 400 - 600oC (Chapple and Forsyth, 1979; Flales,
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Fig.7.5 Resu/ts of nwnerical simulation of the orientation of
olivine grains under axial compression along the 00,/ axis (Wenk et al, I99I )

l99l). Moreover. Bean and Jacob (1991) estimate that a relative velocity of 2 cm/year between

sliding blocks would result in a temperature rise of about 250"C at 45 km depth, a condition that

would apply at a subduction zone.

The formation of anisotropic layers within the upper mantle need not then be confined to the

regions of mid-ocean ridges. and the "frozen-in" state within the oceanic upper mantle, but may

be a more dynamic phenomerrcn, responding to a changing stress pattern such as that within a

suMuction zone. It is proposed here that the combination of sress, temperanre and preszure

conditions at about 35 - 50 km depth is favourable for the realignment of olivine crysbls within

the plane of the Pacific upper mantle along strike of the plate in response to the downdip

compression. The discrepancy between tlrc magnitude of (Vp),-, (8.37 km/s ) in the stable

Pacific plate and that in the downgoing slab (E.75 lcr/s) may be tentatively explained by an

enhancement in the alignment of olivine grains as a reslt of the churge in stress field. andor by

the increase in pressure. The overburden pressure alone on a subducting plate at about 30 km

below the surface is calculated to be about l0 kbar (Chapple and Forsyth, 1979). ln the
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experiments of Christensen and Ramananantoandro (1971) on samples of dunite. the P-velocity

along the fas axis in one sample increased from 8.56t km/s at I kbar to 8.762 km/s at l0 kbar,

and in another sample from t.939 km/s to 9.150 km/s at the same pressures. Thus. velocities of
8.75 km/s within oceanic upper mantle at a depth of 36 km are not unlikely !o occur.

7.3 Discussion of the velocity profile

The modelling of whole waveforms canied out in this study has not been exluustive, and

there is scope for much wider and deeper investigation, even with the same data. However, it has

been shown from the results that this method can be a powerful tool for revealing some special

velocity strucnlres. With the right data, and with complementuy techniques, such as 2 and

3-dimensional ray racing, it provides extra constraints on strucues.

The focus of waveform modelling in this study has been on the sumucted uPper mantle

structure. and on the presence, or otherwise, of a low velocity layer at the top of the subducted

plate. Altlrough the modelling did not suictly distinguish between an 8.75 lsn/s half space and an

8.75 km/s layer, the presence of a layer is assumed. This is reasonable when we consider that the

pre-existing anisotropy in the Pacific plate is confined to a layer, and that the stress, temp€raNre

and pressure conditions that favour enhanced, along-strike olivine alignment within the slab

probably only occur within a limited depth range.

The process of wave propagation within the "thin" high velocity layer has not been

mathemarically treated. From the modelling canied ouL it appears that the Po pulse and high

lrequency P1s phase can be adequately explained for this data set in terms of propagation through

a layered strucrure around the t.75 knr/s layer. A problem with the data is that the epicentral

clistance is too small for enough separation of the initial phases to be observed. and also that it

represenrs onty one point in the propagation. The long-ruge synthetic profile (Figure 5.7) shows

the high frequency phase to have an apparent velocity of approximately 8.0 km/s. This aPparent

velocity could not bc confumed from the data as was done for Po because the coherency of the

signal across the array broke down too rapidly after the fust arrival for the purpose of measuring

very small differences in arrival time. If a long range data set is available with these phases

evident, tlrcn such a mei$urement would be useful for confirming the mode of propagation. A

Ngh-velocity layer would be an inefficient waveguide because energy is reftacted out of the layer,

as opposed to a low-velocity layer. This is consistent with the result that the phase following Po is

associated with rhe overlying layers rather than with the high velocity layer itself.

Sereno and Orcun (1985) have studied oceanic Po phases in the Pacific Ocean, which consist

of a high ftequency. low attenuation wavetrain of long duration with a velocity rpar 8.0 km/s. By

generating synrhetic seismograms they concluded that this phase could be explained simply as a
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set of refractiolul from the lower lithosphere. The long duruion in the ocean phase was explained
as due to reverberations in the ocean column. They argued that the propagation of the high
frequency Po does not require special fean[es of the lirhosphere. fi)t even high e values. This
agrees with the interp,retation of p61 in Chapter 5.

There are similarities and differences between this study's interpretation of the manrle
phases and that of Gubbins and Snieder (1990) regarding the high frequency precursors. In rheir
stttdy of the subducted Pacific plate, tlrcse authors also conclude that any high velocity layer
cannot be thinner than 6 km, otherwise it would not retain energy. This is similar to the results of
Section 5.6.3, in which the thickness of the layer was infened to be grearer than 4 km. Their
waveforms showed a high frequency precursor aniving before a low ftequency phase, the latter
corresponding to "normal" upper mantle velocity. They interpreted this as a dispersed wave
signal tfuough the strucrure consisting of a high velocity layer bounded by velocity gradients

andor finer layering. This is also similu to ttp present interpretarion of structure, however it is
unjustified to compare the two waveforms, because the distance of propagation is on a totally
different scale.The petrological interpretation of the high velocities is different. but Gubbins urd
Snieder's wavepaths sample greater depths, hence an eclogite interpretation in their case is
reasonable.

The results of fis sildy are dso rary similar to thos€ of Ouchi et at (19t3), who snrdied the

high fiequency Po utd So phases in ore Pacific. These phases were previously studied by Walker
(1977\, who proposed the presence of one, or two, waveguides capable of transmitting high
ftequency Po and So to large distances. Ouchi et al recotded high frequency Po phases at

distarrces between 6" and lE" in the north-western Pacific. These phases consisted of a lower
frequency (3 Hz) mantle refracted phase uavelling at E.4 - 8.6 lcm/s, followed by a higher

ftequency ( > 6 Hz; phase travelling at E.l - t.3 km/s. The high frequency phase had a long

duration and small anenuation with distance. These phases are uralogous to the Po and P61

phases observed in this smdy.

7.4 Unanswered questions and suggestions for further rcsearch

This study has touched upon several features of the suMucted slab stnrcture that merit

further investigation.

l. In Chapter 3, the determination of ttrc value of the refractor velocity ttuough

3-dimensional ray trace modelling has been shown to be sensitive to local variatioru in ttp form

of curvature of the slab. It is worth considering in more detail the extenr ro which this is
influencing the measurements of Po and So velocities in the North Island. Purposely designed
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iuray measurements of wavefront characteristics, in conjunction with 3-dimensional ray tracing,

might conversely yield informuion about the finer details of local slab geometry.

2. The high velocig layer inferred in this srudy ttes been assumed to rcpresent the fast

direction of an anisotropic medium, but the existence of anisouopy within tp slab has not heen

demonsrated. Shear wave poluization uralysis and reflectivity modelling incorporating

anisouopic media may supply further evidence, provided the effects are distinguished ftom those

due to anisotropy in the overlying crust (Gledhill, l99l). In the Weber data set, although shear

wave splitting was not specificdly sndied, so[le erridence of its existenoe was seen in a few

seismograms, although its origin cannot be ascertained. One example is shown in Figure 7.6, in

which the radial and transverse components of the horizontal motion show that the conesponding

S-waves are separated by about 0.3 s. Jacob et al (1991) have modelled anisoropic layers within

the littnsphere by generating seismic sections at varying azimuths. The appeararrce of such

sections is higNy sensitive to the direction of propagation Such techniques, however, may be

difficult to apply in the case of New Zealand, whe(e the 3{imensional structures make it difficult

to interpret sections u different azimuths.

P-wave anisotropy within the subducted upper mantle is expected to have an effect on the P-

wave polarization anomaly, due to deviation of the seismic ray paths ftom the vertical plane

connecting souce and receiver (in the case of horizontal layering). Thus the azimuthal anomaly

at the station is a sum of this effect as well as of slab geometry, although the anisouopy effect is

expected to be smaller than the geometry effect (Shearcr and Orcuc, 1985; de Parsceau, l99l).

This effect should be investigated.

More complete determination of the anisofopy within the suMucting lithosphere may

contribute to the knowledge of the state of stress within the downgoing slab.

3. A more detailed velocity profile in the vicinity of the high velocity medium, as well as

more rigorous constraints on atcnuation parameters may bc investigated, using the reflectivity

modelling used here, by utilizing a long-range refraction profile, such as that produced in the

Hikurangi Margin reftaction experiment. Ampliude - distance variuioru could also yield

i nformation on velocity gradients.

4. The idea of enhancement of a pre-existing anisoUopic layer within oceanic upper mantle

on encountering the stress conditlons within a suMuction zone could be further investigated by

looking for similar effects in other suMuction zones around the world.

5. The S-wavefield has not been investigated in this study. Waraform modelling could be

extended to the S-waves, and tlre horizontal components of displacement, to yield more

information about VpA/s ratios, as well as Q;l/ QJI relatioruhips.
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Event 900513.05d0

Fig,7.6 Exanple of sluar wave splilting obserted in the lUeber data set

6. The effect of the low-velociry layer on top of the suMucted slab was one of the clearest

results illustrated by the reflectiviry modelling. The similarity of the synrhetic signal and the

character of some East Coast data is strong evidence for the presence of such a layer, and

confirms previous reports from independent methods. The.question of how far down this layer

penetrates along with the slab has not been addressed. Other merhods for derecting it may be

applied, panicularly looking at path effects updip along the slab, using deeper inraplate

eanhquakes (e. 6. Cross on et al , 1 994).

7. A competely different problem, entering the domain of the palaeotectonics of the Pacific

Ocean, would be to explain the N6098 "fast" direction of upper mantle anisouopy in the

triangular section of lithosphere srudied in Chapter 6. The problem arises when one correlates

this direcdon with tln fossil spreading direction. This particular area poses a problem with regard

to its origin because it lacks magnetic lineations. presumably having been formed during the

Cretaceous Quiet Zone, in which no known reversals of t}te earth's magnetic polarity occnrred. It
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is generally assigned an age of around 100 My (Hilde er al, 1977).

The N60"8 direction is approximately at right angles to rhe present direcrion of motion of
the Pacific plate where it subduc6 below New Zealand. The area in question appears, at fust
sight. to be continuous with t}te crust currenrly being formed at the Pacific-Antarctic fudge in a

general N-W uending direction. This would be inconsistent wirh r.he fossil spreading direction

inferred by the anisouopy.

The tectonic history of tlte South Pacific ocean is complex. Hilde er al (1977) propose rhar

the Pacific plate had its origin at a triple junction that existed about 190 My ago between tfuee

major plates - the Kula. Phoenix and Farallon plates, wNch subsequently moved apan, forming

an initially triangular shaped new plate (the Pacific plate) between them (Figure 7.7), and rtuee

active spreading ridges. The Pacific' Phoenix spreading direction was rougtrly N - S (Hilde er al,

1977: Larson and Chase. 1972). The east-west uending Phoenix magnetic lineations. mapped

just north of tlte Phoenix islands. date as far back as approximately l20My (Larson and Chase.

1977) and are believed to represent this ancient spreading system. As the Pacific plate increased

in size. the Kula plate was subducted in the Nonh below tlte Asian plate (Uyeda and Miyuhiro,
1974), and at the same time. tre Phoenix - Pacific - Farallon triple junction migrated rapidly

south-east*'ard. The Phoenix plate is presumed to have subducted below the Gondwana margin

at a time when New Zealand was still joined to Antarctica. The breaking away of New Zealand

(including the Chatiam Rise and Campbell Plateau) from Antarcrica is believed to have occuned

8l My ago (Molnar et al. 1975).

The present day tectonics of the South Pacific (Figure 7.8) are largely dominated by the

Pacific - Antarctic Ridge. where sea-floor spreading is causing the Pacific plate to move in a

general t{W - SE uend at a rate of 6 to l0 cm/yr (Molnar et al, 1975), with spreading taking

place along large scale fracrure zones, such as the Eltanin, Heezen ud Tharp fracture zones

(warrs and Weissel. 1988). Magnetic lineations on both sides of the ridge date back to 8l My. lt

is nor unequivocally clear what the origin of the part of the Pacific plate presently subducting

below New Zealand is.

An interesting development has been reported recently by Engebretson.et cl (1991). These

authors have discovered weak magnetic lineations south of the Phoenix islands (3'S, 175'W),

becoming progressively older to the south-east. These lineatioru. which they name the Tonga

lineariors, are believed to be as old as 125 - 150 My. If this is the case, they argue. tien the crust

east of rhe Tonga trench may be older than the Cretaceous Quiet 7.r.ne, and may even be a

rernnanr of rhe old Phoenix plate that got "uapped" with ttre Pacific plaa during a period of plate

reorganizarion. This would be more consistent with a fossil spreading direction as indicated by

rhe anisouopy results of rhis srudy, as well as those of Shearer and Orcutt ( 1985).

Furrher discussion of this topic here is unjustified and beyond the scope of this thesis, as it

requires far more detailed information and elaboration on the tectonic Nstory of the Pacific

Ocean. It would be interesting and important. however, if the presence of upper mande
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Fig.7.t Present day ecanics in the South Pacifrc (Molnar et al, 1975)

anisotropy could help in sonr way unravel the complexities of this ffagment of the South Pacific

Ocean.
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Appcndix B

MIITJTIPLE FIUTER AI.TALYSIS

Foruier Trursforur S ignal
f(tl + F(ar,

Consruct Cnussian Band-Pass Filtcr

lo-,'-',,, t < rli
G/aD=]t-'-ilr ,t,<tsri

lo '> ''i

wbere arj = 0 - BAl,tDlati
a'j = (t *BAt'[Dlati

Multiply Specrrum in turn by
G(otl, . .,G i(at), . .,G,(ot)

F(ul.GibrY> H /ot)

Construct Quadrature Spectnrnr

Q/ot'1= iH latl

FFT ll;(ar)andQi@) back to rime
H /ot) + [;(r); Q/atl + q/t1

Enralopc Function:
h/t't- iq/tl

Instantaneans Anplitndc:
A;(r) = lh;(tl- t4/ttll

Ouputrcsuhas amatrir of numbcrs.
Rows rtprcscnt timc-samplcd cnw@ of thc signal,

band-pass fltcrEd u &e givcn fiequency.

t7r
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Appendix C

Cl Thke.off angle wirhin plane dipping slab

In this section, the expression for a, the take-off angle of a refracted ray down a plane
dipping slab, as in Section 3.1, is derived.

In Figure 3.1, consider the origin of the x, !, Z coordinate system to be temporarily shifted,
for simplicity, to point O, the origin. E is the epicentre. The equation of the dipping plane ABCD
is

:tand*e=0

Let the equation of the plane of propagation ORLN be

Ax+BytCz*D=0 ...C1

This plane must contain the unit vector along the normal ON, given by

1 = (sin d, O, cos d)

and the unit vector along OR. given by

OR = (sin a cos d, cos a, - sin a sin d)

The plane ORLN also contains the point (0,0,0). Substituting these tfuee vecrors into equation Cl
we get

t-t-1)-ztand=o ...C2coso'

for the equation of plane ORLN.

The equation of the line where this plane intersects the suface is given by puning z = h.

Thus this line has the equation

t-t"n1Y=fttand
cosa'

The plarc ORLN must also contain thc receiver point L, whose coordinates are (X, y. H).

Therefore

x-wo.r-fttand =0
cos d

rena=*rafll3"e)
\f)

The term lrturd is equal to the distance NE in Fig.3.l, so that if we choose to work in the
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coordinate system whose origin is at N, as in Chapter 3, then the angle a may be wrinen as

ranc = f;cosc
In the case of an u$ip travelling wave, the derivation is uralogous, and we get

( X + nhnd\
tana = [--f Jcosd

so that, if the origin of the coordinate system is again u*en to be at the point where ttp normal to

the dipping slab at the source ruts the surface, then we still hrve

tarot =f, co, a

C2 Tbavel time of the ray (derivation due ro Ansell (pen. comm., t990))

Consider first the plane of propaguion (Figure Cl). ORL is the ray. 7 is the critical angle,

given by

FigCl Plane of prcpagation of rcfracrcd ray ORL
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sin rt

The uavel time Tis given by

4 oR.RL
I =- v2 v1

a OR . RDsinZr =-+-v2 v1

a oR.RDr =-v2 v2

a OD OF+FD
t =- =-

In the parallelogram NLDR we have

T=

NL FD

-=
sin/ sin(Z + P)

OF+IVLsin(r+F{sinr

l=

v2

OiVcotr + iVL sin(l + fV sin r
v2

dco''r . ilf,sin(7+p)
v2 vzsin/

where ON = d

or:

dcur NL .7 = T * 
E- 

(cos f +cor/ sin/)

Wealso have

I{L. n = slnf

where NL is ttrc unit vector along NL.

Now considcr the plare in its 3{lnpnsional sctdng (Hgrlre 3.1) with

coordinate system again at N. (X, Y) are thc coordinaf,cs measur€d Fom N.

='lv2

v2Vt

Therefore

...c3

"'c4

the origin of the

irl=(#,ffi,o)
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Therefore, using equation C4

Therefore equation C3 becomes

Xz+Yz

Thus

Then

, = 
dl.?" * 1 [.,r.;om+ XcotT sin a]v2 vz\ )

To find the zurface wavefront, we must find the surface locus of constzntT, i. e.

T(x'Y) = C(corutant)

dcorv * t f.6;617+xcotysinal=cv2 vz\ )

,r(, -rJcotr I = {86;4F+ xcotT sind-\ v2)

r*tD =rr(. - ry)= constant

D-xcotrsind=fiGW

D2 = x2(cos2 5 -eotzy sinz d) +2DXcntr sind + 12

Dz =-{2- 
2Dcotrsind yt- Y2

c coszd_.otffiT ^ -;;;4E6ffiffi

NL. n = (#' #'o) {rioa,o'cosd)

sinp=ffio"t

^-ffficosp= Y-iTTi-

a dcotr ',[ffi2
I 

-- V't 9't

1?6



D2 _(r- Dcot/sind '12 DzcofTsin2d y2
cosz t totjt si"T - \-' = ;F 6 - cof/ si-ffi,/ - @ - g-;;fr;E;T
Multiplying by cos2 6 -cof 7 sinz 6:

p2 =1cos2 d -cot2ysinzdxx + E 2 - ?'=toft:'nt,o, 
= 
*rt

^r( ,, cofTsin2d ') , 7-or[t + ; 
,,|= 

ttot' 6 -cot27 sinz d11x + E\2 + Y2

(cos2d -co{rsn2dxx+E)2+12 = e -
cos2 d -cotl1 sinr d

or:

DcorT sin d
wrwrvg-F

cosz d - cotz1 sin2 d
The above is the equation of an ellipse with centre (-8, 0). Note that if d = 0 (d. e. a

horizontal slab), E becomes 0 and the equadon becomes that of a circle.

C4. Alternative derivotion of surface slowness

The horizontal slowness p at the surface is given by

p = vr(x, rr = (#,#)
Using the equation for T we get

r( xcos2d Y )
i--l:LA^.u-:-l:l' v2 

[.'lxt cosz d + f z ./Xz cosz d + Vz )

Using the relation

, Xcos6ana= 
Y

obhined in Section C.l. we find
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p = (cos d sin a + cotT sin d, cos a)

This is identical to equation 3.2.
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Appendix D

The EARSS Instrument Response

The ftequency response of the EARSS seismograph can be wrinen as rhe product of the
frequency response functions of the seismometer, the coil and the electronic componen6 as
follows (Chadwick, 199 l):

g(a) = ar{co\r2(a)s(a) ...D1

where

ar is the angular frequency in radians;

g(ar) is the total instrument response:

r1(ar)is the response of the anti-alias, second-order Butterworth low-pass filter in the EARSS
recorder, given by

Ir{a)= i
--i

r2(ar) is the resporse of the first-order Bunerworth high-pass frlter, wirh half-power at (lt2r)Hz,
and corner ftequency ars given by 0.6/y, /,y being the Nyquist frequency (50H2). r2(ar) is given
by

rz='. I

IG
t'aj +\2i--r

and s(ar) is the seismometer response. given by

s(ar)= ,,=!," ,ar-+Lmararc-o?

in which U, h utd o)c are the gain constant, damping constant and critical angular frequerrcy of
the seismometer respectively. Chadwick(I99l) measrued these constants by a least-squues

inversion technique wNch nts the observed response curve to the theorctical one. Tlpical values

for an EARSS seismograph operating at l00Hz sampling ftequerrcy are:

U = l.563.rl0lo

ft = 0.5t7

@c = 6.5t radians

The factor ar in equation Dl in effect accounts for the response of the seismometer coil.
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Addendum to Chapters 2/3

(i) Error in tlrc apparent velociq' arising from possible short-n'avelength lrcterogerteities in tlrc
medium between refractor and seismograph nev'ork

In using the arrival tjmes of the Pn phase at stations of the L-network to invert for wavefront

speed and azimuth, it has been assumed that the structure between the refractor (along u'hich Pn

travels) and the L-network is homogeneous. except for surface topography, corrections for rvhich

were made to the arrival times at the different stations (Section 2.4). Although the linear

dimensions of the L-nelwork are small (approximately 3 km). it is possible lhat there are short-

wavelength heterogeneities. especially in llre overl)'img crust. wltich represenls a tectonically

defornred region on the Wellington peninsula. Such lteterogeneities rvould introduce differences

in the time-lerrns at the receiver end for the same phase (Pn ) arriving at different stations of the

network. Corrections for these differences are of the same nature as those for station elevaLions.

An evaluation of the uncertainty in the apparent velocity introduced by these time-term

differences is here anempted.

Consider. in the simpliJied case of a plane, horizontal refraclor, a wavefront incident on two

stations of the netu'ork. as shorvn:

ation i

x

l-et di, v; be the di$ance and average P-velocity above the refractor applicable to the wave

reaching station d. If d;, v; 3r€ the same for all stations, then the arrival time difference ly - t;

yields the velocity vz by v2= x(tj -t;). But if they are different, lhis introduces a time-term

difference of

d; d;
. A(ti- t)=;-;

or. if it is assumed that the distances d;, d i Te equal. then

statili

v
2



\,'l ^-.- -.r "

(t r\L(ti-t)=dl:-:l
\vj v; )

From Figure 5.5 (basic velocity nrodel used in waveform matching), the average crustal P-

velocity is 5.68 km/s. and the average velocity in the subducted crust and upper mantle above the

refractor is 7.30 km/s. A difference of l7o in the crustal velocity (where the main small-scale

heterogeneity is expected to occur) will yield a change in the average velocity above lhe refractor

of +0.02 km/s in 6.49 km/s. This produces a time-term difference of the order of * 0.02 s.

Since the apparent velocity was nleasured by a least-squares inversion of the arrival linles al

6 network stations, it was decided to estinlate the etfect of the above uncertainty by adding time-

term differences arbitrarily to the observed arrival limes, and re-doing the inversion several Limes

to observe the variations in c and /. This gave a measure of the stability of the inversion with

respect to such fluctuations. The arrival tinres from event number 0l were chosen as a test data

.set. This event yielded c = 8. -53 knr/s and / = 53.7" .

Clearly, the effect on the best-fit result is sensitive to which stations are involved. As

expected, lhe maximum varialion in c was observed when adding (or subEacting) time-term

differences to the end-stations PDD and NDE.

Adding a time-term correction of +/- 0.02 s to single stations SAL, RKK, KSE and SEF

respectively caused the solution for c to swing between 8.40 km/s and 8.61 km./s, an approximate

erroroft0.l kn/s.

Adding a time-ternr correction of i 0.02 s to slations I'DD an<l NDE respectively caused the

solution for c to swing between 8.73 km/s and 8.42 km/s, an uncertainty of + 0.2 km/s. This is

approximately equivalent to having a l7o ditference in crustal P-velocity between the ends of the

array - a distance of around 4.3 km.

Adding random time-term corrections to all stations in lhe anay produced variations in c
within + 0.2 km/s.

The extreme situation af adding a corection of 0.02 s to PDD and -0.02 s to NDE, and

vice - versa (represenling an approxinlalely TEo change in lhe cruslal velocity) caused variations

in c of t 0.4 kn/s.

ln all the above cases, the swing in the slowness azimuth, C, was not greater than t3".
In conclusion, lhe apparent velocity obtained by inverting the array arrival times is

considerably sensitive to lateral heterogeneity in the crust. In the absence of a proper least-

squares analysis to estimate the magnitude of the time-term corrections at the 6 stations, the

assessment of lhe enor in llrc wavcfront spcei due lo lateral heterogeneity would be that a t%
change in the crustal P-velocity hetween lhe ends of the seismic network produces an uncertainty

of t 0.2 km/s in c and t3" in /. Addd to the observational efiors (due primarily to uncertainty in

pick times) of + 0.2 km/s. this means that the apparent velocity should be quoted as 8.70 + 0.4

knVs. This is a fairly large uncertainty, lrowever it is imgxrrtant to note that the presence of a high-



velocity layer (exceeding 8.6 km/s) within the subducted Pacilic plate is revealed through other

means. such as travel time curves (Section 2.4). waveform matching of the first few seconds of

the signal (Chapter 5), which coul<J not be achieved with a normal upper mantle structure. and the

Lake Tennyson data set (Section 2.5).

(ii) Final error in tlrc quoted tne velocily

As explained in Chapter 3, when converting from the apparent velocity to the lrue P-velocily

below the refractor, it was found that an analytical method could not be used, since the fornt of
curvature of the slab appeared to influence quite highly lhe apparent velocity. Of necessity,

therefore, a method of ltrrward modclling (3-d ray tracing) had to be applied. This involved

uncertainties of a completely different nature to the ones involved in estimating the apparent

velocity from the observations. These uncertainties arose mainly because of the non-unique

nature of the geometry/velocity maodel. and trade-offs between certain features of the model.

The lorward mo<lelling may be thouglrt of more suitably as an exercise in demonstrating, as

clearly as possible, that the inlluence of the curvature of the slab is such that a single "conversion"

from apparent to lrue P-velocity is not strictly justified, and that such conversions which assume a

plane subducted slab in this region would yield misleadingly high results for the true velocity.

Nevertlrcless. it is possible lo state resonahle bounds for the P-velocity below the refractor, as

follows:

The uncertainty in the nrodelling arises mainly because (a) the precise nature of the slab

surface curvature is not known. and (b) the P-velocity in the layer immediatel overlying the

subducted slab surface, which has a significant effect on the apparent velocity, cannot be

ascertained by deductive means or fornr results of other studies. From the modelling outlined in

Section 3.4 (see particularly Figures 3.7 and 3.9), if we discard the model of a regular cylindrical

curvarure (Ansell and Bannister, l99l). a given apparent velocity could be modelled by a true

velocity that is between 0.05 and 0.1-5 km/s higher. This value is obtained promarily from the

effect of the P-velocity directly above the slab surface, but also includes the effect of small

departures of the slab curvature from that of Figure 3.8/Thble 3.3. lt means that an apparent

velocity of 8.70 km/s woultl currespond to a true velocity of E.80 t 0.05 km/s.

Since the total error in the apparent velocity may be as large as * 0.4 km/s, then the lrue

velocity should really be quoted with an uncertalnty of t 0.45 km/s.
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Errata
plg last para, 13: 4'4.40"S to read 40.40"S

p"8 para I to continuq ...ftrst portion. at station NDE is again notable.

p37 12 of Section 2.5.1: 8.7 trvls to read 8.7 km/.s

p53 Section 3.2.2: Tlte slowness vector to read:

p54 The equation for c tlo read 
l

c = uz(cosl a +catzysin2 t -sin2dsinacot/+cos2 dsin2s)T

pl l l ll4: "P. SV" to read "SV - ft"

116117: "SV to P" (o read "P to SV"

pl6l Reference to Boudier. F. and Nleholas, A. : l986to read 1985

pl73 l-3: (X, Y, H) to read (X" t h)

t f 
-ctts d sin 7.sin d +sin dcos z'1

S=-l -$n/coSa Iut t sindsinTsina+cos acosr )
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